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PREFACE

Since 1981 the Secretary of Defense has published an as- * The Soviets' longstanding extensive program to build
sessment or the Soviet Union's military strength. This pub. deep underground facilities for leadership protection
lication, Soviet Military Power, has provided the American during nuclear war is discussed in detail for the first
people, our friends and allies throughout the world, and time in this year's edition,
others, with a clear, concise description of Soviet military I The SS-24 rail-mobile intercontinental ballistic mis-
capabilities, sile (ICBM) began its initial deployment;

This year we have adopted a slightly different approach a The SL-16 medium-lift space-launch vehicle became
and taken a more comprehensive view or the trends and operational;
implications observed in Soviet military strength since I The first launch of the SL.X-17 heavy-lift space-implictionslaunch vehicle was observed;
1981. Part I of this document describes the traditional - n T h i was se rved;

* components or Soviet military power. Chapter I provides Tp e al a
an overview of Soviet military strategy, policy, organiza- . operational;

tion, and doctrine, Chapter II analyzes Soviet foreign operationalh

policy under General Secretary Gorbachev, Chapter III I A third AKULA-Class nuclear-powered attack sub-
describes the resource base from which the Soviets draw marine was laur :hed; and
their military strength, Chapter IV assesses Soviet strategic v The 11-76/MAINSTAY airborne warning and con-
offensive, strategic defensive, and space forces, Chapter V trol system aircraft became operational.
summarizes Soviet conventional military power. These are merely the most recent manifestations of a

To understand fully the potential implications of Soviet continuing buildup of Soviet nuclear and conventional
military strength, however, it is necessary to examine the force capabilities, Since 1981, virtually every component of
Soviet Union's military capabilities in relation to those of Soviet military power has been expanded and modernized:
the United States and our allies, Part 2 of Soviet Military I Soviet strategic nuclear offensive forces continue to
Power 1988 places this Soviet strength in perspective by be upgraded, The decade began with the completion
providing an assessment of the significant military power of fourth-generation ICBM deployment - the SS-
balances. Chapter VI discusses the history and current sta- 17, SS-18, and SS-19. In 1985, the Soviets led off the
tus of the balance between our strategic forces and those 0o introduction of a firth generation of ICBMs with the
the Soviet Union. Chapter VII contains our assessment of road-mobile SS-25,
the military balances in Europe, Southwest Asia, and the * The TYPHOON ballistic missile submarine (SSBN)

Far East, as well us the maritime balance and our compar- carrying 20 SS-N-20 missiles was introduced, fol-
- ative capabilities to project military power, Because both lowed closely by the DELTA IV SSBN carrying the

the United States and the Soviet Union rely heavily on * The BEAR H bomber, armed with the AS-IS long-

technology to improve their respective military capabili.)e; .'.'range, nuclear-armed cruise missile, was introduced,
ties, Chapter VIII provides a comparative assessment of and deployment of the new strategic bomber, the

'.., ~-how emerging technologies will affect our security in the),'.,e.'BLACKJACK, is about to begin.
"not-too-distant future. Chapter IX concludes by reflecting s The Soviets continue modernizing their ballistic
on how we might best strengthen our collective security in missile defense system around Moscow by convert-
light or' the military threat presented by the Soviet Union, ing it into a two-layer defense composed of silo-
and our willingness to commit resources to deal effectively based, long-range, modified GALOSH interceptors;
and elficiently with this threat. silo-based GAZELLE high-acceleration endoatmo-

As in previous issues, this year's Soviet Military Power spheric interceptors; and associated engagement,
* also draws attention to some of the more noteworthy de- guidance, and battle management radar systems, in-

vclopments in Soviet military strength observed since the eluding the new PILL. BOX large phased-urray radar
% pLIblicaitioo iet Militry Power 1987, among thern: at Pushkino,
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a The across-the-board modernization of Soviet con- dangerous incidents, I also wanted to gain a better un-
ventional forces in the 1980s, including tanks, ar- derstanding of Soviet public declarations of a "defensive
tillery, fighter aircraft, and surface and submarine doctrine" and their concept of "reasonable sufficiency,"
combatants, constitutes a major improvement in So- Our discussions produced little if any specific information
viet military capabilities. The T-80 tank, BTR.80 ar. about whether there is indeed a new Soviet doctrine, and,
mored personnel carrier, SPAA-M-1986 air defense if there is, whether it will mean substantive changes in So-
gun, SA. 12 surface-to-air missile, and SS.23 short- viet force structure or military spending. I did not learn
range ballistic missile have all become operational -:hat detnnitiv, changes might take place in Soviet military
since 1981. post,... if a truly *'defensive" doctrine based on "reason-

* The Su-25/FROGFOOT and the state-of-the-art Su- able, sufficiency" wrc implemented.
0 27/FLANKER, MiG.29/FULCRUM, and MIG- While we continue to hope for meaningful change on

31/FOXHOUND aircraft are now all operational the Soviets' part to less aggressive and less dangerous poll-
and widely deployed. cies and postures, to date, we have seen no evidence of the

a In the Soviet Navy, a 65,000-ton aircraft carrier USSR changing the offensive nature of its force structure
designed for ramp-assisted aircraft launch is under and deployment patterns, Military output has not been
construction, Additionally, four new surface war- reduced nor has military spending decreased, On the con-

* ship classes, two attack submarine classes, three new trary, the Soviet military budget under General Secretary
naval aircraft types, six new naval surface weapon Gorbachev continues to grow at a rate of 3 percent per
systems, and six new general purpose submarine year at a level representing 15 to 17 percent of their GNP.
classes have been put to sea by the Soviets since 1981, Most important, the Soviet force posture and military ca-

Soviet military power and the threat it represents are pabilities detailed in this book are not consistent with a de-
not, then, abstract notions, The Soviets' willingness to use fensive military posture. We would all welcome a sincere
military rorce to exact compliance through threats or even Soviet effort to change their military posture, especially
by crossing international borders in armed aggression, as if it is backed up by observable reductions In forces and
they did in Afghanistan, is undeniable, spending, We will continue to watch -- while maintaining

But the Soviets are now projecting a much different our vigilance,
A, international image, giving rise to hopes for fundamen- It is my hope that this realistic portrait of the Soviet

tal changes in Soviet behavior, Whether these changes, if Union's military capabilities and the threat they constitute
rcalizcd, will constitutq a real opportunity for more fun- to the Free World will assist all Americans, our friends,

• damental improvements in our relations with the Soviet and our allies to appreciate the tremendous size and scope
n•nion remains to bu seen, While recognizing the com- of the security challenges before us, We must not be

-. , petitive and predominantly adversarial character of our overawed by Soviet military capabilities, though they are
relationship with the Soviet Union, it is our policy to pur- formidable indeed, Rather, we must strengthen our re-
-Uc ai dialogue with them in order to seize opportunities solve to preserve our freedoms and our national security,
l'•r more constructive relations, In the spirit of' this pol- and fashion an enduring program for our collective secu-

• icyy I recently met with the Defense Minister ofthe Soviet rity. Only in this way can we, our allies, and our friends
, I. njion, Gieneral Dmitri Yazov, My purpose was to dis- secure the blessings of' liberty and freedom for ourselves

cuss a variety ol security issues, including prevention of and our posterity in the years ahead.

April 1988 Secretary of Defense
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The Nature of the Soviet Threat

i Soviet National Security Policies Our consideration of Soviet Military
Power begins with a detailed examination

a Soviet Foreign Policy Under of Soviet goals and objectives. By first un-
Gorbachev derstanding the foundations that shape the

character of Soviet military power, we can

v Military Resources Allocation ausem properly the overall threat pond by
Moscow's arsenal; then, we can evaluate

@ Soviet Strategic Programs and the balance of power between tde United

Space Forces States and Soviet Union.

a Soviet Conventional Forces
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Soviet national goals and objectives, There Is certainly a desire on the part
doctrine, and military capabilities are not of some to believe or wish that this were
discrete Items to be examined In Isolation otherwise. A number of political, as well
from each other. Indeed. there Is a close as military, changes have taken place in
relationship between the Soviet Union's the Soviet Union, some quite recent. It
overarching national goals, Its military would be a mistake, however, to regard
doctrine, and the forces It has amassed political and military shifts as mirroring

Ito accomplish Its political and military fundamental changes In the nature of the
ends. The Kremilin's military doctrine and Soviet regime.
the forces that flow from that doctrine
have become more complex over the years
as the leadership refined Its understand-
ing of the nature of future war and the
best methods available to employ military
po)wer. Soviet goals, however, are un-
changed, for those goals aire defined by
the principles of the Soviet regime, and
these principles have remained basically
constant In the post-war period.
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CHAPTER I

Soviet National Security Policies

The Soviets' national goals and objectives are best un- These cultural, ideological, political, and historical
derstood within the broader framework of their culture, factors help explain Soviet national security priorities.
politics, ideology, and history. These are:

n Russian civilization has not assimilated such basic n To strengthen the Soviet political system and preserve
Western concepts as constitutionalism, democratic rule by the Communist Party of the Soviet Union.
government, the rights of the individual, or the free, a To extend and enhance Soviet influence worldwide.
entrepreneurial market. in To defend the Soviet homeland and state against

n Politically, both Tsarist and Soviet systems have been potential aggression.
characterized by autocratic rule, a centralized bureau- m To maintain dominance over the land and sea areas
cracy, and control by police power. adjacent to Soviet borders.

n Marxist-Leninist ideology teaches that the Soviets are
engaged in a long-term struggle between two basically Soviet behavior reveals that they would prefer to
irreconcilable political, economic, and social systems. achieve these objectives by peaceful means. At the
In this struggle, they believe history and time are on same time, the Soviets have amassed enormous military
their side. power, far in excess of what might be required for

a ThV Soviet Union and the Tsarist system that preceded defense. Though they prefer peace to war, they are
it have justified their expansionist policies over the perfectly willing to advance their interests by intimida-
past three centuries by asserting - often falsely - tion, coercive diplomacy, or the direct use of force as in
that Russian history is a repetitive story of invasion Hungary, Czechoslovakia, or Afghanistan.
and occup,'tion.

SYSTEMIC TRENDS
These factors, among others, help explain the Soviet

leadership's view of the world that shapes the political The early 1980s marked the close of the Brezhnev
behavior and military actions of the Soviet Union. era, a time of relative prosperity at home and dramatic
Culturally, they take great pride in what they believe increase in Soviet military power and political influence
to be the superiority of a political and economic system, abroad. Despite these achievements, the final years
buttressed by military power, that elevated the Soviet of the Brezhnev era brought increasing difficulties in
Union to superpower status. On the other hand, they foreign and domestic affairs. The Kremlin leadership
experience feelings of inferiority when they are not was faced with a marked slowdown in economic growth.
accepted as full participants in world affairs. Thus, Based on Soviet data, average annual national income
a fundamental goal of Soviet national strategy is to declined from a growth rate of over 8 percent in the
achieve the status that would guarantee "equal partici- 1960s, to 5 to 6 percent in the 1970s, to I to 2 percent
pation in world affairs" and freedom from any criticism in the early 1980s. As economic growth decreased, the
of. or interference in, Soviet internal affairs. Soviets* objective of reducing the technology gap with

Western industrial nations was jeopardized. Even the
The ideological dimension of Soviet national modest improvements in living standards of the 1960s

strategy envisages a basically adversarial relationship and 1970s came to a halt. At the same time, events
that is explicit in Marxist dialectic. This causes the such as the Polish crisis of the early 1980s affected
Krcmlin to engage in a continual struggle with the West. the Kremlin's thinking about the risks of ignoring
This conflict recutires the total integration of political, public dissatisfaction with economic conditions and an
military, economic, and subversive components of So- unresponsive political system.
vict national power. Their national goals and objectives
rcquire thii' the Soviets expand their military power and Meanwhile, the political leadership bccame-increas-
political .,uencc beyond their own borders to ensure ingly entrenched. "Stability of' cadres" -- the implied
their sc,:uritv and satisfy their imperiaKlist urge. political contract between Brezhncv and the bureau-



During the 27th Party Congress, General Secretary Gorbachev espoused a new concept of military 'sufficiency' which would achieve
.paritv at a lower level.' The General Secretary's public statements notwithstanding, Soviet military spending has increased during his
tvioire. Aware that Moscow's superpower status is dlerived from its military power, he and the Soviet leadership are fully committed
to rim Ic ar and (onventional force modernization.
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sented their outline for a restructured Soviet system and improve management, A key component of Gor-
called "perestroika," bachev's program to reinvigorate the economy is the

"new economic mechanism," an attempt to overcome
To promote the image of a revitalized political sys- the braking effect of the over-centralized command

tern, the leadership renewed the crackdown on official economy by expanding entrepreneurial autonomy and
corruption. The new leaders also initiated a sweeping increasing the role of incentives. Simultaneously, the
shakeup of' the Soviet bureaucracy designed to replace day-to-day role of central economic agencies is being
Brezhnev-era holdovers with new managers more tech- reduced. The enterprise's own ability to determine the
nically competent and attuned to Gorbachev's domes- size and wage scale of its labor force is being increased,
tic programs, as is its ability to set its own prices or negotiate prices

with its customers. Also envisioned is expanded enter-
Gorbachev and his allies also endorsed a policy prise control over its supply arrangements, previously

of "democratization," which called for a selective dominated by centrally decreed distribution plans. At
expansion of work force participation in enterprise the same time, enterprises are expected to become less
decisionmaking, and permitted the popular election of dependent on the state for subsidies and investment
its managers. The goal was to give workers a greater funds, and more self-sufficient financially as the result
stake in the management of their own factories, thereby of profitable operations. Although Gorbachev's "new
increasing the pressure on the managers to be more economic mechanism" is clearly a. compromise between
efficient, The new leadership also introduced multi- those who advocate more far-reaching changes and
candidate elections to some government and party posts. those who favor more modest shifts in the management
Additionally, they established procedures to expand apparatus, it nevertheles9 moves well beyond previous
channels to air grievances against officials and opened management efforts at reform.
opportunities for nationwide discussion of policies under
consideration by the leadership. These measures were What has not changed is the relitince of the Soviet
designed to project a populist, progressive image and to Union on military power to undergird its political

e enlist the Soviet public in the effort to make a lethargic policies and the continued willingness of the Soviet
Soviet bureaucracy more efficient and productive, leadership to provide the resources necessary to sustain

its military power.
To increase pressure on bureaucrats to accept the

new program objectives and style of management, the SOVIET MILITARY DOCTRINE AND STRATEGY
Gorbachev leadership adopted a policy of "glasnost."
Although "glasnost is interpreted by some in the West Soviet military doctrine, the military policy of the

to mean "openness," it is used by the Soviets to connote Communist Party of the Soviet Union, is concerned with
"publicity" or officially managed perceptions, Under the nature of a possible future wat and the preparation
this policy, while maintaining control over the media, of the country and its armed forces for conducting such
the regime has selectively allowed more complete re- a war. Military strategy deals with defining the strategic
porting of' "negative" domestic news and foreign policy tasks of the armed forces: carrying out measures to
issuIes previously suppressed by Soviet censors. There prepare the armed forces, the economy, and the pop-
has also been significant loosening of the strictures on ulation for war; assessing the military potential of its
cultural expression, with a much wider range of themes adversaries, and determining the size and composition
_ including some that are politically sensitive -- toler- of military forces necessary to wage war. The actual

ated in literature, film, theater, and art. The Gorbachev practice of preparing armed forces for war, as well as
leadership has continued to enforce a crackdown on training troops for strategic, operational, and tactical
alcohol and drug abuse and other manifestations of combat, is encompassed in Soviet military art -- the
what (iorhachev calls "social corrosion." Nevertheless, effective application of1 military power to achieve the
public debate on (certain topics - such as the primacy USSR's political goals.

1f thle party in national lif'e. the KGB. and sonic human
rights abuses is still prohibited. Although the Soviet leadership appears to recognize

the devastating consequences of nuclear war. Soviet
To address the most pressing domestic problfen military doctrine calls for the ability to achieve victory

revitalizing the stwgnating ccononly Gorbachev and across the entire spectrum of conflict, from limited
his allies have adopted a 1iiualti-faceted strategy, Anmong conventional to strategic nuclear war. Soviet military

Otothcr thin s, this strategy will increase investment al- doctrine views war as an extension of politics Lind
Ica tioS to ci vilian machint hbuilfinlg industries and emphasizes oflensive operations. The Soviet military
%will promote programis to increase work rorce discipline leadership has identified these principles as essential if'

.4 I '
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The aiccuracy and survivability of the recently deployed rail-mobile SS-24 Mod 1 will significantly Increase the lethality of the USSR's
ICBM force The missile can he deployed throughout the Soviet Union.

a'CL rrird elr 1cl is to lie decided illI its favor, For the terntory, Bleginning inl the mlid-1I960s, however, Soviet
Ss \ ctkir\ ill eillV.the aConventional ot. a nuclear doctrinal statements heganl discussing the growing pos-
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1 '111d Slil(Cs Mid NAT() ilid tIL' !urvival ofI tepar'ty- Accordingly, the Soviets, in addition to their nuclear

dirrrrrel ohic-coniiesrt'ICtu~re 1t hom1e1. am-ns hu~ildupll. undertook a wide-ranging modernization
of' their convenltional I rorces to ensure thieir capahil-

S000 icttlillktl' IOCU-ilICtj. stralcpuv. and tactics have ito lO ight elletCCVI v onl either21 [A nIIeLIrI1 Or a non fLu-
hee fle lre~opirs caedill response it) technological clear battlefield.

* as rrc'~irid dwlrLue,ý ill the politicall env~ironmilent.
*sotoic teriekIs ol' ootritr: rlave rcrrilliincd con)Istant over* Beginrning in the late 1970~s. due ito an acknowledged

11rc Mer l s ile ot~liclivr'1;1c h~eir riiodilied ro) reflect c:ondkitioni of nuclear parrity. the Soviets hegain coil-
cIliliiwce ill lieC Sos ret e:ýIlcttlkrtiori (11 the "Cot-relatirrir tenliplating thec possihility or* an eXtenlded con1ventional1

- . t te< tire jlrraititaise arid Llrrrlrtrrrs cLetICIIUlS war. anid event thec po~ssibility that %%,ll- between tire
- ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ -- 1 '111~ t 5r at ~ecrrci rd projected WII stirt rs sperowers mlight not becomeC nuLclear1. This doctrinal

"8~ I t[r lr~t -West comlripeiriori. I 'ritil lire 19~64, the shirt Xas dueI ill parIt to technolo1gical1 deveop)MntS in
I' pI% vleder lhill veCCted1 that t11e tre:\t sý orld ttar \s ouldk :'I\anree Collsrit iOn~l1 Iweaponry. in part as LI rearetiori
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ventional phase. Soviet military doctrine now recognizes as well as other leadership statements on sufficiency.
that neither strategic nuclear nor conventional forces are For example, in his speech to the International Forum
by themselves "decisive," but that they only achieve for a Nuclear-Free World in February 1987, Gorbachev
their maximum effectiveness in concert. The Soviets emphasized reducing conventional and nuclear forces in
have spent great resources to modernize and expand a way that ensures a constantly declining "balance of
their conventional forces, while continuing to expand reasonable sufficiency." In a late May meeting of the
their strategic nuclear offensive and defensive forces, Warsaw Pact Political Consultative Committee, these
stressing their ability to fight under both nuclear and concepts were presented in what was labeled as a "War-
nonnuclear conditions. saw Pact statement on military doctrine." Although

Soviet commentators later described the announcement
Soviet military writings during this same period con- as embodying a "new" Soviet military doctrine, most

tinued to emphasize the initial period of war. Marshal of the tenets in the declaration had appeared in earlier
Nikolai Ogarkov wrote in 1984, "There is a sharp Warsaw Pact statements.
expansion in the zone of possible combat operations,
and the role and significance of the initial period of war Soviet spokesmen claim - as they have for three
and its initial operations become incomparably greater." decades - that Pact military doctrine has not changed
This emphasis is also discussed in the 1984 book, MV. and is defansive in nature because it is designed to
Frun•e - Military Theorist. by Colonel General M.A. maintain only those forces necessary for defense against
Gareyev, a deputy chief of the General Staf'. Gareyev a NATO attack. According to the Soviets, by having
stresses that "the main role of the initial period of war an exclusively defensive posture, neither the Warsaw
will increase further and this may be the main and Pact nor NATO would have the capability to launch
decisive period which largely predetermines the outcome an attack. Soviet military writings suggest that military
of the entire war," "sufficiency" - which the Soviets have yet to define

precisely - could lessen international tensions while
During the 1980s, the Soviets have also begun to In- maintaining military parity. Minister of Defense Dmitri

corporate defensive operations into an overall offensive Yazov, in his recent book On Guard for Socialism and
strategy, They have done so in response to what they Peace implies, however, that military sufficiency means
perceive as NATO's offensive concepts of Follow-on force levels capable of repelling an enemy attack and
Forces Attack, and AirLand Battle, as well as NATO's conducting ruccessful offensive operations to destroy
improved conventional forces. The Soviets have always the enemy, The Soviets' war-fighting strategy has
accepted the idea that, for a limited time during a future consistently stipulated the requirement for sufficient
war, they may have to engage in defensive operations military forces to achieve their strategic objectives in
in certain areas within an overall theater of operations, wartime, central among which is the destruction of the
Their objective in training, however, is to move as enemy forces.
quickly as possible to the counteroffensive.

To date, there is no reason to conclude that "rea-
The Gorhachev leadership continues to adhere to sonablc sufficiency" represents a renunciation or even

this military doctrine, with its er'. 's on victory an alteration of the inherently offensive Soviet mili-
in atly conflict contingency, Soviet training, for example, tary strategy. Gorbachev and his allies arc as keenly
still stresses the conventional (but nuclear-threatened) aware as their predecessors that the Soviet Union's
battlefield and a protracted period of conventional com- superpower status and its ability to achieve its strategic
bat. At the same time, it reflects a continuing con- objectives derive from its military power, Indeed, the
cern with developing forces and a strategy capable of Soviet Union's commitment to modernizing both its
emerging victorious in all phases of' warfare, including nuclear and conventional ftorees has continued under

* a protrocted nuclear war. Gorbachev, Yet one cannot rule out the possibility
that the announcement of the new concept may be an

G;ORBIACH-E V'S IMIPACT indiLLtion of' fuLture changes in the War,,aw Pact armled
ON MIIIrTARY D)OCTRINE forces, if meaningful changes do occur, they could

affect levels of readiness, for•. structure, sustainability,
Further refinemcnts in certain aspects of* Soviet miili- training, and operations. Should such changes begin

tdlry doctrine may be in the offing, During his 27th Party to occur, the result could just Ls easily be a smaller
S('ongress speech in February 1986. (iorbachev nten- and yet even more capable offensive f'orce structure

onetitmd without elaboration the concept of' "reasonable 011 suflici0nt by any standard to pursue Soviet political
,1-licielncy." Since that speech, there have been numer- and military objectives that have not really changed. In

otis rc'ercnces to achieving "parity at a lower level." addition, the concept of' 'reasonable sulliciency" is con-

12
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sistent with Soviet long-standing objectives of dividing groups of forces in Eastern Europe, four fleets, rear
NATO, slowing US and NATO force modernization, services, civil defense, and the directorates of the MOD.
derailing the US Strategic Defense Initiative program The General Staff also advises the Defense Council
through arms control, and allowing time for Soviet and MOD Collegium on military policy and develops
economic, technological, and industrial initiatives to positions on questions of military strategy for Defense
take effect. Thus, the West must not only listen to Council approval. Its major peacetime functions are
Soviet pronouncements but also observe Soviet actions, to develop integrated war plans for strategic operations
Rhetoric notwithstanding, Soviet defense spending has and to ensure that the armed forces are ready to conduct
risen, not diminished, under Gorbachev's aegis, such operations at all times.

SOVIET ARMED FORCES STRUCTURE Territorially, the USSR is divided into 16 military dis-
tricts (MDs). An MD is a high-level element of military

Supreme leadership of the Soviet Armed Forces, as administration with subordinate military units, training
in any other sector of Soviet society, is vested in the institutions, recruitment and mobilization offices, and
Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU), notably other military establishments. Aside front supervising
the Politburo and the Defense Council. Direct control combat training, the MD commander is responsible for
and administration of the daily activities of the armed overseeing draftee registration and induction, mobili.
forces is entrusted to the Ministry of Defense (MOD), zation planning, civil defense, and premilitary and
headed by General of the Army Dmitri Yazov, As reserve training.
Minister of Defense, Yazov is charged with maintaining
the readiness of the armed forces and overseeing their Soviet units stationed in Poland, East Germany,
development, Yazov is also eesponsible, in conjunction Czechoslovakia, and Hungary are organized into four
with organizations in the Party-state hierarchy, for the groups of forces, The four groups and most military dis-
comprehensive Soviet civil defense program, Party con- tricts are subordinate to one of four permanent regional
trol of the armed forces is assured by its decisionmaking high commands, These high commands of forces control
power, its control over personnel appointments, and the ground, air, and naval forces that would conduct
by the KGB's Third Chief Directorate and the MOD's operations in the Western, Southwestern, Southern, and
Main Political Directorate. Far Eastern Theaters of Military Operations (TVDs),

Acting as regional extensions of the Supreme High
The MOD Collegium functions as a key consultative Command and General Staff, the four high commands

body and policy review board, Chaired by the Minister are designed to centralize General Staff control over
of Defense, the Collegium resolves issues related to the wartime theater operations.
development of the armed forces, their readiness, and
the effectiveness of military and political training. Its In peacetime, non-Soviet Warsaw Pact (NSWP) forces
members include the three first deputy defense ministers, are subordinate to their respective national commands.
the II deputy ministers, and the Chief of the Main In wartime, however, NSWP forces would come under
Political Administration. Soviet command under the High Commands of Forces

in the Western and Southwestern TVDs, Their war
Five of the II deputy ministers are Commanders in plans, training, tactics, force structure, and readiness

Chief' (CINCs) of the live services - Strategic Rocket are dictated by the concerns of the Soviet military
Forces, Ground Forces, Navy. Air Defense Forces, and establishment, This command structure reflects the fact
Air Forces, The live servic. CINCs are responsible for that the national interests of the Warsaw Pact's East
peacetime force administration, maniagement, and train- European members are routinely subordinated to those
ing, The remaining six deputy defense ministers oversee of the USSR.
civil defense, rear services, the main inspectorate, con-
struction and billeting, personnel, and armaments, East European reliability and the military capabilities

of Moscow's allies are matters of considerable concern
The most important clercn,,nt in the MOD for both to the Kremlin, NSWP forces can probably be counted

peacetime and wardime force management and control on to support Soviet-determined Pact objectives during
is the General Stall". headed by Marshal ofe the Soviet the initial stages ora conflict. Soviet control mechanisms
Union Sergey Akhromeyev. As the central military staff and the caliber of training and discipline among most
organ, the General Staff exercises operational control NSWP forces should ensure reliable response to alert
Lover the armed forces. It is responsible for coordinating and mobilization orders and the conduct t.:" initial
planning by the service main staffs and the staffs of the operations. Reliability becomes increasingly doubtful
four high commands of forces, 16 military districts, four after the initial stages of hostilities. The circumstances
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Although public statements by Soviet leaders in 1987 indicated a change in emphasis away from the military, the USSR continued to
fund the modernization of all Soviet forces.

sUrroind.11inuc the outbreak of war, the extent of the Pact's As the readiness of the armed forces rises during
battlel'icld success. and the personal motivations of the a crisis. the Defense Council probably will be ex-
NSWP leader-ship wou11ld allI affect Pact reliability. These panded to include several additional palrty and state
fa-ctors ma\% he complicated by NATO initiatives to leaders. In wartime, it will fulfill the sam~e functions
dkil-rut l'alct uni~ty, as the World War It State Def'ense Committee: to

ensure that all aspects of the Soviet war effort are
NN\-RTINMF COMMA.ND) ANT) CONTROL centrally directed. The General Secretary will chair

the wartime Defense Council and will. as Supreme
IIn the So% ict view.%, modern war demands a system of Commander in Chief, head the General Headquarters

Iae~ela dcr~hip caipable ofimaking a rapid transition (Stavka) of the Supreme High Command ( Verkhov'noye
to %krlin cmdion and sructured toprovide central Gkiivnokomnandotvni 've rVK.Te G tvc

direct in t( the cntlr i ý nr effort. To this end, peacetime thle highest leadership body for the armcd forces Iin
mtlP wa I ~C(:Llt-t\ decisionnmak inuc bodies have been es- wartime. planning Strategic operations. and o~erscciniz
a hiThehd thalt cmmnsti tutc thie nuI~CLeuS o1 thle hilghest-level the wartime development of' the armed forces. The

(4 nu So\ C(t \\ artimec strategic leadership. These MOD Collctziumn will probably provide the foundation
1ccc lilt: ()rIa Lni/at inns canl ,hihV to their wart ime struc- for the VG K Stavka. In addition to the CPSIJ Gjeneral

!I11v 1t( Itlmltin etIO t Iiniinitmal disruption and little Secretary, it will include the Mi inister of' TDefense. thle
III 1c cIn IcIn erhC ,Ip. They have available wartimei Chief, of thle General Staffiand other first deputyv defense

, 01 m,1d 1)m)m, Cm mlii lexes e L:ii pped with lie' support ministers. the Chief' of the M ain Political Directorate.
.1dlchlitiýýeR cirvivab II commuicationls dc- aind thle live service C INC s.
iiJjihlc III( lc:iIdcr~ltip tim tlaililge operationls
A ili~cilr I,, a reported InI ( hIptcr. IV. Thie Genleral staff ý ill provide thle V( K Stavka wit



staff support and act as its executive agent. Working TVD forces. As they are in peacetime, these commands
with the staffs of each of the services, the Main Op- will be headed by senior Soviet officers in war.
erations Directorate of the General Staff will draft for
the Stavka detailed plans for strategic operations. Once The Soviets have established a comprehensive, redun-
approved, these plans will be issued to operational corm- dant set of both fixed and mobile command facilities
manders as VoK directives. Since these directives will throughout the USSR to direct their strategic nuclear
necessarily be affected by the uncertainties of combat, and theater general purpose forces, Each significant
they will be reevaluated and refined continually. Thus, military command element is provided at least one
the General Staff and VGK Stavka representatives will exurban wartime command post. These wartime com-
ensure the timely execution and oversee precise evalua- mand posts are mostly near-surface bunkers but include
tion of VGK directives, This command structure ensures deep-underground complexes for the highest civilian and
Party control over and direct participation in Soviet military leadership. Having undergone several periods
military combat planning and execution. of expansion and renovation, Soviet deep-underground

command facilities today are, in some cases, hundreds of
The Soviet Armed Forces have been structured to meters deep and can accommodate thousands of people

perform three basic strategic missions: strikes by strate- for an extended period,
gic nuclear forces against targets in adjacent theaters
and distant continents, strategic defensive operations PROSPECTS
to defeat enemy air and missile attack and to ensure
the stability of the national war management system; The Soviets' active public relations campaign to
and offensive strategic operations by combined forces in change Western perceptions of the USSR has demon-
key theaters on the periphery of the USSR. The Soviet strated their keen understanding of the influence of
strategic nuclear forces - land- and sea-based strategic Western mass media, The Soviets have not likely
missile and air forces - are assigned nuclear strike changed their long-standing ambition to become the
missions against targets in North America, Europe, the dominant global power, During the next 10 years, the
Far East, and elsewhere, These forces will be controlled Soviets can be expected to press domestic initiatives
directly by the VGK Stavka. Soviet and Warsaw Pact to reinvigorate their economy, modernize their indus-
ground, air, air defense, naval, and civil defense forces trial base, and acquire the technologies to maintain a
will conduct operations to limit damage to the USSR powerful military force for the full spectrum of conflict,
and to defeat enemy forces,

The Soviets will continue to adhere to the concept
The General Staff's planners view a multi-theater war that the defense of the USSR must be built upon a

as their worst-case contingency, As a result, Soviet force capable of seizing the offensive and destroying the
forces designated for operations in Europe, the Far enemy's means of waging war, This concept holds that
East, and Southwest Asia are large enough to function their forces must be prepared to fight and prevail at
independently, With the 'ormation of high commands all levels of conflict. In the past decade, the economic
for controlling the ground, air, and naval forces in costs to acquire large nuclear forces, strategic and
each of the theaters on the Soviet periphery, campaigns tactical defensive forces, modern general purpose forces,
in several widely separated regions can be conducted and a command, control, and communications struc-
simultaneously, Each of the Four high commands will ture, as well as to provide deep-underground shelters
act to centralize and integrate effectively General Staff for leadership protection cannot be ignored or taken
control over theater-wide offensive operations, The bulk lightly, While the Soviets have been on a steady course
of' the forces that each high command would control in of expanding their military capabilities to underwrite
wartime consists of fronts generated by border military their political ambitions, they have realized that high-
districts in the USSR, Soviet Groups of Forces, and technology programs underway in the West, if fielded,
NSWP forces, Inside the USSR, military districts will could widen the gap in advanced military capubilities,
continue to pertorm territorial administration, military hamper all their recent gains, and impede plans for
support, and recovery management, the future, Thus, they have embarked on broad-based

political, economic, and active-measures programs to
Since the late 1971)s, the Soviets have introduced slow the West's efforts and gain time to acquire a more

and institutionalized measures aimed at modernizing modern industrial base and vigorous economy, so as to
the Warsaw PLaCt's unified wartime command structure, be even more competitive in the future. While clearly

kI''es are quickly suhordinated to the Soviet high they have as yet shown no tangible evidence of changing
C 1'1mm indS thadt now exist for W estern and Southwestern their long-term goals.
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CHAPTER II

Soviet Foreign Policy Under Gorbachev

Soviet foreign policy has not abandoned its tradi- foreign policies, which were heavily influenced by former
tional long-term objective of shifting "the correlation Foreign Minister Andrei Gromyko. The Soviets are not
of forces" in its favor, Under Gorbachev, the Soviets likely to reduce military assistance or political support
intend to protect earlier gains by involving themselves for their traditional clients, but they are not likely to
in more creative ways in world political and economic increase economic aid either.
atfairs, The USSR may be expected to continue to
challenge Western interests through diplomacy, military The most apparent changes in Soviet activities have
and economic aid, and the support of proxies, regimes, been the expansion of contacts to a greater variety of
and movements opposed to Western policies, The Sovi- countries, while counseling their traditional clients to be
ets will also continue to develop and deploy their own less confrontational, The Soviets intend to increase their
powerful armed forces. The basic Soviet conviction that iniluence in regional affairs and to change the perception
conflict is normal In foreign affairs, and that they must of the USSR as a one-dimensional power dependent
exploit opportunities to enhance their power and reduce solely upon military strength at its major Instrument of
Western influence, remain unchanged. Nonetheless, the foreign policy. Gorbachev's foreign policy will seek to
Soviets have begun to use more sophisticated tactics in portray the Soviet Union as a power Intent on foster-
the international arena, Gorbachev apparently perceives Ing political and economic solutions to regional and
that long-term efforts to spread Soviet influence may global problems.
rail if the USSR's economy continues to stagnate and if
Soviet technology and industry remain inferior to that To implement these new strategies, Gorbachev has
or the industrialized West. made major changes in the Foreign Ministry and the

International Department of the Central Committee, He
The Soviets have relied largely on military assistance has replaced Gromyko as Foreign Minister with Eduard

to client regimes such as Cuba and Vietnam, and to Shevardnadze and Boris Ponamarev as Head of the
leftist revolutionaries as the primary means of extending International Department with Anatolly Dobrynin, The
their influence in the Third World. This approach Soviet leadership has begun to emphasize the necessity
htas often yielded promising short-term, but limited of "new thinking" in world affairs, in particular, on the
long-term, results. Traditional ties to a few key clients issues of war and peace and concepts of international
such as Al'ghanistan, Vietnam, and Syria have inhibited security, At the 27th Party Congress in 1986, Gorbachev
Moscow's ability to deal with other regional powers, affirmed that changes in the contemporary world were
Iurthermore, the Soviet style of communism has been so profound as to require "new approaches, methods,
increasingly seen as a failure, in large part because of and forms of relations between different social systems,
endemic economic shortcomings, These failures have states, and regions," According to Gorbachev, these
dctracted from the political component of Soviet foreign purported changes are forcing all countries to readjust
policy, In those Third World countries where comma- their foreign and security policies in accordance with the
nism hats taken root. economic disaster has become the Soviet perspective that security no longer can be assured
nornm, and the Soviets have been unwillirtl or unable to solely by military means, In reality, the proround change

* provide meaningful assistance, in the contemporary world that has necessitated "new
thinking" was probably in part the realization by the So-

General Secretary Gorbachev is seeking to make the viets that their economic, technological, and industrial
UJSSR a more adept competitor in the international infrastructure would have great difficulty supporting
arena by improving Soviet domestic and international their military establishment in the competition with the
economic performance and by expanding political ties West in the future. As a result, the Soviets have initiated

Sto Third World countries previously assumed to be a number or programs designed to ensure that they will
in the "Westwrn camp," These efforts are part of at be militarily competitive with, if not superior to, the
long-term strategy designed to exploit opportunities that West in the next century. Soviet foreign policy under
would halve eluded the Sovicts under earlier, more rigid Gorbachev underwrites these objectivws.
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The Soviet leadership has promoted 'new thinking' in world affairs, but military power remains the predominant element which
asserts Moscow's influence in world affairs.

The stated objectives of Soviet foreign policy reveal both the "new thinking" in foreign policy and with the
that "new thinking" does not alter the fundamental declared Soviet goal of "peaceful coexistence." More-
tenets of communism. The 1986 Soviet Communist over. Gorbachev's book. Perestroika, defines peaceful
Party Program reiterated that socialism and capitalism coexistence in almost the same terms as did Khrushchev
are engaged in a historic competition in which the final and Brezhnev; namely, as the "peaceful form of the
victory of socialism is inevitable. The Program depicted struggle between opposing social systems in the political,

the United States in the traditional manner as a dying economic. and ideological spheres."
but (dangerous enemy.

Under Gorbachev, Soviet foreign policy has begun
The disparity between the "new thinking" and cur- to emphasize more sophisticated understanding of the

rent actions is also evident in Soviet policy toward the Soviet-American relationship. Its objectives still include:
Third World. Gorbachev. in his speech on the 70th
Annicrsary of the Russian Revolution, described the * attempting to use the arms control process to protect
intcrnatio•nl corn iu Lilnist movement as the "'carrier of planned Soviet force modernization and development,
the alternativc to capitalism" and as the movement of w, fragmenting the NATO Alliance and dccoupling the
the hrcvest fighters for "'peace. and for the indepen- United States from Europe:
dcncu and prouress of their countric,.'' His statement n continuing to secure access to Western technology and
con li rrncd that suipport for rcvolu, ;,,ary movements financial credits. and
'mi %1jr( (ito -natlonal liberation'" :'onsistent with N undermining Western military programs, especially
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sive" elements, with special emphasis on the antinu-
Comparison of US and Soviet Military clear labor and socialist parties and the various peace

Deliveries by Region 1980197 movements, Moscow's new tactics toward Westerrn
Europe have largely resulted from a number of setbacks

us the Soviets suffered before Gorbachev took power.
Dollit" These include:
Billions'

a US deployments of Intermediate-range nuclear forces
-40 (INF) on schedule;

w the failure of Soviet attempts to exploit the West
20 European peace movement on the INF issue;

a the fact that many socialist and conservative gov-
ernments in the West remained oriented toward the

tA• ,United States end initiated stronger defense policies;
Nonr East & v the breaking off of arms control negotiations; and
So)uth ^i, a President Reagan's announcement of the SDI and

other efforts to enhance US defense capabilities.

Aerica. Although the Soviet Union changed its tactics In 1983
us and 1984 following these developments, Moscow:

n continued to carry out a range of propaganda ac.
the US Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI) and US and tivities and active measures designed to exacerbate
NATO force modernization, political tensions within NATO and between Europe

and the United States,
Since the 1979 NATO decision to deploy Pershing u attempted to break down the domestic consensus in

II and ground-hlunched cruise missiles In Western Eu- key countries such as West Germany and Denmark
rope to counter the Soviet SS-20 and the President's regarding security policy toward the Soviet Union;
announcemnent of the SDI program in 1983, the Soviets * nourished public opinion in favor of neutralism and
have shown a renewed interest in arins control, They accommodation with the newly emergent "western-
seek, through arms control. to eliminate those US tforces ized" USSR; and
thalt undermine their counterforce and damage-limiting v launched new "peace initiatives" for NATO flank
doctrine and strategy, while maximizing prospects for it areas designed to undermine support for a US naval
contintuation of strategic trends favorable to them, presence there,

SOVIET REGIONAl, POLICIES In this period, steps taken by the Soviet leadership
to improve its position included attempts to forge links

WVmern Europe with Western Europe based on geography (Europe is
our "common home"), reviving the prospects of a

[he basi(c political-military objectives ol'Soviet policy new detente, and undertaking an ambitious diplomatic
toward Western Europe have not changed in the 1980s, campaign that included a wide range of familiar disar-
Under Gorbachev, the Soviet Union's long-standing mament initiatives, In 1987, Gorbachev's negotiating
policy of' seeking to drive a wedge between the United strategy in the INF talks was designed to a large
Stutes and NATO by, amtnong other things, generating extent to support Soviet efforts to decouple Western
concern within Western ti7,rope over US defense pro- Europe t'rom its alliance with the United States and
grnims hus been given new impetus. Thw ba,,c Soviet to generate opposition to SDI and other US strategic
gl remains the transformation of the political status programs which threaten to nullify many imprawements'iqtuo in• I'irtope to t'ttvtr the UJSSR. To achieve this, to the Soviet nuclear airsenial, With the signing or

the Soviets seek to: prese'rve their considerable con- the INF rreaty in [ecnibcr 19,8/, Moscow continued
ventiond and thieiter nudclr military advantalge over Ito believe that its policy toward Western Europe will
NAT(: weaken or disi.olve US political tind tnilitary serve traditional Soviet objectives and increase Soviet
tiCS, tO) WO(Cl'n FItl'Ope: CXp~ld Soviet 1ccess to West influence il the region, For example, the Soviets
1111'-01W1111 C)'cdil, technology,. 111d trMde: ariI-d 0lCOtLr- contin~ue to seek to include theater nuclear platforms in

ge neutriklist dementns in Wc,•tern [uro)pe through a the new negotiations on conventional l'oic,:s. They have
,LICtiýC l•)OHiL Of ASiStilng 1a11d :n1i nipla ia1g "progrcs- also proposed limitations on naval activity that would
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PAN The MIDAS tanker aircraft, which became operational In 1987, will be used to support strategic bombers such as the BEAR H and
E A possibly tactical and air defense aircraft, In peacetime, In-flight refueling extends the Soviets' reach farther from their homeland.

curtail depiloymnitt ol' US naval systems in support of the nations genuinely Fear Gorbachev's Initiatives
ol* NATO's northern and southern regions. Those because they may threaten their positions and policies,
proposals demionstrate that Soviet policy aimis with and create social unrest, In fact, Gorbachev's domestic
regaid to Western E~urope romain intact. policies ha~ve already raised popular expectations for

change in Eastern Europe. These rising expectations,
Eastern Eurrrup Coupled with declining living standards, have created

conditiotns for unrest,
Oorbachev's endorsement ol' thle legitimatcy of differ-

en t pat tis4 to sociali km does not imply that Soviet contrtol The NSWP allies tire experiencing little economic
aver Ewitern Europe will slacken, His cleat' message growth, rising F'oreign debt, and in some cases, low-key

*is thilt results rather than p~roceSS are %Vhat1 cou~nt und social unrest fostered by rising prices and austerity
that Eastern Vluropeanl repgimes are expected ito implrove niecisures, Without the resources or cfTective policies to
their economic performlance. while continuing to follow carry out their own economnic modernization, the NSWP
MosCOwSS lead onl forignl 11nd defense Policies. CiOr- members airc having trouble meeting Gorbachev's simut-
hachev has concenttrated onl illprovinug alliance cohlesioln taneous demands, For more and better exports to the
thtrough thle Council lorF Econotrici IMutual Assistancve, USSR as well as higher de~ense budgets,
a ad tilie Warsaw Pact, lie has1 also empha111sized thle need
for closer hi lateral economic cooperationl anad For somei Moscow is not reduacing its commlitmenC~t to strengthen

0 ~ limfited dEVOrSit an1d restruct ur1inlg withinl thle nar- its security interests in Eastern Europe and to main-
rtoy pilaimetes (At' "national conditions" in each tain firm control over the Warsaw Pact. Gorbachev,
meneihihe state, however, farvors innovation and flexibility in order to

* make comm11unism work more eff'ectively. In dealing
- ~ Al thougit (0IorhaceV hais oat Wutdly alss~lured 11o111- with the East Europeans, lie has shown greater flexibility

Sovict Warsaw Pact ( NSWlIt leaders that hie does niot onl a wider rnge of' issueCs than his predecessors: niore
~LllV 111~p CI teIt to copy Soviet "'rest ruct uri rig'' atod "oplen- sensitivity to regional diversity; greater concentration
nie's.' these Soviet intiitiativyes hav crctea ted initernalI pies- onl imoprovi ng Soviet-Polish rel ations; hinting ait Soviet
suies withIin itilte orthodo x regimecs ol' Fu~stern Europe. Force reduactions; and permitting more inter-Germian

* C ;~ a biclieO ' detti anlds Ior cooltriollod chang11es ill Soviet rehlaions. Whether or not Goirbachev's flexi biflty traris-
Political, Cconlomiic. and social litc have mlade somei kiates into genuine imtprovetmen ts in thle region's social

91cal~ derS Lnav a ticufla itl Rolmanlia. F~ast ( ci-1any.1) and economic cotnditions remains to be seen. Trhe Gjen-
"t~ ~ U/Cctoslovalkia. anid Blugaial-ll '[hIe old-gluard rulers er'al Seciretary is, however, unlikely to alter traditional
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relaitionships that retain the non-Soviet Warsaw Pact Thc Middle East
nations firmly under Soviet dominance.

Gorbachev's policies toward the Middle East typify
Moscow's attempts to improve the Warsaw Pact's his efforts to re-energize Soviet foreign policy. The

political and economic cohesion have been motivated, Soviet Union's fundamental objectives in the Middle
at least in part, by Gorbachev's desire to project a more East remain unchanged. In particular, Moscow hopes to
positive image in Western Europe, Under Gorbachev's gain acceptance in the region as a legitimate arbiter of
leadership, Moscow is making greater use of the East regional disputes and as a nonthreatening guarantor of
Europeans in an attempt to exploit NATO's divergent security. Ultimately, however, the Soviet Union is striv-
views on security issues as well as to acquire sensitive ing to become the dominant superpower in the region,
technology from the West. Gorbachev is further using But while fundamental objectives remain the same, there
the East Europeans as frontmen to help keep the United have been some changes evident in Moscow's Middle
States and NATO off balance by introducing a variety East strategy. The most obvious differences reflect a
of attractive arms control initiatives and other foreign shift away from the heavy-handed actions and dogmatic
policy proposals. policies of Leonid Brezhnev. Moscow now appears to

Major Soviet Equipment Delivered to the Third World 1982-1967*
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favor a solution to the Iran-Iraq war, but it has so favorable financing terms, but Amman eventually chose
far been unwilling to support sanctions against Iran. It to purchase the French Mirage 2000, Kuwait is another
is concerned that the war will jeopardize larger Soviet moderate Arab state that has turned to the Soviet
objectives in the region. In pursuing Middle East peace market for some critical weapon systems, particularly
on its own terms, Moscow hopes to gain acceptance by air defense missiles.
regional states as a legitimate, if not the predominant,
world actor in Middle East politics. Elsewhere in the Middle East, Soviet desires for

increased influence have been frustrated. The change
Moscow has moved from sole reliance on ties to with the most adverse implications for Soviet prospects

radical Arab states toward improving ties with the more in the Middle East has been the shift toward the West
moderate Arab states such as Egypt, Oman, the United by a number of Arab states which had previously been
Arab Emirates (UAE), Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, and firmly in the Soviet camp. Algeria, for example, has
Jcrdan. The Soviets are also paying greater attention pursued a course aimed at strict nonalignment since the
to key international and regional organizations -- the early 1980s and has approached the West for economic
Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries, the and military assistance. North Yemen's President Sallh,
Arab League, and the Organization of the Islamic often dissatisfied with the level and quality of Soviet
Conference, Oman and the UAE established diplomatic assistance, has clearly signaled a desire for closer ties to
relations with Moscow in late 1985 -- a significant the West, Iraq, concerned by Soviet overtures to Iran
advance for the Soviet Union in the Persian Gulf. and anticipating post-war needs, is also seeking closer
Additional Soviet diplomatic gains In the region will ties to the West.
probably come more slowly, however.

Soviet advances in the Middle East remain con-
The recent rescheduling of Egypt's decade-old mil- strained by several other liabilities:

itary debt to the Soviet Union, estimated at almost
$4 billion, opened yet another door for the Soviets, m The USSR has no formal and very limited informel
Although Moscow probably realizes that a return to relations with Israel;
the USSR's former dominant position with Egypt is m Arab states are concerned over Soviet intentions in the
unlikely, even a modest advance with Cairo could return region and object to the continued Soviet occupation
significant dividends to the Kremlin's efforts to influence of Afghanistan, Moscow's role in the coup in South
the peace process, The debt issue has wider implications Yemen in 1986, and Soviet efforts to improve ties to
for Soviet policy as well, Recognizing that a number of Iran;
Arab debtor nations probably will be unable to repay m The Islamic societies of the Middle East reject the
their outstanding loans, Gorbachev may seek to gain USSR's atheism and object to Moscow's treatment
the political benefits of renegotiating terms on capital of Soviet Muslims;
investments Moscow likely would never recover anyway, a Moscow has little to offer economically, and the
making a virtue of necessity, Soviet system has proven a poor model for economic

development in the Arab world;
The extended Soviet consular visit to Israel. which m There is a perception in several Arab capitals that

began in 1987, is another element in Moscow's strategy. Moscow has provided them only half-hearted support
The Soviets probably believe that hints at improve- during crises, Critics point to the relatively muted
ments in the rate of emigration of Soviet Jews could Soviet reaction to the US-Libyan confrontation in
pay dividends in Israel, and there appears to be a April 1986;
greater Israeli receptivity to a possible Soviet role in n The reputation of Soviet arms has suffered in the
the peace process. Middle East, The quality of Soviet training and

maintenance is not well regarded by most Arab states,
Arms sales remain a key instrument of Soviet policy, due principally to the poor performance of Soviet

hut the Kremlin is now more selective in its application, equipment when employed in combat against Western
mainly for economic reasons. Only a few key recip- equipment.
ients, such as Iraq. can count on continued massive
military support. Most sales are now for hard currency. While these liabilities do not constitute any over-
Oil barter agreements are accepted ats partial payment whelming obstacles to Soviet policies in the Middle East,
when necessary. as with Libya. Concessionary terms they serve to limit the extent to which many regional
arc reserved fIm protecting a special relationship or states are willing to accept a greater Soviet role in
developing a promising new one. Moscow offered the area that would convey to the Soviets the status
Jordan the MiG-29iFULCRUM, for example, with very they desire,
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In early 1988, Moscow leased to the Indian Navy a cruise-mlssilI-equipped CHARLIE I-Class nuclear attack submarine - a key step
in India's efforts to build a blue-water Navy,

pressure along the Afghan-Pakistani border increased become self-sufficient in arms production, the So-
in 1987, Frustrated with Islamabad's policy of support viet Union remains New Delhi's primary source for
for the Mujahideen, the Soviet military command, with weapons, The Indian Air Force is one of the few
obvious support and direction from Moscow, stepped that operates the MiG-29/FULCRUM, a top-of-the-line
tip Soviet-Afghan airspace violations, bombings, and Soviet fighter. India has also received T-72 tanks,
artillery "bombardments" into Pakistan, The Afghan An-32/CLINE and 11-76/CANDID transport aircraft,
secret police, the KhAD, also expanded its sabotage and SS-N-2C surface-to-surface missiles, Earlier this
and bombing campaign in a concerted effort to fan year, the Soviets leased to the Indian Navy a CHAR-
local Pakistani resentment toward the presence of LIE 1-Class guided-missile nuclear attack submarine
Afghan refugees, - the first time that any country has transferred a

nuclear-powered warship to another, India attached
The Soviet Union also seeks to influence Pakistani considerable importance to this acquisition, which un-

policy through economic inducements, Soviet economic derscores Moscow's desire to maintain its position as
aid to Pakistan is modest by Western standards and is New Delhi's principal arms supplier, India also has

focused on showcase projects. For example, Moscow eight 1960s-vintage Soviet FOXTROT-Class and three
has sought to exploit Islamabad's need for expertise modern KILO-Class diesel submarines.
in developing the Pakistani steel industry. Moscow
regularly proffers the prospect of increased aid but East Asia
makes it conditional on Pakistan's adopting a "more

* realistic" position regarding Afghanistan, The Soviet Union has accorded East Asia increased
priority in its global policy during the 1980s for three

India reasons, First, as regional economic development ac-
celerated, Moscow noted the growing importance of the

,-osco\ pursues its relationship with India as a region in the world's economy, Second. the Soviets real-
means ot' countering ('hinese and American influence in ized that their own economic development, particularly
the region and scouring the support of a respected and in Siberia and the Far East, required far greater trade

* intlucntial mcmber of the Nonaligned Movement, India with Asian nations. Third, the Soviets were concerned
ts N o . L c ewith the strategic importance of the region, especially asWo abstains oil IJN resolutions, fOr t.X11ll1pIC, COndCn1a1ing

Soviet behavior in Afghanistan, and the 1986 RaJiv the GNPs of China, Japan, and South Korea increased,
,(iandhi-(Gorbachev joint statement on global disarma- This increased emphasis was reflected in Gorbachev's
nicnt opposed the SI)I, Jluly 1986 address at Vladivostok, in his July. 1987

* interview in the Indonesian newspaper crdcka and
This hond is based in large macasure on Moscow's in Foreign Minister Shevardnadle's March 1987 tout

i %; 25-year record as a dependablo and predictable arrms of Thailand. Indonesia, Australia, and the Indochinese
supplier to India. Although India is attempting to communist states.
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China and signed a five-year economic agreement designed to
increase reciprocal trade to $3,5 billion by 1990. In

Since 1982, Moscow has had some success in improv- addition, the Soviets agreed to build seven new Chinese
ing its relations with China, particularly in trade and enterprises and to renovate 17 others. Border trade,
economic cooperation, Since October 1982, Moscow which resumed in 1982 and 1983, has grown rapidly.
Lind Beijing have held biannual consultations on normal-
izing political relations. Although II rounds have taken Japan
place, little progress has been made. China continues to
insist that full normalization requires progress in remov- Soviet relations with Japan have been strained
ing the "three obstacles": Soviet support for Vietnam's throughout the 1980s. The principal sources of tension
occupation or Cambodia; the presence of Soviet forces remain the Soviet Union's occupation of the Northern
in Afghanistan'L and Moscow's military deployments Territories and its deployment of enhanced military
along the Sino-Soviet frontier and in Mongolia. forces, including MiG-23/FLOGGERs, to the disputed

islands. Trade relations also have suffered, Total
Nevertheless, Sino-Soviet contacts in a variety of trade volume peaked in 1982 at about $5 billion, and

areas have expanded: Gorbachev met with then-Deputy then fell sharply to about $3.6 billion in 1984. By
Premier Li Peng (currently Premier) in 1985; then- 1986, the volume of trade again exceeded $4,5 billion,
planning head Nikolay Talyzin institutionalized con- but Japanese restrictions imposed in the wake of the
tacts with China's planning organization in September Toshiba technology-transfer case reduced the figure to
1986:, and both sides exchanged visits by parliamen- $4A4 billion in 1987.
tary delegations, reestablished trade union ties, and

* began a modest dialogue regarding economic reform. After taking power, Gorbachev attempted to improve
Following US practice, the Soviets have also begun Soviet-Japanese relations in order to gain advanced
to brief the PRC on US-Soviet arms control discus- technology for his industrial modernization program
sions, In addition, then-acting General Secretary Zhao and to enhance the Soviet Union's diplomatic position
Ziyang's July 1987 tour of Eastern Europe reestablished in Northeast Asia. Foreign Ministers Shevardnadze
"Party tics between China and Moscow's East Euro- and Shintaro Abe exchanged visits in 1986, ending
pean allies, an eight-year hiatus in such contacts, At least four

factors, however, led to renewed strains in 1987. First,
In his Vladivostok speech, Gorbachev made several Moscow continued to criticize Japan's interest in SDI

gestures toward China, His offer to compromise on the research and refused to set a date for Gorbachev to
Amur River boundary led to a resumption of border visit Japan. Second, when Japan increased restrictions
negotiations in February 1987, Furthermore, during the on the export of high technology in response to the
spring 1987 troop rotation, the Kremlin redeployed the Toshiba technology-transfer case, the Kremlin charged
personnel from a motorized-rifle division from Mon- Japan with mounting an anti-Soviet campaign. Third,
golia into the Soviet Union. but the unit exchanged Soviet espionage in Japan resulted in an exchange of
its modern equipment for the older weapons of a personnel expulsions, which further poisoned the atmo-
division which remained behind. Gorbachev reinforced sphere between the two countries. Fourth, in December
his previous efl'orts to encourage signilicant Sino-Soviet 1987 a Soviet reconnaissance aircraft overflew Okinawa
political relations by calling for a summit of Chinese and was challenged by a Japan Air Self-Defense Force
and Soviet leaders in late 1987 and again in early 1988, aircraft. Although the USSR officially apologized and
Gorbachev used an unusual interview with the Chinese called the overflight accidental, it increased Japanese
J"journal hiaot't,1g the first such interview of a top mistrust of the Soviets,
Soviet otli ail in a ('hi nese joulrnal in decades - to issue
nis carly .ianuary call for a summit. China, however. North Korea

Scontinued to rNiccW both I resumption of Party ties and
a1 su.lmmit until Moscow pressu.res ViCtnanm to pull out The Soviet Union's ties to North Korea have ina-
of C'ambodia. proved markedly since 1984. Kim Il-song's May 1984

"and October 1986 visits to Moscow highlighted the
Economic relations havc progressed farther than po- warming trend, In May 1985, Moscow began delivering

litical accommodation, In I)ecember 1984. First I)eputy 46 MiG-23,I'LOGGER aircraft to North Korea, The
.(hairmail Ivan Arkhipov met Vice Premier Yao Yilin Soviets also supplied sulflicient equipment fbr North
in ,iiiilg. where they agreed to estahlish a Joint Comn- Korea to deploy several SA-3/GOA battalions and to
mlissioln of Fco lloimic. Trade, and Scientilic-Technical update some older North Korean SA-2/GUIDELINE
('oopcration. Yao met Arkhipov again in Jluly 1985 systems. In 1987, Moscow reportedly provided Pyong-
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The Soviet Union also supplies the economic support

" ,, needed to sustain Vietnam's faltering economy. In
., , 1986, Moscow pledged to double economic assistance• ' ... •"•, q " ............"•

, *. , ,to Hanoi during the next five years, Soviet aid Is
,.W currently $1.5 to $2 billion annually, In return forSI. this economic and military aid and implicit protection

""' from China, Hanoi has allowed Moscow to develop
Cam Ranh Bay into the largest Soviet naval deploy-
mernt base outside of the USSR, Access to Cam Ranh

. ,, Bay has enabled the So"iets to establish a continuous
naval presence in the South China Sea and to support
naval operations in the Indian Ocean more efficiently.

. "Cam Ranh Bay also extends the Soviet wartime reach
, .over East Asia's sea lines of communication in the

. South China Sea and poses a challenge as well to the
US military presence in the Philippines. Ten of the

Soviet MIG-23/FLOGGER aircraft based at Cam Ranh Bay would Soviets' 16 BADGER aircraft normally stationed in
etcort Tu-16/BADGER bombers on antiship aback missions. Vietnam are strike variants capable of carrying antiship

cruise missiles. To provide air defense and fighter
yang with two new items, the ZSU-23-4 self-propelled escort, the Soviets have maintained a squadron of 14
antiaircraft gun and the long-range SA-5/GAMMON MiG-23/FLOGGERs at Cam Ranh Bay since 1984.
surface-to-air missile launcher, In addition to deploying naval and naval air forces,

Moscow has established regional communications and
Combined naval exercises, symbolic port visits and intelligence-gathering sites.

aircraft exchanges, and cooperation in intelligence gath-
ering also characterized Soviet-North Korean relations, South Pacific
Since December 1984, Soviet aircraft have overflown
North Korea while conducting intelligence collection Two fishing agreements highlight the Soviet Union's
flights against US, South Korean, Japanese, and Chi. growing desire for increased access in the South Pacific.
nese forces, Overflight operations have included In August 1985, Moscow signed a one-year accord
Tu-16/BADGER bombers. Tu-95/BEAR D naval re- with the island state of Kiribati. Although this treaty
connaissance collectors, and Tu-95/BEAR G strike air- was not renewed, in early 1987 the Soviets signed
craft. These aircraft have used several different flight an agreement with Vanuatu that allows them port
routes during their missions over Korea. Since 1986, the access. The Soviets have also sought to exploit regional
Soviets have overflown North Korea during transit to anti-nuclear sentiments by acceding to the protocols of
Cam Ranh Bay, Vietnam. The frequency of overflights, the 1986 Treaty of Rarotonga, which established the
however, declined in 1987, South Pacific Nuclear-Free Zone,

Vietnam Latin America

Between 1982 and 1986, Moscow delivered almost $7 While Latin America is of less immediate concern
billion in military aid to Vietnam -- over 40 percent to Soviet policy than Europe, Asia. and the Middle
of total Soviet military assistance provided to Hanoi East. Moscow recognizes that political instability in
since 1954. Items of equipment include MiG-21/ America's backyard furthers Soviet interests. Therefore,
FISHBEDs, Su-22/FITTERs, An-26/CURL transports. Soviet interest in the region remains strong, Since
IvMi-24/HIND helicopters, PETYA Il-Class frigates, T- March 1985, the Soviet Union has stepped up diplo-
55 tanks, and SA-3/GOA surface-to-air missiles, In matic contacts with the region's noncommunist nations.
1987, Hanoi received for the first time SONYA and Shevardnadze visited Mexico in October 1986 and in
YEVGENYA-Class minesweepers. More than 2,700 1987 toured Brazil, Argentina, and Uruguay. These
Soviet military advisers and technicians are present visits were the first by a Soviet Foreign Minister to Latin
in Vietnam. Despite the complaints of China and American countries other than Cuba. Furthermore, in
the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN), 1987 Moscow hosted visits by the Brazilian, Argcntine,
the Soviets continue to provide the military and finan- and Uruguayan Foreign Ministers and by President
cial support necessary to sustain Vietnam's occupation Raul Alfonsin of Argentina. The Soviets' diplomatic
of Cambodia. activism has extended to Central America. where they
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have obtained Aeroflot landing rights in Panama and domestic communications, In addition, the Soviets have
are attempting to reestablish diplomatic relations with deployed naval task forces to the Caribbean six times
Guatemala. this decade. Activity during those deployments included

joint exercises with the Cubans and participation in
While Moscow works to improve its relations with national celebrations,

the region's noncommunist nations, it has not aban-
doned its traditional clients in the region, Cuba Despite the close cooperation, several disagreements
and Nicaragua. continue to plague relations between Moscow and Ha-

vana, the most persistent being Soviet contentions that
Cuba Castro is mismanaging the Cuban economy and wasting

Soviet aid, Nevertheless, the two countries cooperate
The scale or Soviet arms deliveries to Cuba reflects closely to achieve commonly held goals, such as support

that country's importance to the Soviet Union: over to Nicaragua.
60 percent of the total value of arms deliveries to the
Cubans since 1960 has been delivered in this decade, Nicaragua
These deliveries have made possible the continuing
modernization of Cuba's Armed Forces, Major items of Soviet assistance to the Sandinista regime In Nicara-
equipment received include: FLOGGER and FISHBED gua serves several purposes, all aimed at creating a new
fighter aircraft: HIND, Mi-14/HAZE A, and HIP H strategic pressure point against the United States. The
helicopters: FOXTROT-Class submarines, KONI-Class Soviet role as superpower sponsor for the Sandinista
frigates•: ZHUK-Cluss patrol boats: T-54/55 and regime's consolidation of power gives the USSR vital
T-62 tanks: BTR-60P armored personnel carriers: influence and the promise of a strategic foothold on the
BM-21 rocket launchers, GOA, SA-9/GASKIN, and American continent, 1,400 miles south of the US border
SA-13/GOPHER surface-to-air missiles: and various and 350 miles north of the Panama Canal. Ports and
radar and electronic warfure equipment. The Soviets airfields now being constructed under Soviet supervision
continue to support Cuba's military with 2,800 military could prove important assets in time of crisis or conflict.
advisers, a 2.800-man Soviet brigade, and with 2,100 So- In addition, Sandinista-sponsored subversion will con-
vict personnel to man the signals intelligence (SIGINT) tinue to be a real threat to neighboring nations, raising
site at Lourdes, The USSR furnishes large quantities the prospect of greater region-wide instability,
of economic aid in the form of trade, development,
and technical services, and trade subsidies for sugar, As the principal supplier of the Sandinista regime, the
petroleum, and nickel, Work also proceeds on the Soviet Union has supported Managua's consolidation
(ienluegos nuclear power station. Soviet economic of power through the delivery of significant amounts
a•sistance averages $4.5 billion annually and involves of military and economic assistance. Since 1980, the
5,000 civilian Soviet advisers/technicians, Hard currency USSR and its allies have supplied Nicaragua with more
shortages, however, continue to plague the Cubans. Al- than 120,000 metric tons of military and military-related
though they have re-exported Soviet petroleum imports equipment, worth approximately $2.3 billion. Since
for hard currency, declining oil prices make it impossible 1984, Managua has received over 80,000 metric tons of
to maintain previous earnings levels, military supplies worth an estimated $1.8 billion.

Soviet assistance to Cuba makes possible a union of With a deteriorating economy, Nicaragua requires
Soviet aims and Cuban ambitions. The Soviet Union increasing economic assistance. During 1987, this aid
has gained Cuban assistance in supporting Soviet-backed included more than $300 million from the Soviets, which
movements in Angola. Nicaragua, aid Ethiopia. In is up from $200 million in 1985. Moreover, Moscow
early 19KX, the Cubans admitted in public statements maintains 250 advisers and technicians in-country to
that the) had 40,000 military personnel in Angola. oversee its investment and to ensure the survival of the
SThere are also 3.000 Cuban troops and advisers in Sandinista government.

FLthiiopia and about 1,500 Cuban military advisers in
Nicaragua. Cuba also provides the Soviets with valu- Recent revelations made by Major Roger Miranda
ahle military and intelligence collection support. Since Bengoecheu, a high-level Sandinista defector (many of
1991, there have been more than 60 deployments of' which were confirmed by public statements by the
IBFAR 1) naval reconnaissance aircraft and over 20 Sandinista Minister of Defense, Humberto Ortega),

deployments of' EAR F antisubmarinc warfare aircraft demonstrate that the USSR and its allies not only intend
to ('Uha. The Soviet SIGINT site at Lourdes, near to guarantee the survival of Nicaragua's Sandinista
I lavana, continues to monitor US military, space, and regime but also underwrite its military supremacy in
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The tonnage of Soviet military equipment delivered to Nicaragua, which Included the heavily armed HIP (above) and HIND attack
helicopterm reached a record high in 1987.

('entrul Aniericu, Miranda revealed that the Sandin- Africa/Indian Ocean
istas have asked the Soviet Union to supply additional
tanks~, armiored vehicles, trucks, aircraf't, including 12 Inl comparison with the second halt' of' the 1970s,
Mi-24;HIND gunships and 12 MiG-21/iFISHBF.D which witnessed at drama~tiC expansion or Soviet power
supersonic lighters, and the equipment necessary to into suh-Suharan Africa, the 1980s huve seen the So-
allow the Sandinistas to field at 600,000-man armny victs trying to consolidate their gains. This consolida-
by 1995. Lion has been hampered. however, hy thle insurgency

of the National U nion for the Total Independence
Petru of' Angola ( UN ITA I against the regime inl Angola

and by MozamhbiqueS gradual 11 urn toward the West.
Peru is noteworth Iii aong South A merican countries The quarter-century-old [sri treati inlsu~rgency against the

for Ilrhlii i tar equitl'. L~ipmenC~t ill lia ge Lit~- Marxist IEthio pian government also has persisted. These
tities, o Moscow. these deliveries serve to) impilroVe rebellionls pose at military Challenge ito thle regimles and

IIpros~pects flot nlcreaIscd( SoViet inlftl ence inl this country, also enahle Moscow to increase its influence !it thle tar-
A rms deliveries from the Soviet tUniion du ring thle 1980~s get coun1tries hy serviilg as their primary source ot' miii-
amlounted( ito an annual average of' almost S70) million tary assistance,

* andl hai c helped Peru miodern i/c its rmied forces- at
dliscounlt plri(cs. Culrreultl\. there arV lPPl'0-NillltelV ['he mlost imlportantl inlst rumlent For the spread of'
50t to (10 So et military aiser sationled w\ith thle Soviet iilluenIcle inl sub-Sahairan Africa remains [lhe
Pleruivian Army and Air Force. PeruL co11iltueS to provision of' military equipment and advisers, 'Thle
support thle soviet tishing fleet and planIls to construct ii continluing use of' prlMx lForcs especially ('uban

tiube ofcome cilvSSelS lot1 thle U SSR inl eXchange1 has 1, "ilitatedl Soviet inroads wvithiout risking the
r th -lelc. Addit ioal P'eruL jiltI 1111 l'lt escalation of' a regional African conflict into aIupr

ill South Ameirica f'or Aeroflot. theC so~iet State alirhle, power confr-ontaltion,. )lluring tile period 19801) -throgh
S'etta&e else'.. ere inl South America remlalins strictll 1987, the U SSR has de~live1red 11h11.t $15 billion worth

:moln-iilitlir'. of' incrcasiilgl\ sophisticated \'.cipons ito sub-Saharani
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While the Soviets continue to create and exploit
targets of opportunity to extend their presence in sub-
Saharan Africa, an equally important objective is under-
mining the West's influence in the region. By obtaining
naval and air access privileges, the USSR could be in
a position to interdict sea lines of communication in
the event of a global crisis or outbreak of hostilities.
Moscow also is positioning itself to play a dominant role
in southern Africa in a transition (whether peaceful or

The Soviets export SA-6 surfac-to-air missile systems, with a violent) from the apartheid regime to black majority rule
range of 30 klrmeters, to a number of Third World clients, in South Africa. Moscow's efforts to cultivate the regime
Including this Libyan unit captured by Chadian forces, of President Robert Mugabe in Zimbabwe indicate that

it is striving for closer links with southern African
Africa. Moreover, Soviet military advisers have adopted countries that are nonaligned or have historical ties to
an increasingly active role in Africa, Angola is a case in the West, The consummation of a Soviet-Zimbabwean
point, Although the 1.200 Soviet advisers there continue arms deal - the first ever between the two countries -
to avoid direct combut against the UNITA freedom would bring about a boost to stagnant Soviet fortunes in
fighters, a Soviet general reportedly was responsible the region, even if it does not immediately endanger the
for planning and directing the Luanda regime's 1987 influence of the West or the dominant regional position
ofTensive, in conjunction with Soviet military advisers of South Africa, The Soviet Union, which already is
assigned to each Angolan army battle group. Several providing substantial political and propaganda support
advisers apparently wc•. killed during the offensive, and some indirect military assistance to the African Na-

tional Congress, probably would raise the ante further if
In exchange for military assistance to African govern- a "war of national liberation" erupts, The ascension to

ments, the USSR has sought access to ports and airfields power of a pro-Soviet regime in South Africa remains
for its West African naval patrol ships and long-range Moscow's principal long-term objective,
reconnaissance aircraft, Although the Soviets lost access
to the excellent Somali deep-water harbor at Berbera, Moscow's continuous probingfor advantage in sub-
they have retained other valuable privileges, These Saharan Africa suggests that Gorbachev's concentration
include the use or Dahluk Island, Ethiopia, to support on domestic economic reform in the Soviet Union does
the operations of the Soviet Indian Ocean Squadron and not preclude an active foreign policy, even in areas
access to AI-Anad Airfield in South Yemen to support such as southern Africa, that are of peripheral strategic
naval reconnaissance flights in the Gulf of Aden and concern to the Kremlin. This probing can be expected
the Indian Ocean, In addition. Moscow is eyeing other to continue,
possible staging points, notably the airfield and port at PROSPECTS
Antsiranana in Madagascar; naval and air basing rights
in the Seychelles; and access to facilities in Djibouti. Gorbachev's "new thinking" primarily reflects a

change in style, while his diplomatic initiatives embody
In the past, the USSR sought to support and ride new tactics, By cultivating a less threatening interna-

the coattails of charismatic African leaders such as tional image, Moscow aims to deflect attention away
Kwanie Nkrumah in Ghana, Modibo Keita in Mali, from Soviet militarism and adventurism in its foreign
and Sekou Toure in Guinea to advance its interests policy. In Moscow's view, the consequent international
in the region. During the 19)90s, it has sought to climate will improve Soviet prospects for maintaining
instituti•nali1.e Marxist revolutions to ensure continued an advantageous "correlation of forces" worldwide,
Soviet influence irrespective of' the death or political especially in an era of' economic stagnation, At the
demise of' a favoritc ally. One of' Moscow's successes sarie time, Moscow will aim to expand its power and
in this regard was the establishment in 1984 of' the iniluence: reduce external pressure on its client states;
Workers' Party of Ethiopia (WPE). a vanguard-style broaden opportunities for East-West trade; acquire
Comm('om unist Party that supplanted the military council Western technology; and rejuvenate the Soviet economy.
-as the main ruling body of the country. Although the On balance it is too early to determine whether changes
mili•ary retains a majority in the new party's Politburo in the style of' Soviet foreign policy will eventually afTect
and all key government positions. the Soviets evidently Moscow's fundamental goals. Ultimately, the USSR
hope that the party-to-party ties between the ('ISLJ and may intend to use the improved position it hopes will
the WPil will provide Moscow with a secure channel of' result from internal reform to compete more clectively
influence in Addis Ahaha, with the West politically, militarily, and economically.
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CHAPTER III

Military Resources Allocation

A fundamental Marxist-Leninist maxim - that mil- Over the last decade, the magnitude of the Soviet
itary power depends on the strength of the economy military effort greatly exceeded that of the United States,
- has taken on renewed importance under General Basud on a dollar cost comparison of cumulative US
Secretary Gorbachev, who clearly recognizes that the and USSR military programs for the past 10 years,
major challenge facing the Communist Party is to re- the total Soviet military effort was almost 20 percent
vitalize the Soviet economy and ensure its ability to greater than that of the United States, In 1987, as a
support military requirements, To appreciate fully the result of the continued growth of US outlays, primarily
basis of Soviet military power and Its potential for future for procurement, the annual difference in the cost of
development requires an examination of the underlying the military programs was virtually eliminated, Nev-
human and material resources and the mechanisms ertheless, cumulative Soviet military procurement for
by which they are translated into the instruments of the decade was higher than that of the United States.
war, Consequently, this chapter analyzes the military Furthermore, Soviet defense allocations are expected to
dimensions or the Soviet economy, the production of remain at levels high enough to allow for the continued
materiel by the Soviet military-industrial complex, and modernization of the armed forces,
the manpower and demographic trends in the USSR.

Soviet military power growth is dependent upon the THE MILITARY DIMENSIONS
defense industry's priority access to raw materials, key OF THE SOVIET ECONOMY
intermediate subcomponents, scientists and engineers,
and skilled labor, This has led to the development The Soviet system of centralized planning and man-
of the world's largest military-industrial complex, The agement facilitates the direction of resources to meet
economic cost of Soviet military power has been, and military requirements, especially in heavy industry. The
remains immense, High levels of defense spending Politburo, in conjunction with the Defense Council,
have been a major contributor to progressively slower is responsible for all aspects of military and national
Soviet economic growth rates, as the most productive security decisionmaking in the Soviet Union. At all
resources were channclcd to the military at the expense lower levels of party and government decisionmaking
of' living standards and investment in industries essen- there exist institutional mechanisms to enforce defense
tial for civilian economic growth, The neglect of the production priorities, This system extends down to
civilian industrial sector hats contributed to economic the level of defense plants, where specially trained
problems such us low productivity, transportation and officers arc responsible for quality control over weapons

- supply bottlenecks, inefficient use of resources, and slow production and possess the authority to reject any item
technological development, The Soviet defense burden that does not meet military specifications,
increased from about 14 to 16 percent of Soviet gross
national product (GNP) in 1980 to about 15 to 17 Several factors complement the economic planning
percent in 1987 roughly two and one-half times and management system in the maintenance of mili-
that of' the UJnited States. Even more telling, Soviet tary priorities, The military's fivc-ycur and long-term
defense industrial ministries now account for almost del'ense plans are prepared before national economic
60 petcent of1 total production of' the vital machine plans tare formulatcd, ensuring that the military is
building:metal working (MBMW) branch of industry, given priority over other sectors, and that military
The M HMW branch is the source for military weapons resource requirements are incorporated into mntional
Lind equipment. the machinery Lind equipment employed plans. The long administrative tenure of many managers
by all industries, ats well Lis consumer durables, While throughout the military-industrial complex promotes
these det'ense industrial ministries manul'acture some stability and continuity in weapons development and
importatit goods 'or the civilian sector, they concentrate production. The high priority accorded the military in
primarily on the military production that has driven the planning process and the secrecy with which this
their rapid growth over the past 20 years, process is conducted prevent the diversion of' resources
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Over the past 10 years, the value of the Soviet military procurement budget was greater than that of the US, allowing the Soviets to
deploy significantly more weapons to its forces In the field.

to competing civilian Qcotiornic needs, Weapon systems The problem or reduced economnic growth poscs it
are approved at the highest levels of' the party and predicament for the Soviet Union's ability to mnatch
gosrM en111t, 1and fuLnding is typically authorized For at the West in somne key advanced technologies, To bring

* s~stem 's entire production cycle. This process enables the Soviet Union to the forefront or military Lind civil-
tile Soviets to select wealpons for priority development tan technology, Gorbachev has proposed ain ecolnomic

Wile a Voidin~g the Uncertainties o1' 111n1.13 iw bdgetar programn to miodernize rapidly the count ry's machinery-
reviews, and L11ndingf ad~jastiments that occurl inl thle producing sector. Through huige invVestments. Moscow

* nited States. intends to accelerate the production of' new and ad-
vanced machinery and equlipmen~t With which to re-C-

The sos ivt leadership is ohs ously diStuirbed by the ovate the Counlrl obsolete mndluStrial ba1se. Priority is
curvl slaVteSL of, the econlotllN W.~hiich threatens to colin- being given to the high-tech nology fields of' microclec-
p~r0iS nIt Ius a re miii t ar% requirements. While the econl- t ron ics, computers, rohotics, advanced mlachinle tools,
o1115 has" c.1paidcd oe-thc last 15 yeats growthI has instruments, and hiotechnology.
Sit) kS et prog rcssi k els reach inlg a postms-a r low i it lie ear 1 V
I nxttS, [he leader-Sfii O iess 1-il s urn conom11ic growthl Soviet leaders apparently have concluded that, in ad-
All 1MInadequae to maintain military capabhilities and ditionl to it masivsive investment program, -percstroilll

llitig standards. at desired les clsssMhill simul'dtaneousl is also required for econlomlic revitalitiation ito suiccoedl,
pro dngenug rsorcs o nsstinftIir~c cononliLK T[he .l1.1n1 1987 Central ( onim11ittee Plenum111 repieCsented

* aid mlilitar'.% griOS t. a potential watershed in Soviet economlic history, At
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the Plenum. Gorbachev characterized his early attempts
to effect change, and those of his predecessors, as mere NATO and Warsaw IIIt locursmsMa
"piecemeal" efforts that could not by themselves sustain of Major Weapo, Sysius 17311V
accelerated economic growth. "The system of man-
agement that has taken shape," Gorbachev said, "has, 0 j',
with the puasing years, come into increasingly acute .. ''"' .
conflict with the conditions and needs of economic de-
velopment." Long-term Soviet economic revitalization
requires fundamental economic reforms and a thorough
technological thodernization of the country's aging and OthiAroes 10,00 9,300 1217 71600 000
inefficient industrial base. vehicle,

Artillery,
At the June Plenum, Gorbachev outlined a program, Mortars, and

dubbed the "new economic mechanism," for radical MRLs Q- 100-mm) 3,200 2,900 114 5,70 2,300

economic reform and a timetable for its implementa- -n,
Ln-and Ira.-tion, This program contains a series of potentially t Bomb"s -l 0 1:4.6 0 390

far-reaching changes in the centralized economic system,
including a major expansion or the rights of enterprises
to manage their own funds, labor, and supplies. There 1 AtZrf 3,600 3,oo 101,4 1,300 7,700
will be closer linkage between performance and pay;
reduction in the size of central ministries; and curtail-
ment of their detailed management or enterprise activity Helicopters 2,101 1,900 1:1,3 700 4,400
in favor of concentration on strategic, long-range ceo-
nomic planning, The Soviets have scheduled, us well, SMaor Surfacean overhaul of the banking, finance, credit, supply, and warships it 900 tons) 67 101 1:006 25 83price mechanisms in the economy,

There appears to be a consensus among the lead- Submarines"' 41 30 1:1.2 2 62
ership on the need for economic reform, yet some
disagreement over the pace and kind of change --
especially in sensitive political areas, There is also ICBMs and SL•Ms 700 100 13.7 0 3,000
growing resistance from members of the bureaucracy
who stand to lose power and privilege, while workers are
concerned that the reforms will bring higher consumer IROMs end MBIMs 250 so 1:3.3 0 1,000
prices, pressures to work harder, and even layoffs in
some ineflicient firms, The military leadership realizes, Suface-to-Air
however, that the technologically sophisticated future Missiles"" 18,000 37000 1:2,4 10,000 120,000
generations of weapon systems needed to compete ef-
fectively with the West can only be provided through 'That portion of military productlon, fat own anmed ..... to

a strong, advanced economy founded upon a modern "ncludet cortt, but o.cludm•cpornt v
industrial base, '"tnriulud, 141IN, and attlct submnarines

""ln, ludo, haVaI !IAM%

Gorbachev has made it clear that economic revi-
talization is a long-term effort that will require at
least 1) to 15 years, il' not a generation, It will
demand innumerable short-term adjustments, many of Economic reform and industrial modernization are
which may he disruptive and confusing, Consequently, unlikely to affect military production in the near term.
the initial rate of growth could be low for several Military industry is well situated through huge previ-
years as the economy passes through the necessary ous investments to produce the current generation of
tr'ansitions, Low growth rates, however, would not weapon systems. During the 12th Five-Year Plan (1986.
necessarily indicate that the program is faltering. Slow 1990), military industry has been assured continued
econonlic growth over the short ternm may be the price growth, With the high priority accorded the indus-
the Soviets wvill have to pay as increased product quality trial modernization program, there could be increased
tand technical progress replace the previous emphasis on competition between the military and civil sectors for
ýiniplc quantity. resources and materials, To date, however, there is
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While current output levels are high, before 1980 they .

were even higher in nearly every production category.
These earlier output rates reflect production of larger 74,
numbers ot far less sophisticated systems, Current.,..
industrial modernization and plant growth indicate that .... ,""!

higher output rates can probably be achieved again, In " ' , ' ,'
some industrial sectors, such as those supporting space, ' A ; ,....., .,
the Soviets have already built the required Industrial Tanks. .'-' l'
infrastructure to support a demand for far higher pro-
duction rates of spacecraft and space launch vehicles, as W Y . .

is discussed in the next chapter, • " 'L : ..,..• ii•';';!iii•I l,•...•,,,,•i•;.,• ,€,•.:=,, ... • .;.,A '.. ,. '• . .... .... ;

Ground Forces Production

The USSR's four major tank complexes have pro- .'•',."
du(ed more than 40,000 modern tanks, including the
T-64, T-72, and T-80, for the Soviet military, the
Warsaw Pact, and the armies of client states. The Artllly",
output of ground force systems has remained generally
stable, but production of some systems such as tanks
and self-propelled field artillery has increased, In fact,

* I~t-•production of the latter is at an all-time high. Soviet ussR NswP* U$•."Ui .i
industry has the capacity to increase current tank output
by a ftactor of five in the event of war. The T-80, .o, ,i,",,i.oi , 4 ,,t loom
sonic T-64s, and T-72s are now equipped with new ."il, .4
technology, including reactive armor, laser rangefinders, It,• to 1110lm
and Improved tank guns that significantly Improve their
capabiIi tics,

Aircraft Production
Naval Production

The Soviets are making strenuous efforts to increase
The trend in Soviet naval production since 1981 aircraft quality and to concentrate on advanced models,

has been to construct fewer, but much more capable While their new aircraft are more costly, more difficult
surface warships, submarines, and auxiliary ships. This to develop, and will take longer to produce than the
trend reflects not only the expense of naval construction older models, their superior quality will enable the
programs but also the importance of maritime power Soviet Air Force and Air Defense Forces to meet their
in broadening the range of military and political op- requirements more effectively, even though in some
tions available to Moscow across the entire spectrum instances they may replace existing aircraft on less than
of conflict, a one-for-one basis. While the Soviets have shown

* erenewed interest in the development of strategic aviation
The Soviets are building two classes of nuclear- assets, they continue to invest heavily in modernizing

powered ballistic missile submarines (SSBN) --- the their tactical assets,
TYPHOON and the DELTA IV. They tire also produc-
ing the OSCAR Il-Class liuclear-powered cruise missile In the early 1980s, two new Soviet bomber programs
attack submarine (SSGN); three classes of nuclear- emerged, marking an important step in modernizing the

Spowered atitack submarine (SSN) - - the SIERRA, the Soviet strategic long-range bomber force. The first, the
AKULA, and the VICTOR Illlý and the KILO-Class BEAR H cruise missile carrier, accounts for the greatest
diesel-powered altack submarine (SS). percentage of bomber production in this decade, with

over 70 built. The second program iivolves the more
Soviet shipyirds have eight classes or surface war- versatile and capable BLACKJACK, whose operational

ships tinder series production, The lirst unit of a new deployment is imminent. BLACKJACK will not be
j class of aircraft carrier displtcing 65,000 metric tons, produced in significant numbers, however, until the end

-approachinog the size of UIS carriers, is being outlilted of this decade or the early 1990s,
hefoic sea trials. A second CMrr'ier of thi ; class is tinder
conSttrlction it Nikolayev, Since the early 1980s, there has been a decline in
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the output of tactical aircraft for the Soviets' forces. with other systems, the emphasis in the 1980s has been
This decline is principally at result of the rapid phase- on producing fewer, more technologically advanced,
dlown of' thle older, long-ruinning, and less sophisticated more capable models, and on improving and expanding
fighter programs, which have yet to be offset by newer, thle roles of the existing line of Soviet helicopters, Two
more technologically advanced fighter programs. The new helicopters, HAVOC and HOKUM, are expected

*Soviets were produr.Ving five tactical fighter aircraft for to enter serial production socn.
their ownl forces at the beginning of' the 1980s
FOXBAT. FLOGGER. FITTER, FORGER, and the Since 1977, the overall number of' Soviet transport
1'ROGiI"OOT (a dedicated ground Support fighter). A aircraf't produced has fallen hy more than one-half.
ne0V COun1teralir lighter, the F*U LCR UM, was in thle. as thle Soviets moved to larger, more capable models.
late stages or development when the new FOXHOUND) Output of' their primary long-range military transport,
entered production. The FULCRUM, along with the the 11-76/CANDID, continues at over 50 arnnually.
FL.ANKEFR, entered series production in the miid- 1980s, Series production of two new military transports -- the
aS production of' the FOX BAT and FLOGGER for An-124./CONDOR and An-72/COALER -- has begun.
Soviet tactical air forces cnded. while prod uctionl of'
FITIlTER and lORGiER began to decline. Output from11 Missile Production
bot h of these latter programis hias been cut drastically
Over thek past several years. The Strategic bal1liStic mlissile industry is accordod

a high priority in the Soviet mildi ta ry programn. It
In thle near term. theL Soviets Will Ii key focuIs Onl pro- is engaged in continuous expansion and moderniz'a-

ducing fighier aircraft Ior strategic defense and tactical tionl. [he Soviets Lire n1ow manufa111cturing a number
operalions. It is liso) prohahle that additional pilant:. will of' solid-proplellant ICBIMs, Since 1981,. thle U SSR
begin prod LIiicig these 11IOdcrn fighters. ha1S corn 1plted Series pr1odLuction Of'it.s I'01a rth-generat ionl

lICBM for1ce anid has prlOduLcedI Significa~nt number17cls of'
Id Copier production has dclined!L 0111 Si fghtly titdue firth genlid I on systems. F1¾ 'low-on systenms to both tilie

pirimiarily to the beginnling of' thle phasc dow n of, tilt foitfi and tif'th-generatlionl missiles are being deCVeloped.L
log-unigIP li nd II IN I) hielicopter programs, As ý%itfi p1 -oduction expected to begin soon, [mpli111asis
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_* The US Navy has taken fixod-wing aircraft to sea since the early 1920s, The Soviets are now developing the aircraft for their future
carriers. FULCRUM and other aircraft are being evaluated for ramp-assisted takeoff at Saki naval airfield on the Crimean Peninsula.

DEMOGRAPHY AND THE SOVIET MILITARY nationalities will comprise a majority through 2050,

Thus, whi' Central Asian nationalities will account for
Just as the allocat~on or military resources will play more than half the total population growth through

it critical role in future Soviet military capabilities, so 2010, and nearly two-thirds by 2050, Slavic dominance
will the size and ethnic makeup of its population, Low is assured for the foreseeable future,
birth rates and declining longevity have constrained
population growth and affected the nation's overall Overall, birth rates have risen since the adoption
ethnic composition, the available labor force, and the of a set of child-bearing incentives by the 26th Party
military manpower pool, During the decade of the Congress in 1981, Soviet attempts to alter regional

d ý41I 1970s. the population growth in the USSR wits marked discrepancies in population growth tire yielding small
h by wide regional variations: low in the European re- but measurable results. Birth rates in the European

I publics, but very high in the Central Asian republics, republics have risen to levels that will ensure modest
* Th'se regional variances in population growth changed Slavic population growth in the future, while the higher

01 hc popu1latiOnl'S etihnic ha lance. Trhe Rus~sians. once fertility rates of the Central Asian nationalities have be-
a strong maio•rity, now comprise only 51 percent of' gun to level oil'. Despite these reversals, the imbalances
the totail riopulaition, Nonetheless, they will remnain in population growth and shifts in ethnic composition
the single dominanlt Soviet nationality well into the will persist into the next centtry,
l'uttirC, cotmlprisitng more than 40 percent of the total
poptl tikiion as Ilate as 2010. The Soviets consider the Soviet military capabilities have been aflected by
othe r Slavic nationalities (U Jk ra inians and BelorLIssianS I both Slow Population growth in the European republics
to he I'illy integrated in th'ir political and military and the resulting changes in the population's ethnic
ICldirship st ructutires, Wlhen taken as it whole, the Sla vic composition. The single most iplportarit 'actor afhecting
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The significant decline In output of Soviet tactical aircraft hai been offset by the production of technologically sophisticated aircraft
such as the Su-27/FLANKER,

PROSPECTS military has been directed to support the civil sector in
its restructuring attempts, the primary mandate of the

Clearly, the Soviets recognize that they are at it cross- military sector remains to produce more efficiently and
road,;. They know that military power -...the single most equip the Soviet Armed Forces with the most advanced
important measure of their current superpower status weapon systems possible.

will diminish relative to the West it' their economy
0 continLIcs to r'alter, As a result, the Soviets are likely to continue the

production trends begun at the beginning of this decade
-[The Soviets realize that while their current economic to complete their current force modernization, They be-

-,bind industrial infrastructure could probably support lieve, however, that with some systems, such as aircraft,
the future needs of the nation, it will not close the high output rates for technologically advanced weapons
technological gap with the West. In the highly technical are both costly and unnecessary because qualitative

* world of the I'uture, even small, newly industrialized advantages compensate for quantity.
na.tions employing modern methods it production will
OutproducC them in some areas, as well as provide Even if Gorbachev's modernization program falters,
better quality products for both their people and the national security will remain the prime imperative, and
international market, the Soviets will, as necessary, continue to pursue new

military programs at the expense of the civilian ccon-
Although the Soviets acknowledge that f'uture super- only, Should Gorbachev's programs be successful,.. i powvrs must have viable cconomics and technologically however, the West will be facing a substantially stronger

Advanceld industrics, they will not sacrifice what they Soviet Union. economically. politically, technologically
consider to hc their sceCurity req ii rCments,. Though the and militarily in the 21 kt century.

%4Z
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CHAPTER IV

Soviet Strategic Programs and Space Forces

During the past decade, the Soviets allocated re- These are but a few examples of the trends in Soviet
sources equivalent to approximately $400 billion to both strategic programs. In this chapter, these and other
strategic offensive and defensive programs in almost trends, as well as future prospects, are discussed.
equal amounts - roughly $20 billion per year for each
program. Space programs during this same period STRATEGIC FORCES
approached $80 billion,

Milnons and Operations
Since 1981, Soviet strategic nuclear offensive

forces have been upgraded as deployment of a fourth. The Strategic Rocket Forces (SRF) constitute the
generation of intercontinental ballistic missiles (ICBMs) Soviets' premier military service. Created in 1959 to
(the SS-17, SS-18, and SS-19) was completed, In 1985, control all long-range, land-based missiles with a range
the Soviets introduced the road-mobile SS-25, and in exceeding 1,000 kilometers, the SRF plays the dominant
1987 they began deployment of the rail-mobile SS-24 role in the Soviet strategic forces, controlling over 6,000
ICBM. In the Soviet ballistic missile submarine fleet the of the Soviets' 10,000 strategic warheads,
TYPHOON, carrying 20 SS-N-20 MIRVed (multiple,
independcntly-targetable reentry vehicles) missiles, was In a nuclear conflict, SRF missiles would attack:
introduced, followed closely by the new DELTA IV car-
rying the even more capable SS.N-23, Soviet long-range m Enemy nuclear forces, including silos, missile sites,
bomber capabilities were enhanced by the introduction airfields, naval bases, weapons depots, and nuclear
of the BEA R H carrying the AS-I 5 nuclear-armed cruise command-and-control facilities-
missile, Deployment of the new long-range strategic m Enemy power-projection assets, including military
bomber, the BLACKJACK, is imminent, forces, ports, and transportation links; and

a Enemy civilian and military industrial facilities,
In the area of strategic defense, the Soviets arc

modernizing the ballistic missile defense system around Soviet military planners anticipate having to launch
Moscow by replacing 64 old, reloadable above-ground their nuclear forces under a variety of circumstances.
GALOSH launchers with a two-layer defense corn- Thus, they have conducted training and built assets to
posed or silo-based, long-range, modified GALOSH support the following operations:
interceptor missiles; silo-based GAZELLE high-
acceleration endoatmospheric interceptor missiles; and Preemption - To achieve the capability to execute
associated engagement, guidance, and battle manage- this preferred option, the Soviets have emphasized the
ment radar systems, including the new PILL BOX collection and processing of strategic intelligence con-
phased-array radar near Moscow at Pushkino, This cerning their potential enemies' intentions, If convinced
phase of the modernization program should be com- that the time for nuclear preemption has come, the
pleted ill the late 1980s, Supreme High Command would order a strategic strike,

To ensure that the SRF will be ready, the Soviets
In space developments, the Soviets have orbited their conduct numerous test missile launches throughout the

MIR space station, established new endurance records year, many of them from operational bases.
Irr men1 in space, flight-tested Ia sUbsUalC Model of what
appears will become their space plane. and deployed a L.auch on warning . The comprehensive Soviet
new medium-lift' launcher, the SL-16, In addition, the planning for a nuclear war includes preparing their
Soviets 1launched their heavy-lift SL-X-17. capable of' 'orces to perform their missions under the most adverse

SI.-X-17 will also be used to launch the Soviet version their preemptive option, they will depend on their
of the space shuttle, which the Soviets acknowledge has early warning networks to provide them with sullicient
undergone llight testing under its own power. response time. This network comprises launch detection
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The PILL BOX, a large four-faced phased-array radar, is located north of Moscow near Pushkino. This radar for the Moscow ballistic
missile defense systemn will track incoming warheads and guide interceptor missiles toward their targets.

mielic~ad o'~cr-t hc-hori/on radars that can ascertainl Comnilianid and communI Lllicat ions entities allso have mo1-
I le euerl drec onol n a tak ad po\'de p t 30 bile back-uIp units. To enhance survivability further.

n11111k1 iiut' Fam i. Ec\ en lIEN HOU1.SE radars located thle Soviets have Included both rail- and road-mlobile
01llud tle1 USS R, MhiClI \%Ili be augmen ICIted InI thle missiles inl their newest "Cenerationl of WiCl~ms. Provisions

mid-19)l hI In lý la rge phlasedakrra\ rad ars' Canl have been made1 to refurbishi anid reload SRI: silos
cý miliri the aittac:k and becl~i' missuilc track. i ne. Once heirehv enahll ng thle So\ jets to flre adition1al StNra tC'_ic

lltlied, lIe SRI: ý%oulld ia\ e to klaunch Its; iMissiles mis'1siles. Thies techn11(iqI liswill also ble Used a f'ter both
Nh10:e 2iei\ \ý rheadk lilt. lo ensure that It canl do ie<inlitild striA-kes(Liriilu1- t11e period ot'jpro0loned

11:1 SR I C\erci0CN 11 lie pmCedItire, i n'\0k d inl sUtch niuclear Confliict en\ s'ionled In Soviet (loctrimiu

WIC Fo\ rce lDesclopmnienl
1I h jin /1cle ,ue Slinul1d the SRI Vnot hlaunch

:1"' ('I it 11"lile\ betore m an eneni\ atack. The pc(d1951) to I 985 "N \titne'Scd the rapid mlodern-1
Ic \ ~ icy. liv.nlme pl~~im'n\1111 I(, heIIlpte iir\ l 1/atlioi and ',oplm[ ktiat ionn(1 dic Nho\iet W(l10a0 eal

.r:.mk ~ ~ ~ ~ Il .wlcmic imc~ inc-poul~c. I hei ilo- So\ let tIii-sile': hlýiV been iipgr'IidCd OF replacedM \\iill
,iic cmittailic. ~\\C1l j, their. cnm)iimammlld. Iie\\ 1miodels of' ereater 1 ac MWac and sur\ lhilit\. .>\tter

'tm i ui~imn~ link, i( die Supremeik 3(I\ars (d, 'ustained mrt i ad Olpo\enpt.te

II ~ ' c d.im 1lm~mmLlend 11)Id 1Wit11i!% n\lal. S\C taet Rocket I oicesmi cýtrcmuiel\apable
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Soviet Intercontinental Attack Forces Warhead Mix

SLUMs

bombers

1967

Sombers

SLUMW
Moil

The centerpiece of the current Soviet SRF arsenal
US and Soviet ICBM Launcher and Reentry is thc SS-18 heav'y ICBM, designed to destroy hardened

*Vehicle (RV) Depillyment 1981-196111 targets such as ICBM silos and command facilities. This
missile, larger than the US PEACEKEEPER, has been
modernized over the last seven years. The majority

- ______of' the current force consists of ss-ih Mod 44, which
so~ KV carry 10 MIRVed warheads, The SS-18 force alone

F100 iMWi O. co~uld destroy 65 to 80 percent of aill US ICBM silos
using two warheads per target. and still have 1,000

~~ --------- . warheads remaining, The total SS-18 force has about
3.000 warheads,

40K)i( .... ... The Soviets have also modernized their other two
fourth-generation ICBMs. the SS-17 and SS-19. The

UNA)U .S kv ----- SS-19 Mod I carries six MIRVcd warheads and is
- ------ ......... roughly comparable in size to thc US PEACEKEEPER,

Soviet CBMA 'he SS- 17 Mod 3, while less accurate than the SS- H8,

I ___________..............._____________ carries four warheads and can destroy any unhairdcncd

A U ICBM.% targets. Noth the SS- 17 aind SS. 19 are capable of flexible
_____________ __________ targeting: they can hit Eurasian as well as transoccanic

11H1 111 9 i V1814 1W 18 148 148 targets with at total of' abotit 2,700 warheads. thereby
0, ý.facilitating the Soviet U nion's ahility to adjust to the

sitthio crite ntynidiailae N uclear

O of onducing lobal nucLeir11 strikes. Yet timprovemnents
10 01h toi-Ce con01LL in IICI BYc utiatd lvte mlid-1I99t0S. the The Soviets luve invested enormPouS elh'ort an~d re-

0~:% SI ~sicts sN il he fielding ai coinplelelS nlew% genera ioof SOuresii~ nraigie riaiiyo hi taei
.. n Ceieasgk accurate mtissiles. mal~n> ol' themi mobile, systems a ga inst nuclear it tack. To make their fourth.

e% sio" itg heightenled t Ii eat Io I. ISsi Irategic f'orces, generation riiissiles survivable, for instance, the Soviets
placed themi inl rebuilt, very hard Silos, Of' tile Soviet

'I lie Sos ets mawititill iluni1ciolis SS-1l and SS-11 inventory oft 1,400 opL'ialional hallistic missile sls
% hlii l-dgeiiertiunl l(HMS. While thlese missiles are not SIK have been rehuilt sinice 191)2. lull) one-halt' of'

cilia ble ofl lestroi>ing hardencted targets., the% arc Ftll\ý these silos have b~een totally reconstructed anld har11dened
L'O Flll.l of dcslro\ ing tillialrdencd tagt.since I 980.
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The road-mobile SS-25 ICBM continues to be fielded in remote areas of the Soviet Union. The mobility of such systems increases the
survivability of the Soviet land-based intercontinental missile force.

The Soviets have begun operating fifth-generation missiles, while the fourth-generation will be undergoing
ICBMs, missiles with great throw-weight and accuracy. replacement by systems currently in development and
The) use solid-fuel propellants (which provide longer testing. The SS-18 Follow-On, a more accurate version
liteL and require less maintenance), and are fully mobile, than its predecessor, has been tested recently, prepara-
and hence highly survivable. The SS-24, currently in tions for deployment of this missile are already underthe initial stages of'deployment, is comparable in size to wuy, In October 1987, the US protested the apparent
"the US PEACEKEEPER, It carries 10 warheads and is Soviet intention to test the SS-18 Follow-On in such
designed for both rail and silo deployment, The SS-25 a manner as to have its reentry vehicles land in the
is a road-mobile, single-warhead. three-stage system, Pacific extremely close to the major populated islands
!t can tire from field deployment sites or through the of Hawaii, Mobile, solid-fueled SS-24s and SS-25s will
sliding roof garage it occupies at its base, The missile's be fully operational and will themselves be replaced by
mobility makes it inherently survivable and capable of follow-on systems in the next decade, These advances
ieload retire operations, The SS-25 joined operational will ensure that the Soviet ICBM force will remain the
5,-)iet SRF regiments in 19H5. world's largest and most modern strategic missile force.

By the 1990s, assuming the continuation of the Submarine-Launched Ballistic P
current modernization tempo, the Soviets will be in a Missile Force Developmentsposition to field over 15,0(00 warheads. Additionally.,
these w-eapons would he placed on, newe~r, more capable: The Soviet Navy operates the world's largest strategic
* ,LtIuri•,1C strategic delivery systems during the next missile submarine force. Although it includes some
dccadec It is likely that by the mid-1990s, the Soviets older submarines, the majority of the nuclear-powered
-. will have completely phased out their third-generation ballistic missile submarine (SSBN) force consists o1 more
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Modernization of Soviet IC3M Wauhead Mix

SS*S 17,

(doi & (mobe)mele)CB

SSS-24
(io&moile) g1vyi03

19S? SISOO

*Modern I)ELTA 1, IL and III subinuirnes armed withx
inti'entienal''tigemis'siles that can reach North *"uXAN'& ' M; !''Y

Aniericai lrom Soviet ports and coastal waters, ~ ~ 2 ~ ~'

Within thle last sevenl years. thle Soviets have in- V ,('p 1~
troduced the TYPHOON and the DELTA IV, both 8OIr vý(CN
equipped with more accurate, longer range M IRVed

Sys'leils III-s enaibled thle Soviets to increase their SLBM ~ I(A

wealpons delivery capabilities hy ncarly 30 percent with-
outI increasing the overall siz~e or their SSHN f'orce, 4-.L A
At the same time, Submarine survivability wits being
signilicant ly cenhanlced.

their belief thot operations under and near thle Arctic ice
Blased inl the Pacific Ocean and Northern Flct areats. pakck might providec their deployed SSBNs with greater

thle So~ et 111I1iStiC mlissile su~bma~rineC oiMC is equipped security and protection than in more exposed waters.
with over 3,0110 twa 'heads oil submarine-latunched bill-
listic missiles t SIM.Ms). InI wartime, a portion or thesc To ensure that they canl communicate with their

* ~ -C 11ee Xi expctedl to Serve aIS it sur-vivable nuclear SSI3N/SLHBM assets, the Soviets have recently improved
reOse-Ve. IIn the laIst deciade, thle deCploIymen~t of' multiple- their Su~bmarine-l commland, control, and communica-
warhead( SI.fMMS With ranIlges SuL~filiet to reachII thle tions (C,') systems by deploying ain extremely low f're-
U ni ted States from waters near the US1S5R haIs aIIWL flowedIC (unc EL[F) Comn11,11iunca tio1S system, Newly deployed
hil Soviets: to plian ito operate tilie majority of' their HFAR J aircralh offer Lin aldditional nmeans ofr effective

SS11Ns iii protIected "hait ions,'' or havens, nearll tl~e 55 IIN comm unication reduILndancy by providing vet y
*SI~~ Ukt lnion,. MiXedI glOup~S of' nIava1 lair, SUrFkce, and low fr'equaency (VI .1) COmnIII.iunat ion t ransmnissions to

Si 1111ibmainc assets, allong with fixed sensors and minle- SSlINs onl patro!.
fiods, will opc'riI te ill wa it i ie to protect dichse 5511N
hasiitin oricas againsit IS5 NATO )11SI1,61 anTumhiefoce, '1 Soviebý; nlay feginl at-seat flight testing of at

wdiililit,%ihinl thle last sevei'al Yasthe Soviet yeodi1 led vifion V terso SN-N -2e1) N3mssl will
Nat m hicalsed getyits ierst ilteArctic as an fpiohahly complete testing inl I988. I mpro1-ed ace a-
;ircVil of nIilitai'v (1perationls, jimrticularly For its SNStNs. r'acy of the Soviets' latest SI.LBM systen~iiý uws well ats
I lie Sm jet', think that SSIIN opcrmitins in thie Arctic icc possible elforts ito iiicreas'! SLIM rO''ntiv Vcfiicle si/C
/Olk VW l tIIIIeiCa' S1.hn11iali'e sui-vivahifity, hiased onl andL Wai'llIeMi ýicld, would confirm- Mo.;cow's planls to
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Modernization of Soviet SLBMu Warhead Mix

TYPHOON DELTA-lli,
DELTA-IV
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DELTA-IV
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A% Illustrated In the 911H7 edition of Soviet MWltary At~wer, (middle right), the ALEXANDER DRYKIN is specially designed to reload Soviet
SHNs .%way fronm their homeports, the-reby increasing SSON survivability and enhancing Soviet wairtime capahilillit,. The lead unit of
thks new I a%% of mki4%lv support %hiti was photographed last year, providing a detailed view of SI tIM storage andi handling areas
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Soviet Strategic Aviation Developments
* ~~~US and Soviet SLBM Launcher and ReentryThSoitnernienlbmeroceasi-

Vehile RV)Depoymet 181-988torically lagged behind the SRF and navy in systems
development. Recent Soviet efforts in strategic aviation,
however, particularly with the BEAR H and BLACK-

- - JACK long-range bombers, signal heightened interest in
at manned-bomber attack force to diversify the character

..(1 . ....... . of their strategic forces,
US~ RVs uuu

The BLACKJACK is thle world's largest aind heaviest
bomber. Designed to carry bombs aind air-launched
cruise missiles (ALCMs), the BLACKJACK can cruise

SoVI kvssubsonically over long ranges. perform high-altitude
0111 supersonic dash, and attack utilizing low-altitude, high-

94 subsonic penetration maneuvers. As with the B-I, the
2 01A BLACKJACK hits at blended wing-body design with

s ov~iv S1 ais variable-sweep, wing and at single vertical stabiliier,
It hats ain unrefucled combat radius of about 7,300

US Si~skilometers and a maximum speed of' Mitch 2,0, Eleven
US lSl II I't B 1LACKJACK bombers have been produced, aind thie111 1112 411 141.1 NM 11111 I(87 'Mi fistBLA('KJAC K regiment should begin forming ti

year. The backbone of' the modern Soviet interconti-
, Pe.nental bomber i'orce of' the I 9H0s, however, w.ill remain

the BEAR H, armied with thle AS-IS/KENT ALCM.
develop a hard-target-k ill capability ror its SL13M force. The Soviets also have in their inventmiy ablout I100 other
The new IliSSile Support ship class, the ALEXANDEIR BEAR bombers and air'-to-sulrflCc missile carriers, The
lYK IN. is designed to reload SSIINs with these BFEA R wits first produced in the late 19,50s, but sonme
mo1dern inissilcs. Tiis capability will allow Soviet of these aircraft have been updated~k ill SUbSe~l iien[ years
SS INs to hold aiddi tional targets ait risk, with new technology.
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The BEAR H bomber can launch AS-15 nucledr-armed cruise missiles as far ats 3,000 kilometers from their targets. Those bombers
often practice strike missions against North America and are routinely Intercepted by North Amrerican Aerospace Defense Command
fighters.

Soviet strategic aviation capabilities are enhanced
through training and exercise%. BEAR H bombers US and Soviet Intercontinental-
are regularly observed simulating attacks against North Capable Bombers*
America, When operational, the BLACKJACK can
be expected to engage in similar operations, Addition- Inventory
ally, older BEAR bombers carrying the AS-3 air-to- 50 us$____
surface missile (ASM) are being rejuvenated through
at modification program that upgrades them to carry 400.
the newer AS-4 supersonic ASM. More than 45 of
these reconfigured aircraft, designated BEAR Gs, are
now operational. .100- --

Trhe current Soviet intercontinental bomber force is 00* *

more flexible and Survivable than it has ever been, Prior 200 i,~ v~t~n

to the recent introduction of longer range cruise missiles,
Soviet bomrbers would have had to penetrate Canadian
or US airspace to launch their attacks. Now the BEAR ----.....
H- can launch its long-range AS- 15 cruise missiles fromn
well oli'shore and still hit targets in North America, The
I3LACKJACK will be able to conduct both standoff and
penetration attacks using at variety of nuclear missiles .1981 198i2 198.3 19114 1985 1981h 19H17 191181

SIN 1, FI .I lilt kidl R-I W . 111. 1 .111d 1111 , N vo- l it,, it tn h
and bombs. 11gAR'. 40~N. dlitIiAC h IN

Until rccently, the Soviets had only aging BISON
tankers rbr aerial riel'ueiing support of BISON and
BEAR aircrart, In 1987, the first unit 01' new MIDAS Cruise Missile Developments
tankers entered operational service. While the BISON
tankers remain in service, they tire expocted to be The Sawiets are on the verge or deploying a variety or
repliced as sufficient numbers of' MIDIAS tankers be- sophisticated cruise missile systems. At seat, the Sovicts
comle avalable. have tested the SS-N-21 seat-latunched cruise missile
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Modernization of Soviet Heavy Bombers Weapons Mix
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Dolcrn Airfield Is the main operating base for the Soviets' BEAR HII ntercontinental bognber, The new BLACKJACK strategic bomber will
probably also be based there when It Is operationally deployed later this year.
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The Soviets have developed a full family of cruise missiles including air-, sea-, and ground-launched systems. Depicted here are
* ithe transporter-erector-launcher and, in the Insert, the SSC-X-4 GLCM It carries,

(SLCM). A variety of Soviet general purpose attack eliminate these Soviet systems. Until the treaty enters
submarines such as VICTORs, AKULAs, or SIERRAs into force and the missiles are destroyed as required over

Scould carry and launch the SS-N-21. Additionally, a a three-year perle4', INF system3, such as the SS-20, will
YANKEE-Class nuclear submarine has been converted continue to pose a threat to Eurasian targets.
to carry SS-N-21 missiles. Targets in either Eurasian or
North American theaters could be attacked by these ac- The last seven years have seen the full expansion
curate missiles, which are fitted with nuclear warheads. and deployment of the Soviet SS-20 IRBM force, from
The larger SS-NX-24 missile, which could be carried approximately 250 SS-20s in 1980 to a high of 441, The
from specialized submarine platforms such as a modified less capable SS-4 MRBM force has been reduced in size
YANKEE, is expected to be operational in the next during this period, and now numbers approximately 50
few years, missile launchers.

The Soviets have deployed an air-lalinchcd long- The SS-20 is a remarkably capable IRBM system
ramge cruise missile -- the AS-15/KENT - with their which first became operational in 1977. The missile
intercontinental-range BEAR H force. Armed with carries three highly accurate MIRVed warheads and can
this standoff weapon, the BEARs pose a much greater deliver them out to a range of about 5,000 kilometers.

* threat to Eurasian and US targets. Work on a new It has a reliable solid-fuel propellant system and is
bomber-launched cruise missile is underway, fully mobile, making countertargeting efforts exteiemely

difficult. It can fire either from sliding-roof garages at
The Soviets had developed and were preparing to regimental basus or from field-deployed sites. The Sovi-

deploy a ground-launched cruise missile (GLCM) - the ets have the capability to reload and refire SS-20s. The
SSC-X-4 -- which is a version of the SS-N-21/AS-15 older SS-4 system is still maintained at the theater level.

* system. A GLCM-variant of the larger SS-NX-24 was This liquid-fueled system is located at soft launching
also a possibility as a theater strike weapon. Both sites. The missile can deliver one warhead out to a range
"GLCM systems are banned by the INF Treaty. of 2,000 kilometers.

INTERMEDIATE-RANGE NUCLEAR FORCES These missile forces can be augmented or replored
by a variety oF other nuclear delivery systems. The* * In addition to ICBMs, the SRF is responsible for Soviets retain 12 older GOLF II diesel-powered ballistic

"intermedliate-range(IRBM) and medium-range(MRBM) missile submarines, six cf which are assigned to the
ballistic missiles -- the latter two being longer range Baltic Fleet. Each GOLF can delivet three SS-N-5 mis-

A% d intermediate-range nuclear forces. The INF Treaty will siles on Eurasian targets. Additionally, Soviet aviation
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assets, particularly the BACKFIRE and 3.NCER, can not cover short-range nuclear missiles with a range less
conduct theater nuclear operations. than 500 kilometers. dual-capable aircraft, and artillery

pieces. Thus, while the INF Treaty eliminates the
The role of' Soviet INF missiles wil! likely be redis- most threatening Soviet nuclear systems, the Soviets

tributed to other systems in light of the recent INF will retain a more than adequate capability to provide
Treaty. The treaty requires the destruction without tactical nuclear support for their ground forces.
replacement of' all existing missiles and launchers over
a three-year period, including the SS-20, SS..4, and SS-5 The SRINF systems eliminated by the INF Treaty
,bvlistic missiles, as well as the SSC-X-4 cruise missile, had posed new challenges to NATO during the 1980s.
which was tested but not deployed, After the agreement At the theater- and front-level, the older SCALE-
takes effect, however, the Soviets may be able to turn to BOARD had been replaced by a modernized version.
other strategic ballistic missiles (ICBMs and SLBMs), The modification significantly improved the missile's
aircraft, and perhaps sea-launched cruise missiles to accuracy whilk maintaining hit 900-kilometer range, Un-
""11fulfill their strategic theater requirements in Eurasia, til 1983, the SCALEBOARD had not been deployed

0 outside the USSR, In 1984, one brigade was deployed
SHORT-RANGE NUCLEAR FORCES in Czechoslovakia, and two brigades were deployed in

East Germany, SCALEBOARD units are also located
% 'The Soviet military also deploys a wide variety of nu- in the western Soviet Union, and in the Central Asian
% clear d(livery systems with a range less than 1,000 kilo- and the Far Eastern USSR. Over 100 SCALEBOARD

meters. These include shorter range intermediate-range missiles remain in the inventory.
* nuclear lorces (SRINIF) missiles, which are covered by

the INF Treaty. Specifically, the SCALEBOARI) and At the front- and army-levels, the SS-23/SPIDER was
SS-23,SPII)IP, will he eliminated within 18 months designed as the successor to the 1960's vintage SCUD,
alter the treaty enters into Force. The INF Treaty does Over 75 are now in the inventory. With improvemtents
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The Soviet SS-20 IRBM system, shown In these photos provided by the Soviets under the terms of the INIF Treaty, was the first mobile
MIRVed nuclear ballistic missile deployed Into European and Asian theaters.

in accuracy, responsiveness, and range, the SS-23 poses for their ground maneuver units,
*it greatter threat to time-critical targets such as NATO

nuLclear missilc units, airfields, and air defense sites. STRATEGIC DEFENSES
The SPIDER has been deployed since 1985 in several
locutions v'ithin the USSR and was recently introduced In a dramatic depairture from past assertions that
into East Germany, Over 600 SCUD missiles, how- only the United States is working to "militarize" space,
ever, roemain deployed. Although SCALEBOARDs, General Secretary Gorbachev acknowledped on 30 No-
SPIDEiRs. and SCUI~s could be deploy%:d with chemnical vember 1987 that the USSR is involved in strategic
or conventional high-cxplosive warhouds, their principal defense research, He stAted, "The Soviet Union is doingp
role is to s~erve as the ground force's primary nuclear fire all that the United States is doing, and I guess we are
support mleans, engage(] in research, basic research, which relates, to

Soias)oeae atia ula these aspects which are covered by the SDI of the United
Thle So iet ilitary alooeae atclncer States." But the Soviet efi'ort into all aspects of strategic

mliSSilC an1d artillery systemis deployed at front level, defense has been consistently far more: vigorous than
At tile division-level, nuclear lire: support is provided that of the United States.

* by 66(1 free-rocket-over-ground (FROG) missiles, de-
4W ployed i n b~attalions of' rour hLaunchers (one in each Ballistic Mvissile Defense

divihiOnl). [in 1981, the SS-21, a guided missile (piro-
Vidinig illlproaemen~ft inl both range and a1ccuracy). began The Soviets matintain thL world's only operational
replacinm' the FROGi in forward-deployed divisions, end ABM system, aind a nearly completed construction

~ ~' 140) are now deployed. IDivision-level SS-21 battalions program begun during the 1 980s will yield an expanded
* Ire 116i112 consolidited into brigakdes in Soviet armies in and Upgraded systr~m comprising at two-layer defecnse of'

F Iast G;erniany. 10) lau nchers. When f'ully operational around 0 89,
the Nystei will defend selected leadership and strategic

a a ,ortas und r- fcilitieýs in thle M oscow area,ISoviet nuclear-capa hle arii11crv -Lind no rstndr
\% Cft qLia Ii taltac Illmprovcnien ts in the 1 980s, with the
ICplakCcmen~lt 01' oIlder, towed-artiliery pieces with sell'- Thle new Moscow ARiM system incIludes two int(l-ere-

* proplcled 151'ý w~rsions. These SP weaponls, cin tiding tor missiles: a long-range nmodified GALOSH AIRM that
the I 52-mml howit/er 2S93, thle 1.)2-nmm gun 2S5, the is intended to engage ballistic missile reentry vehlitles
2013-1111 guin 2S7. and thi, 2411-ui i 2S4 mortar, enanle ( RVs) outside thie atmosphere; and the GA? ELI. , a

%". the Soviets to provide more responsive nuclear Support shorter range, high-acceleration mnissile that, like the
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!,•When the Soviets published this photo of their space-tracking facility at Dushanbe, they maintained that its purpoe is to track satellites
•: Thse amount of power supplied by a nearby hydroelectric dam, however, exceeds that needed solely for satellite tracking, It may in
• /aet be used to generate high-energy laser beams for anlisatellite missions.

now-del'unct US SPRINT system, is designed to engage data which would be required for a nationwide ABM
RVs af'ter they have reentered the Earth's atmosphere, system, Since these radars take a long time to construct,

S~New, hardened silos have been constructed for thc the entire network probably would not be operational
Snew in•terceptor missiles, The modified GALOSH and until the mid.1990s,

GAZEiI.LE are expected to hee~ome operational in 1988
,-•,or 1989. T]he Soviets have deployed and tested components

I,) • required for an ABM system that could be deployed to a
SA large multit unction phased-array radar nearing site in months rather than years, Recent Soviet activities

•_Jcompletion at IPushkinao is also an integral part of with respect to moving a FLAT TWIN ABM radar and
the new Moscow ABM system, The radar, which a PAWN SHOP van, both components of an ABM

has 3f0-degree coverage, will provide suppo~rt for the system, from a test range and initiating deployment at.
new interceptor systems. It is expected to rcaci• full a location outside an ABM deployment area or ABM
olpei':.tional capability around 1989, test ;'Ange, constitute a violation of the ABM Treaty.

Moreover, the; SA. 10/SAM system already in the air
hI• the agt.'regate, the Soviet Union's ABM and ABM- defense forces may have the potential to intercept some

• -,.v elated actionls suggest that the USSR may be prepar- types of ballistic missiles, as may the SA-X-12B/G1ANT
,,•V''j ig an• AIIM delfen.• of' its national territory. These when it is deployed.
.•.,•,> ct ions include radar construction concurrent testing.
',, SAM uplgrade. AIIM rapid reload, AIBM mobility, an'i One of the principal concerns regarding Soviet non-
,(.,dleplotlemni o1' A HM conmponcnt•, to (bmnl, compliance with the AIIM Treat.y is the Krasnoyarsk

• radar, which is in clear violation 3f the treaty, The
•..\,'l'ht Soviets began buildinag a large phased-array only permitted functions for an LPAR with Krasno-

'•••radar ' LIARW network in the I1970s, and since 1981 the yarsk's location and orientation would be space-tracking
:•.nunihebr of' [PARS' under construction has more than and National Technical Means (NTM) of verification,
•.,'doubled, "lhere atre now nine I.PARs in varying stages of Conclusive evidence suggests, however, that this radar
•:'•completion. I'orming a nearly c:omplete ring of' ballistic is primarily designed for ballistic missile detection and

* inis~ile detectio~n :overage t'or the Soviet landmass, They tracking, not for space-tracking and NTM as the Soviets
-.. duplicate and augment co)vcraLe p)rovided by the older claim. Moreover, the coverage of the Krasnoyarsk radar
-*>:*;"HI-N I-tOIJSL! Iallistic missile early wa, ning radi:rs, but closes a major gap in the coverage of the Soviet ballistic
:.•.•also co•uld 1v'•vide the detailed detection and tracking missile deftection, warning, and tracking screen. The

-,si" T.
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* The PILL BOX radar associated with the Moscow AIM *Vbtem will be completed around 1989. A potential ability to Integrate target
tracking with ABM Intercept would result In x genuine battle maknagemen~t Capability.
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Soviet ABM/Space Defense Programs
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Soviet p~tarnI Ifo AIM tral space Duetent., which Inchjde advanced tachnetoele and epace-Ibaead wompcale. wwo,,In pae i to the 1111 AIMI
wi~e h ent.tm atoU AIV*ac gn m 't.uarh asbe lnirted in ecop

aewelaevel ofeffom lil temm ditoacfteajt"invested,
'Potential CAPAWiRY Oft the MOSCOW AISM syetern

L

locationi oit the K rasnoyarsk radar allows it to provide ballistic miissile detection. warniing, and tracking radars,
- e::,warning of' a bal listic missile attack, to acq uire attack hut also have ani intherent technuicalI potential, depending
ev.chatracteriza tion data that will enable the Soviet strategic onl location and oricntatioii. ol' contributing ito ABHM

t'orces to respond in a timlely manuner, and ito aid in ha tile mianagement, A I.'S C'ongressmonal delegation
* the hattie management of' Soviet strategic det'ensive visited the Ki-asnoyarsk LIA R faLcility onl 5 September

forces. All LlPA s, i ne Uldi ng the K rasnoyarsk radar, 198)7 andI was allowed to view selectedl areas of' both
havye thle inherent capability ito track la rge num 11hers o[ the transmitter and receiver I'acili tics, No mnllfrmlat ion
obJects alccurately. Thus, they not onlly could performi as derived Ifroml this visit. however, Changed thle assessmlent
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that the radar is designed for ballistic missile detection developed until at least the mid-1990s. The Soviets
and tracking, could, however, deploy a short-range, space-based sys-

tem for space station defense or close-in attack by a
Advanced Strategic Defense Technologies maneuvering satellite in the near future.

Since the 1960s, the Soviets have been conducting The USSR has also conducted research in the use
a substantial research program to develop a defense of radio-frequency weapons to interfere with or destroy
against ballistic missiles. As noted by General Seere. the electronic components of ballistic missile warheads
tary Gorbachev, this effort covers many of the same or satellites, A ground-based version of such a weapon
technologies currently being explored by the US SDI. could be tested in the 1990s, Free-electron lasers, which
The Soviet effort, however, involves a much greater generate intense microwave and millimeter-wave pulses,
investment of plant space, capital, and manpower, have been developed by the Soviets, possibly for use in

radio-frequency weapons.
For example, the Soviet laser research program, with

ballistic missile defense applicability, has historically Passive Defense
been much larger than its US counterpart. At Sary
Shagan, one of a half-dozen major R&D facilities The Soviet passive defense program is a comprehen-
involved in laser research, the Soviets are believed to be sive system of measures designed to inhibit the effects
developing several lasers for strategic applications such of a nuclear attack on the Soviet Union, The main
as air defense or a terminal ABM, and at least one laser objectives of the passive defense program in effect today
believed capable of an antisatellite mission, are: ensuring the survival and continuity of the Soviet

leadership; planning for efficient wartime mobilization
Moscow hopes that its huge investment to design of manpower and the economy; protecting the industrial

and build high-energy lasers will provide it with laser base and essential workers; and providing a credible
systems for strategic air defense, space-based antisatel- reconstitution capability, Integral to the Soviet passive
lite missions and, conceivably, defense against ballistic defense program are thousands of hardened facilities,
missiles. The first prototype systems, some with limited
operational capability, might be seen before the end of Deep Underground Facilities
the decade, but except for air defense, full-scale, fully
operational defensive systems are not expected until the For 40 years, the Soviet Union has had a vast pro-
late 1990s at the earliest. gram underway to ensure the survival of the leadership

in the event of nuclear war, This multifaceted program
In some areas of ballistic missile defense-related tech- has involved the construction of deep underground

nology, the USSR has progressed beyond technology bunkers, tunnels, secret subway lines, and other facilities
research, It has ground-based lasers with some ca- beneath Moscow, other major Soviet cities, 'and the
"pability to attack US satellites, and it could have a sites of major military commands. This program is
space-based antisatcllite laser prototype within the next designed solely to protect the senior Soviet Icadership
several years. The Soviets also could have ground-based from the effects of nuclear war, These deep underground
laser prototypes for ballistic missile defense in the early facilities today are, in some cases, hundreds of meters
1990s, and they could begin testing a limited-scale deep and can accommodate thousands of people, As
deployment system in the late 1990s. nuclear arsenals on both sides have become larger and

more potent, these facilities have been expanded and
Moscow is exploring several other advanced tech- have reached greater depths,

nologics for use in ballistic missile defensec Since
the late 1960s, for instance, the Soviets have explored Neither changes in the Soviets' leadership nor the
the use of particle beam and kinetic energy weapons restructuring of the strategic balance and the refinements
for antisatellite (ASAT) and ballistic missile defense in military doctrine that accompanied these changes
tmissions, Although the Soviets may be able to test a pro- appear to have diminished their commitment to the
totype particle beam ASAT weapon in the mid-to-late program, Over the program's history, its purpose has
1 990s, operational systems that could destroy satellites remained unchanged ---- leadership survival so that it can
o)r incoming ballistic missiles will not exist until the maintain internal control and ensure that Soviet military
21st century. power can be centrally directed throughout all phases

of a world war, The secrecy of the program and the
L.ong-range, space-based kinetic energy weapons for uncertainty about the extent and nature of these facilities

"dclcnsc against ballistic missiles probably could not be arc major causes for concern,
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Soviet leader,% In M4oicow can move to protective quarters hundreds of moters below the city If hostilities seem Imminent. Additionally
%ttme de~ep undergrouind complexes are located far outside urban areas,

ir~aiiist chei mial aind hiological attack, Such arrange- have the added adviintage of' reducing the cost of
11Ctilk £i1;i enable independent operations to be carried the passive defense progrtim since the excavation costs
nit Irom thest! facilities for many nionths. The top have already been re..overed. The mines would also
leado-ship olt the U SSR also has the option of going provide concealed storage siteS for military stores kind
by s~cret 4uhwav lines out to Vnukovo Airfield. about equipmient, expanded -itorage capacity far the strategic

V.0

017 Nie oUthwcst of the Kremlin, and Irom there stocks reserve netwo~k, und improved continuity of
lEing t,.) remote facilities. 'They also have a fleet of economic activity in wartime. By using these old mines,

irattrains, and other vehicles that provide yet the Soviets can expand the already large number of un-
ai)iuthcr optiotn for SUr~ ival: these platlformns have ex- dcrground f'acilities available for leadership protection

c sseCmi m a Ltli citions, Support, which would permit quickly and inexpetmi~ ely.
thc stl.irti~mj leadership to reconstitute Soviet military

* ~ kil t C ensUing military oiperations, While Soviet The Soviets' experience with civil defense, leadership
flitcpaIration lot- breadership protection are most intensive protection. and miassive: relocation clrorts during World

Jt(Mrd Nlosco.'v hecaisc ofi its critical role ini wartimie War 11 has taught themn the beii_,fits of' a leadership
m-miit Cvi . thlere are simil a r prograins in other key protect ion program, While conti n Ling improvements

One I % I trct)ýer. So~ jet planning c:alls for, the leader- indicate the progrom does not yet bully uneet Soviet
I 0,1rnatimiiItin oi several 1 Li adred addi tionalI cities requiiirements, the So acts have made extensive prepara-

hi Ii hit relo;rituoiu t''Cilitics. tions to give the leulership the potential for effective
-*perl'orniance in :i miicleai war. The enormou~i and

t ic * ý,\ivt ols tire vorked-oiit mines to increase Conitinuinlg Soviet iivcsinient:i in the leadership pro-
OILt M11in110 It? retOOatuin Inei6lities. llw2SC Old ninecS tectioti piograni indicate that they beliove its henelits
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The SL-4, operational for 24 years, Is still the workhorse of the Soviet space program.

tire well worth thc large cost. Unceasing efforts in rological, and communications satellites. Some types
strategic offensive forces and active defensive forces of satellites - the Soviet 4pace station, the mate-
inodcrnization, when coupled with eff'orts to protect rials processing satellite, the radar ocean reconnais-
the leadership, clearly indicate that the USSR expects sance satellite (RORSAT), the electronic intelligence
to exercise national command and control through aill (ELINT) ocean reconnaissance satellite (EORSAT), and
phases of' protracted nuclear war. the radlar-carrying oceanographic satellite -- are unique

to thle Soviets,
SPACE FORCES

Thc USSR conducts approximiately 100 space
Thle continuing evolution of' Soviet military space launolhes annually from its three "cosmodromes." One

doctrine, the increasing number of' military-rekited oi' these. Tyuratam, is the world's largest. To maintain
Mlaunches, and the high priority given to development of' their impressive launch rate, the Soviets have about 20

*sptice-rclated strategic olhmrsive and defenisive systems launch pads and use eight operational types of' boosters
reflect the Soviet determination to use space primlarily to launch their payloads. A ninth booster, the SL-X- 17,
IlOr military purposcs. Thle long-term Soviet comnmit- is in development and tusting. Their high launch rate
nienit to sipace was, reallirmied by General Secretary allows the Soviets to maintain anl increaiing number

* Gorbachev in May 1987 when he declared. "We do of' active satellites in orbit -up from about 120 in
not intend to relax our efforts and lose our vanguard 1982 it) about 150 in 1987. At least 00 percent of' the
p)ositionl inl thle con~quCSt ofspace'' Soviet satellites in orbit have at military purpose and can

* . spportoll'h.nsive or del'nsive operations,
Space P~rograms and Capabilities

Although the Soviets ste~ad fastly maintain they have
* Tlhe SoViets currently operate about 50 types ol'space no military space programi, about 150 ol' the approx-

*systemis lbr miit a ry aid ci Viltial ISCS u ies cludinog manned imiately 200 operational Soviet satollites, projected to
Space Stations (Milk Miad the inactive SA LYU T 7). and he inl orbit hy the mid-I 990s will most likely have

neollaissanlce, Ia unch-detectionl, navigational, mlelco- purely military missions such us ocean reconnlaissance
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and targeting, electronic. intelligence, Imagery reconnais- rent launch-detection satellite network, they are prob-
sance, and communications. Another 40 will proba. ably working on a space.based surveillance system to
bly support joint military-civilian functions, including detect the launch of US SLB1Ms, as well as Euro-
communications, navigation, and weather data. The pean and Chinese missile launches. Although the
approximately 10 remaining satellites are likely to con- USSR's land-based ballistic missile defense radar net.
duct interplanetary probes and other scientific missions, work permits detection of inflight SLBMs, a space-based
The lifctimes and survivability of Soviet satellites are geosynchronous launch-detection satellite system could
expected to increase during the next 10 years because increase warning time significantly. The Soviets will
or more sophisticated technology and the placement of probably have the technical capability to deploy such
satellites at higher altitudes, a satellite system within the next several years,

Military Support From Space The Suviets confinue deploying their space-based
global navigation satellite system known as GOONASS.

Tho Soviets continue developing and deploying space This system will probably provide highly accurate po-
systems designed to support military operaticns on sitioning data for military and civilian users by 1992,
Earth, They now have a fully operational network GLONASS is similar to the US NAVSTAR Olobal
dedicated to warning them o,' an ICBM attack, and Positioning System (GPS). In fact, the Sovie.ts used
they operate several types of space-based reconnaissance digital signal-processing daLa from GPS documents to
systems, Two of these, the RORSAT and EORSAT, develop GLONASS. GLONASS is being placed in
can be used to locate naval forces. Moreover, the a GPS-Ilke orbit. Based on the 9 to 12 satellites
Soviets practice their detection and targeting techniques, announced for the system, GLCNASS would have a
routinely launching these satellites to monitor both their worldwide, two-dimensional navigation capability, If
own and NATO naval exercises, the Soviets want GLONASS to provide worldwide,

three-dimensional navigation upgrades, they would have
Moscow continues to expand its sophisticated satel- to orbit 18 to 2 4 satellites.

lite reconnaissance program. Several planned improve-
0 ments such as a data-relay satellite system could improve The Soviets have continued developing and deploying

the timeliness of Soviet intelligence, Demonstrations radar-carrying satellite systei•is, Designed for mapping
of flexibility and versatility in launching and deploying ice formations in polar regions, these satellites can
survcillancv systems have continued, and the Soviets greatly enhance the Soviet Navy's ability to operate: in
are capable of redirecting them for worldwide missions icebound areas by facilitating navigation of northern sea
as required. Meanwhile, their satellite imagery recon- rositet and assisting in such activities as routing naval
raissance capability has been refined, and space-biised ships from construction yards in the western USSR to
electronic intelligence is being upgraded. new ports in the Pacilic.

While the Soviets are expected to maintain their cur- In July 1987, the Soviets orbited a very large, new
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type of satellite using their PROTON booster rocket. a few arc-seconds, a capability needed to aim directed-
According to the Soviets, COSMOS-1870 has an Earth- energy weapons.
resources, remote-sensing mission, which reportedly in-
cludes experiments related to hydrology, cartography, The ability to rendezvous and link up with uncooper-
geology, agriculture, and the environment. It uses an ative spacecraft, which Soviet cosmonauts demonstrated
onboard radar unit to gather data, Since no scientific in 1985 and 1986, also has military applications. Cos-
data attributed to this spacecraft has even been discussed monauts use equipment such as a laser rangefinder, a
or publicly acknowledged to date, a strong military night-vision device, and an optical sensor while per-
affiliation cannot be ruled out. forming this type of operation. The Soviets state

that this rendezvous procedure will allow the rescue of
Manned Operations cosmonauts stranded in orbit, but it could also be useful

both for repairing friendly satellites and for inspecting
The Soviet manned space program occupies a unique and disabling enemy satellites.

position in Moscow's space efforts, It is heavily publi-
cized to promote the perception of the peaceful nature A crucial cosmonaut activity is Earth observation,
Lnd technological superiority of the USSR's space pro- which has applications for reconnaissance and target-
gram. Nonetheless, the Soviets have made a strong ing, The Soviets report that their cosmonauts have
commitment to using their manned space program to used visual observations, cameras, spectrometers, and
accelerate their drive to achieve military superiority in multispectral electro-optical sensors in their observa.
space. For the Soviets, having a man ini space pro- tions from the SALYUT and MIR space stations.
vides unique observation, experimentation, execution, These experiments suggest the Soviets are evaluating
and command functions -- functions which the US their ability to locate, identify, and track targets from
frequently uses remote systems to perform. outer space. Developing this ability could be the first

step toward designing a space weapons platform for
Soviet literature Indicates that the military applica- use against targets in space and on Earth. Such a

tions of' remote sensing, oceanography, meteorology, platform may eventually be used for ASAT and bal-
and geodesy have been the focus of repeated cosmonaut listic missile defense operations, as well as for space
investigations, Even civil investigations such as astro- station defense,
nonnical observations, also performed by cosmonauts,
have military uses. The USSR may be using such invos- In 1986, the USSR launched a new-generation space
tigutions to develop techniques useful for maintaining station - MIR - to replace the aging SALYUT-7,
the orientation of certain equipment to an accuracy of MIR is an impressive advancement over SALYUT-

7, having enhanced solar energy and electrical power
systems, greater computer capabilities, and individual
"cabins" for crew members. Most significantly, while
SALYUT-7 had only two docking ports, MIR has six.

With the launch of MIR, a space station module, and
regular crew rotations with the SOYUZ-TM capsule. the
Soviets have probably begun their permanent manned
presence in space. The crew launched in February had
a partial crew change in July 1987, and the remaining
cosmonaut, Colonel Yuri Romanenko, was relieved
in December 1987 after setting two space endurance
records, In the early-to-mid 1990s, the Soviets should
be able to construct a very large modular space station,
They have discussed housing up to 100 cosmonauts in
such a space complex.

Antisatellite Operations

The. Soviet manned presence In space accords the USSR an In addition to space programs which could be con-

extremely valuable capability for repair and maintenance (shown strucd is having both military and civilian applications,

here Is a coimonaut welding), military support, and even the the Soviets have space systems that are purely military
potential for Interfering with other satellites, in nature. Indicative of the Soviet military program
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for space is their development and maintenance of the new expendable launch vehicles and reusable manned
world's only currently operational ASAT system, a spacecraft. The deployment of the medium-lift Titan
ground-based orbital interceptor. Using a radar sensor IIIC-Class SL-16 and the heavy.lift Saturn V-Class
and a pellet-type warhead, the interceptor can attack SL-X-17 will increase the payload weight of satellites
all current low-altitude satellites, A target engagement the Soviets will be able to orbit,
during the first orbit of the intercept leaves little time
for a target satellite to take evasive action. The inter- On 15 May 1987, the Soviets conducted the first flight
ceptor can reach targets orbiting at an altitude of more test of the SL-X- 17, which they designated "Energiya"
than 5,000 kilometers, but it is probably intended for (Energy), They openly announced that "military experts
high-priority satellites at lower altitudes, took part in creating and testing" the new launch

vehicle, The Soviets reported that "Energiya's" first
The ASAT interceptor is launched from Tyuratam stage (the strap-on boosters) and the second stage (the

on SL- II launch vehicles. Two launch pads, storage core vehicle) operated as planned, They also stated that
space for many interceptors, and the launch vehicles are an attempt was made to orbit a satellite during this
available at the Tyuratam facility. Several interceptors test. The satellite mockup engines apparently did not
could be launched each day from each of the pads. function properly and the satellite splashed down in the

Pacific Ocean, The failure of the payload, however, was
Given the complexity of launch, target tracking, not due to problems with the booster, which performed

and radar-guided intercept, the Soviet ASAT system as intended,
is far from primitive. Soviet ASAT tests have been
largely successful, providing them with an operational The SL.X.17 heavy-lift vehicle will be used to launch
system fully capable of performing its mission, Al- the Soviet space shuttle orbiter as one of its payloads,
though the Soviets have not launched their ASAT Launch.pad compatibility testing of an orbiter attached
system in several years, in an effort to forestall US to the SL-X-17 vehicle may already have taken place,
development of an ASAT weapon, they have maintained and it appears that a test flight will occur soon. By
their ASAT readiness, Over the past several years, using US propulsion, computer, materials, and airframe
the Soviets havj routinely launched the SL-I I ASAT
booster with other payloads, thereby ensuring the re -
liability of this system component, Other components
can be tested on the ground without actually having US vs. Soviet Weight to Orbit
to launch the ASAT system itself. The nuclear-armed
GALOSH ABM also has an inherent ASAT capability Million,
against low-altitude satellites, The Soviet Unior. also has of Kilogtrams

ground-based lasers with some capability to irradiate US 2set____ree

satellites, Actual I Projected
Soviet

New Space Launch Systems capability

The Soviet space program's success is due largely to 5
its versatile and reliable inventory of space launch vehi-
cles (SLVs) and its space launch and support facilities.
The Soviets send a satellite aloft every three or four
days, using one of eight types of operational SLVs, The 4 -
USSR's impressive ability to launch various spacecraft

quickly gives the Soviets a distinct operational military Etinteted
* advantage in any crisis, Most malfunctioning satellites oviet

could be rapidly replaced, and additional satellites could 0P5 ____.-- ,,irrii ,aulet
he launched to cover new or erpanding areas in a crisis. US Needs
In fact, if all deployed Soviet satellites weAre destroyed,
the Soviets have sufficient standby lift, capability to us;CurrantlyS_ • US Currently
replace them within two to three months, provided . 1 1"F,%unded Capabiities'
reserve satellites were available, I , ,C, -, ..

1955 1965 1975 1985 1995 2005

Even with their current launch capability, the Soviets 'Dom. not lntlude thn priolpod Advaned laurnh System
are expanding their extensive family of SLVs with
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Soviet Space Launch Vehicles
In Undergoing

Operational Development Fllght Tat
MEESSHUTTLE HEAVY-LIFT

PASLOAD TOAN
* ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I D 8 K Kt'70 200I170 4,0 ,00 9,0 ,50 1,00I 0,0 0000

_ 40-t IluDrvd IApiana. 'alodt op~~

Milliisni Mlil derensed weaponst Ita othera spceboe comonnt or

EstimatedSoviet Spce incthe Soviet esttei dferansre sprgamesain. cmoet

I.. more than 15,000 kilograms into low-Earth orbit. This
%, capability filled a gap in the Soviet SLV inventory by

providing an economical means of launching medium-
"I,' ii Iweight payloads, One candidate payload for the SL-16

I l~could be at space plane, a subscale version of which
['I,'has been flight-tested in orbit: a full-scale test version

% V is possibly in production. A small, manned spacecraft
-- -could he used for quick-reaction, real-time reconnais-

* II"I I'sance missions, satellite repairs and maintenance, crew
________________________________________________ transport, space station defense, satellite inspection and,

if necessary, satellite destruction.

e.technlology and designs, the Soviet wer hbQt produce The introduction or' the SL- 16 and SL-X-17, coupled
illat orbiter yeairs earlier, and a rlesctthan with an expected greater use of the SL-12 and SL.-13

*it' they had depended solely onl their own technology SLVs, will increase substantially the payloads the So-
und cnginleerinig, viets will be capable of launching into space. In fact,

during the next live years, the Soviets tire expected to
l~cvlopentol -ihavy-l Vtlunch system with its dobe h anal payload weight launched into orbit.

imain engirnes oil the core vehicle rather t han the orbiter and quadruple that weight within 15 years.
P.e tessc thle versatility ito Ittunch either an

* rhiter or other very heavy Payloads. I'Ihe SL-X- PROSPECTus
17, for example. will he able to place payloads of'

over 10~t(I),00 kilograrns into low.-Farth Orbit, Llfigure White the I NI Treaty marks iln important step
:m pa ra hie to thIiat carried I y thle di Sc0 it 1,1LL UidtJS inl reducing thle t h reat of n uclear Warl, thle residual
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US Space Launch Vehicles

Operational r- Groumded--s
MEflE1sSPC

SCOUT DEITAI ATLAS' TITAN 34D' HTL
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Soviet nuclear argenal will still contain some 1,400
ICBRls, newily 1,000 SLBMs, and a large number of
cruise missiles, short-range ballistic missiles, and tactical

* mi.isfle and artillery systems. Projected Soviet Space

Even if at strategic arms reduction treaty is concludedLanhCpblte
and ratified, the Soviets cau be expected to continue toMilof

*improve ti,eir strategic nu.1clear weapons, especially forKiorm
a1ccrurcy, Mobility, and survivability, Their short-range
bailliStic missile force, which is expected to grow steadily,
will remain it potentially devastating strike force, Con-
tinued Soviet development of a new class of cruise

S niiksiles with greater LIccuracy ihan currently deployed
ballistic missiles- will enhance the deep-strike capahility
of' theater bombers and increase bomber Survivability HayLf
by providing a standoff capability, Furthermore, the Orbite~r
Soviets sh~ow n1o sign ol'iabandoning any aspect ol' their
strategic de!knwsi program, despite its approximate $20)2l(Il kg)

.~ billion per year cost.

Research and development trends suggest that thle
Soviets I'ully intend to use space l'or both offensive and--
defensive purposes, It' current trends continue. ipace
will becomie the IFastest growing industry in both the

101li tary LOWi civil sectors, al thotigh all available evidence

suiggests that miilitary req nireniien ts dhive thle Sovict
space pr( grainl.

e
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CHAPTER V

Soviet Conventional Forces

In this decade, no element of Soviet military power The profound effects of new nonnuclear technology
has undergone more profound improvement than Soviet on modern warfare have triggered sweeping changes
conventional forces. Enhancements in Soviet ground in Soviet military strategy and doctrine. Advanced
force equipment such as armored vehicles, air defense weaponry has increased greatly the threat and likely
weapons, and tactical missile systems have beer corn- damage to Soviet forces from potential adversaries, and
plemented by advances in Soviet tactical aircraft and it has offered prospective new capabilities and oppor-
naval forces. The following upgrades are representative tunities to Soviet forces with weaponry incorporating
of the overall buildup in Soviet conventional forces: these new technologies.

w The number of T-64 and T-72 main battle tanks has Yet underlying Soviet responses to these changes is
grown at a steady rate while the new T-80 and, within a basic concern that the United States and its allies are
the last several years, a new tank derived from the maintaining or acquiring a distinct advantage in critical
T-72 tank, also entered the inventory, technologies, while at the same time adopting a more

a Towed artillery and mortar systems continue to be offensive military strategy, Soviet planners believe that
replaced by self-propelled systems, all of which are the development of US/NATO operational concepts
capable of firing chemical rounds, with those 152-mm involving deep strikes, such as the Follow-on Forces
and larger capable of firing nuclear rounds. Attack strategy, stem from NATO's determination to

s The number of fighters and fighter-bombers, which seize the initiative in a war in Europe and conduct
now include the sophisticated MIG-29/FULCRUM, operations deep in Warsaw Pact territory.

Sthe MiG.31/FOXHOUND, the Su-27/FLANKER,
and Su-24/FENCER, has increased by 38 percent. Soviet strategic planners are highly concerned about

v The 11-76/MAINSTAY is operational, significantly the effects that standoff and penetrating weapon systems
improving Soviet early warning and battle manage- incorporating newly developing advanced technology
ment capabilities. will have on their own offensiv'3 capability. Such US sys-

@ Several new air defense weapon systems have been tems as the Joint Surveillance and Target Attack Radar
deployed, including the all-altitude SA-10 and the System (JSTARS), the Army Tactical Missile System
SA- 12 surface-to-air missile systems, Both are mobile (ATACMS), and the Joint Tactical Fusion Program,
and have a capability to intercept (cruise and some which the Soviets refer to generically as "Reconnais-
tactical ballistic) missiles, sance Strike Complexes," are dcsigne-d to "look" and

m More than 20 warships (carriers through destroyers), "shoot" deep into Warsaw Pact territory and substan-
including two KIEV-Class carriers, have entered the tially increase NATO's combat power. These West-
inventory, ern plans and programs would imperil the reinforcing

r Seven new classes of general purpose submarines have waves, or echelons, of Soviet troops moving toward
been introduced, the battle area and the elements that resupply them.

Moreover, the Soviets believe these NATO reconnais-
In terms of manpower, the Soviet military's largest sance strike complexes present a fundamental challenge

component is its general purpose conventional and the- to the Soiet ability to execute their theater strategy
ater nuclear forces. These forces are equipped to operate of conducting high-speed, deep-offensive operations.
"in land and oceanic theaters of military operations on In response to these NATO initiatives, the Soviets
"or adjacent to the Eurasian landmass. All five branches have expanded and modernized their own forces and
uf the Soviet Armed Forces - the Strategic Rocket formulkted new strategies to counter what they perceive
Forces, Ground Forces, Naval Forces, Air Defense as an effective counter to Soviet strategy,
Forces, and Air Forces -- contribute to the USSR's
theater forces, In addition, the armed forces of the This chapter will highlight significant developments
USSR's Warsaw Pact Allies add significantly to the observed in Soviet conventional military forces, which
Soviet military capability against NATO. include:
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V airborne, naval, and nuclear. They are controlled and
S.. . coordinated by the High Commands of Forces (HCFs)

S..in each continental TVD. In 1984, permanent peacetime
Nq High Commands of Forces headquarters in the Western,1,I _ýW Southwestern, and Southern TVI~s were established.

1 8 These joined an existing Far Eastern TVD HCF. These
• .peacetime HCFs permit the establishment of a per-

N 1manent command structure closer to that required in
wartime, allowing a more rapid generation of forces andIncreasing the prospects of the Soviets' success beorer an
opponent's preparations to resist were complete.

The ground maneuver portion of the Theater Strate-
gic Operation is conducted by Soviet fronts. The
front operation is executed by three to five combined-
arms armies consisting of tank, motorized rifle, and
fire support elements, and supplemented by additional
front, army aviation, and fire support units. In the
Weatern TVD, for example, the Soviets expect up to
five first-echelon fronts to be committed to achieving
initial objectives 600 to 800 kilometers into Western
Europe, Subsequent front operations would operate
against objectives up to 1,500 kilometers deep,

In the past 10 years, the deep operation has emerged
as a primary means to neutralize and seize Soviet ob-
jectives deep in an opponent's rear area, This operation< consists of deep strikes by aviation, rocket, and artillery
forces, as well is attacks into the enemy's deep rear areas
conducted by Soviet operational maneuver groups, or
OMGs. OMGs can be formed at front- or Army-level.
Multiple OMGs would be employed to isolate front-line
defending forces; disrupt reor area logistics; threaten
key command-and-control, economic, and population
centers, neutralize nuclear attack systems; and disrupt
the mobilization and reinforcement process critical to a

Sf successful NATO defense,

The air operation component of the Theater Strategic
,, Operation would include a massive nonnuclear offensive

campaign by front and theater air assets designed to
gain air superiority and disrupt and destroy NATO's
command, control, and nuclear capability, Frontal

"[1 ground forces would contribute to the air operation
k. by attacking enemy air and air defense facilities with

S ,"-surface-to-surface missiles, artillery, and ground attacks.
In turn, the air operation, by degrading and disrupting
enemy command, control, and communications systems,
as well as aviation and nuclear capabilities, would create
favorable conditions for the fronts to accomplish their
objectives quickly.

To counter enemy air operations. Pact offensive
-Liand defensive forces would conduct a coordinated,-"" .theater-wide untiair operation involving both attacks
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in additionl to having in integrated suite of antisubmarine systems, the KIEV-Class carrier, complemlent of FORGER VTOL fight-r-,

AS~v, he1icoptvr-s, and artiship missiles. gis6es it surface-atliack ar'd limited power-projection capabilities as well. it is thus well suited

If) f)4rite' inl dvfvn~v oi Sos Ct SSBN%, to participate inl %ea-control operation-., and to project Soviet military power.



STo help ensure the continuous and effective control of forces In wartime, the Soviets would use multiple and well-dcloulsed field
command post, such as this one observed In Eastern Europe.

against NATO aircraft in the air and against their bases, to preempt an impending enemy escalation to nuclear
Pact naval forces would operate off coastal flanks to combat with a massed nuclear strike throughout the
destroy NATO naval forces, secure the theater's coastal TVD against air, nuclear, command-and-control, and
flanks, and participate in amphibious operations, while ground forces targets, with the Soviet Supreme High
thwarting any NATO attempt to employ amphib- Command exercising overall control. Nuclear weapons
ious forces, would be delivered by frontal aviation, artillery, missiles,

and some naval systems, as well as the Strategic Rocket
A naval operation employing surface ships, aircraft, Forces and Strategic Aviation. Chemical strikes could

submarines, and naval infantry would be an integral also be employed independent of, or in coordination
part of the Theater Strategic Operation in a continen- with, nuclear attacks. The Soviets would launch subse-
tal TVD. In addition to securing and protecting the quent strikes based on damage assessments.
theater's coastal flank, amphibious operations would
be conducted in support of overall theater objectives, Theater nuclear capabilities are complemented by

_ Amphibious assaults would be directed against targets extensive measures to ensure the survivability of Soviet
such as major islands or straits and would be closely forces. Forces are dispersed, key facilities are hardened,

/ coordinated with the advance of frontal forces, For and redundant command-and-control systems have been
S example, a joint air-sea assault landing would likely be deployed, Soviet radiological and chemical protection

.A. directed against the Danish straits area, specifically the capabilities have long been rated as the world's best,
islands o1' Zealand and Lolland, and potentially Fyn,
during the first weeks of war, Despite doctrinal, organizational, and equipment en-

hancements since 1980, recent Soviet writings reflect
In oceanic TVDs, such as the Arctic or Pacific, Soviet concern that they may be unable to initiate offensive

0 fleets would conduct complex operations hundreds of operations immediately, One factor highlighted is the
V nautical miles from the Soviet coastline, Major Soviet growing importance of initial defensive operations. The

,.. objectives would include deploying and protecting the contest for early successes and momentum may require
strategic ballistic missile submarine force and defending the Soviet Union and its allies to wage defensive opera-
the USSR from seaborne attack. tions to defeat the enemy's initial strikes, retain or gain

the initiative, and eventually deploy the forces necessary
Although the Soviets would prefer to light using to conduct a war-winning theater offensive.

only conventional f'orces in a theater conflict, they are
prepared to use nuclear and chemical weapons. If Another related doctrinal change has been an increas-
"nuclear use becomes necessary, the Soviets would hope ing Soviet concern that they may no longer be able to
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defeat an opponent totally in a short, rapid, offensive ing and expansion. Artillery and motorized rifle (MR)
campaign lasting several weeks. Rather, a future war assets have been increased in tank divisions, Within MR
may be a succession of operations and campaigns con- divisions, the number of BMP infantry fighting vehicles
ducted over an extended period, due, in part, to the (IFVs) and BTR armored personnel carriers (APCs) has
enormous resources of present-day coalitions. Recent grown significantly, and tire improved BMP-2 vehicle
conflicts in the Middle East and South Atlantic are has appeared in lncrýiasing numbers. In divisional
cited as indicative of the enormous losses in personnel artillery regiments, aelf-propelled artillery has replaced
and equipment that can be expected and underline the towed pieces, and the total number of guns has rls.n,
growing importance of strategic reserves. The increased Thus, a typical motorized rifle division is composed
capability of both sides to attack forces and facilities of 270 tanks& 680 APC/IFVs, 215 artillery pieook, and
deep in an opponent's rear is an additional factor likely 13,500 troops, while a typical tank division Is composed
to extend the scope and lethality of a future conflict, of 330 tanks, 255 A.PC/IFVs, 165 artillery pieces, and

11,100 troops.
GROUND FORCES

Soviet efforts since 199!0 to develop forces and capa-
The Soviet Ground Forces comprise the largest bilities to sustain a high-speed, deep-striking offensive

branch of the Soviet Armed Forces, In the 19805, they have been highlighted by the establishment of over 20 air
have made remarkable strides In maintaining their offen- assault brigades and battalions within fronts and armies,
sive capability in the face of developments by US/NATO The new.ecary helicopter-lift resources to employ them
forces and other potential adversaries. The Soviet against targets in the enemy rear also have been added.
Ground Forces have expanded in size and structure,
readiness, sustainability, survivability, and command- Organizational and structurai' changes have been
and-control capability. The Soviets now have two teflected most dramatically by the establishment of two
Unified Army Corps (UAC), 211 active divisions with Unified Army Corps (UA02) for an apparent wartime
five additional inactive wartime mobilization bases, plus role as front OMGs. While roughly mqual in equipment
numerous independent regiments and brigades, and personnel to a combined tank and MR division,

the UACs have received the latest Soviet equipment and
Since 1980, Soviet divisions have Increased their ecom- are organized into combind-arms tank and mechanized

bat potential significantly through extensive restructur- brIgades, integrating tank and MR forces down to

04

N

Front-line Soviet troops in Eastern Europe ar, the priority reciptnti of the newest ground force equipmentt. This T-8O tank features
greater firepowcv, armor protecilon and mobility than old model T-62 tanks,

-.•,..s
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battalion level. This organization has resulted in a protection substantielly against new Western precision
formation well suited for relatively independent, fast- top-attack weapons,
moving deep operations.

New IFV and APC vehicles also are replacing older
Equipment Growth models in Soviet tank and MR divisions. The number

of divisions with the BMP-2 IFV is steadily increasing,
Overall, the Soviet Ground Forces now contain over and BTR-70 and -80 model APCs are supplanting the

53,000 main battle tanks; 60,000 APCs/IFVs; 48,000 older BTR-60. Unlike their Western counterparts, all of
artillery pieces, mortars, and multiple rocket launchers these vehicles can be made amphibious with little or no
(M RLs); 4,600 SAM launchers (excluding the thousands preparation, greatly enhancing the ground forces' ability
of handheld systems); 7,000 antiaircraft artillery (AAA) to negotiate water barriets,
pieces; 1,600 surface-to-surface missile (SSM) launchers;
4.500 helicopters; and more than 1,900,000 personnel, Over the past seven years, the Soviets also have

replaced towed artillery systems with self-propelled 122-
The number of' newer T-64, T-72 and T-80 main mm 2S1 and 152-mm 2S3 howitzers in tank and MR

battle tanks in the Soviet ground forces Is steadily divisionu in the TVDs opposite NATO, Similar changes
increasing, replacing the older T-54/55 and T-62 vehicles are now being implemented in the Southern and Far
In front line units. Additionally, a new Soviet tank Eastern TVDs. Self-propelled 152-mm 2S5 and 203-mm
derived from the T-72, exhibiting improved protection, 2S7 guns, as well as 240-mm 2S4 mortars, are also
better mobility, and enhanced firepower is being fielded. replacing older towed models In front and army artillery
Modern tanks now comprise approximately 40 percent divisions and brigades. In addition, the 120-mm SP 2W9
of the force, At the same time, the Soviet Union and howitzer, with unique direct and indirect fire capabil-
its Warsaw Pact allies have programs under way to ities, is replacing towed artillery weapons In airborne
upgrade many of their older tanks with newer guns, divisions and air assault brigades. Besides the increasing
power/transmission plants, and fire control equipment, availability of enhanced-blast and subprojectile war-
as well as providing them with improved protection. A heads, all of these new gun and howitzer weapons are
high-priority program also has been implomented to add capable of firing chemical rounds, while 152-mm and
reactive and wrap-around armor and side skirts to some larger guns are nuclear capable. The availability of
of their tanks, as well as to improve their upper surfave improved conventional and, probably, chemical war-

At the tactical level, camouflage, concealment, and deception, illustrated here by field-deployed 2S1 122-mm howitzers, Is an important
aspect of maskirova, which the Soviets emphasize throughout their military forces,
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Soviet high-powered artillery such as this 203-mm self-propelled 2S7 gun can disrupt an opponent's defensive preparations by firing
nuclear, high-explosive, or improved conventional rounds deep behind his lines,

"heads for high-volume-of-fire MRL systems provides
front, army, and division commanders with additional
fire support resources,

Short-range ballistic missile (SRBM) and tactical
rocket assets available to frontal forces have been signif-
icantly improved. The older, inaccurate FROG artillery
rocket is being replaced with the vastly improved SS-21.
Besides improved reliability and accuracy, the SS-21, as
do the newer gun and rocket systems, benefits from
new families of highly lethal improved conventional
munitions, SCUD SRBMs are assigned to front and

"* 'army SSM brigades.

The new self-propelled antiaircraft gun system
(SPAA-Gun M 1986) is now appearing in selected first-:•..-' '• . • lin e d iv is io n s in p la c e o f " th e lo n g -p ro v e n a n d still-

ciective ZSU-23-4. Unlike the ZSU-23-4. which has
* •four 23-mm weapons, the M-1986 is believed to mount

twin rapid-firing 30-mm guns, as well as a state-of-the-
Light, responme surface-to-air missiles such as this man-portable art radar and fire control system. The newest Soviet
SA-16 threaten low-flying, fixed- and rotary-wing aircraft, man-portable, shnulder-launched surfiace-to-air missile
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also accepted a longstanding invitation arid visited the capabilities at army and front levels allow the Soviets
US CW destruction facility at Tooele, Utah. While to evaluate quickly the effects of a nuclear or chemical
the events and etatements of the past year portray the strike, This evaluation allows units to bypass con-
Soviets as being willing to relinquish their offensive taminated areas or to conduct partial decontamination,
chemical warfare superiority, neither the Soviet Union thereby maintaining the tempo of the offensive.
nor its Warsaw Pact allies have serious intentions to
eliminate unilaterally their formidable chemical war- To support the Soviets' chemical warfare effort, there
fare capability, are in the ground forces alone between 45,000 and

60,000 chemical troops and 30,000 special vehicles for
The Soviet Union has acknowledged that it has up reconnaissance and decontamination. Some of these

to 50,000 tons of poisonous substances, the world's forces assisted in the Chernobyl cleanup efforts, decon-
largest known chemical warfare agent stockpile. The taminating personnel, vehicles, structures, and terrain.
USSR's stockpile includes mustard blister agents and
a riustard-lewisite mixture, and the nerve agents sarin, The Soviets have improved both their defensive and
thickened sarin, soman, VX, and thickened VX, These offensive chemical warfare capabilities in recent years,
agents can be delivered by FROG or SCUD warheads, Every combat vehicle fielded today Is equipped with
and by a wide range of chemical bombs, artillery shells, a collective protection system, thereby facilitating the
and MRL projectiles, The Soviets did not, however, crossing of contaminated areas, Decontamination capa-
show the complete range of chemical weapons and bilities have been enhanced by the introduction of the
agents they possess, They continue to develop new ARS-14 decontamination apparatus, which has a larger
agents and chemical delivery systems. chassis and greater tank capacity than its ARS-12U

predecessor,
In a war with NATO, the Soviet Defense Council

decision to employ chemical weapons would be weighed SOVIET CONVENTIONAL AIR FORCES
against the consequences of US retaliation, If the Soviets
calculate that they could achieve significant benefits at Three major elements comprise the Soviet Air Forces
what they considered an acceptable risk, they might - the Strategic Air Armies (SAA) of the Supreme High
employ chemicr! weapons, If such a decision were made, Command (VOK); Air Forces of the Military Districts
the Supreme High Command would execute the deci- and Groups of Forces (AF MD/GOF); and Military
sion and integrate chemical weapons employment into Transport Aviation (VTA), One SAA, the Moscow
the overall operations, Short-range ballistic missiles, Air Army, which has intercontinental bomber assets
ground-attack aircraft, and artillery would deliver the postured for nuclear war, is discussed in Chapter III.
chemical munitions. Aircraft- and helicopter-mounted VTA's logistics and power-projection capabilities are
spray tanks also would be used to disseminate agents, covered in the section on readiness and sustainability.

The remaining four SAAs - the Smolensk, Irkutsk,
The Soviet chemical warfare organization has un- Legnica, and Vinnitsa Air Armies - and AF MD/GOF

dergone significant restructuring since 1980. Support are the subjects of this section.
units have been reduced from battalions to companies
at division level, and from companies to platoons at The Soviets have always respected NATO's air power.
regiment level. At higher levels, however, the size of In the 1980s, however, the Soviet Air Forces have made
chemical units has been expanded. Army-level chemical great strides to overcome their shortcomings. They de-
defense battalions have been reorganized into special- veloped and deployed new aircraft with improved range,
ized battalions and companies such as nuclear burst weapons loads, and avionics. They also structured their
location units, radiological and chemical reconnaissance air forces to provide dedicated air support at all levels
battalions, analytical computation stations, smoke bat- of command - from maneuver division to VOK -
talions, flame battalions, and several types of decon- and modified operational concepts by supplementing
tamination battalions. At the front level, the chemical the offensive air operation with the antiair operation
defense brigade has been augmented by a variety of oriented against NATO's combat aviation.
independent battalions. Units at all levels are being
fully equipped and continue receiving new and more Strategic Air Armies
modern equipment.

Since 1980, the Soviets have steadily modernized
ThQ reorganization or chemical troops improves the the intermediate-range bomber units assigned to the

Soviets' ability to conduct operations in a contaminated Smolensk and lrkutsk Air Armies, which are arrayed
environment. Increased reconnaissance and detection against NATO Europe and China/East Asia, respec-



The MIG-29/FULCRUM, a state-of-the-art air-superiority fighter, can detect and Intercept low-flying aircraft

tively, In 1980, about 50 BACKFIREs were deployed mary mission of theie fighters is to escort FENCER
and accounted for only slightly over 10 percent of the strike aircraft, The fighter components of both air
Soviet Air Forces theater bomber strike assets, Now armies will convert completely to the FLANKER for
more than 160 BACKFIREs are deployed with SAA, strike support because of its longer range and ad,

Saccounting for 30 percent of Smolensk and Irkutsk vanced avionics,
Air Army strike assets, Most, if not all, of the aging
BADGER bombers will likely be replaced by BACK- SAA reconnaissance and ECM assets currently in-
FIRE bombers in the coming decade. The BACKFIRE elude MIG.25/FOXBAT, Yak-28/BREWER, and
is superior to the BADGER and the BLINDER in FENCER variants, with the FENCER replacing the
combat radius, survivability, and weapon versatility, It BREWER. High-altitude, high-speed, pre- and post-
can perform a multitude of missions, including nuclear strike reconnrissance would he conducted by FOX-
strike, conventional attack, antisurface warfare, and BATs, while FENCERs will probably accompany strike
reconnaissance, Its low-level supersonic dash capabili- aircraft formations for immediate, post-strike bomb
ties make it a highly capable weapon system for daniage assessment and follow-on targeting,
theater military operations. In addition, BEAR long-
range bombers, including BEAR G AS-4 carriers, have Frontal Aviation
been reassigned to a theater role, and have been
observed conducting regular combat training exercises The Air Forces of the Military Districts and Groups
against naval and land targets in the northern Pacific of Forces (AF MD/GOF) would be assigned to various
Ocean region, wartime frunts to support ground troops or Lo conduct

interdiction in support of front objectives. Most air
The Smolensk and Irkutsk Air Armies have 375 support to ground forces, however, would be provided

BADGER and BLINDER bombers assigned to them. by combat helicopters,
The Irkutsk Air Army also has about 70 BEAR bombers,
including 45 BEAR Gs, Almost 180 additional spe- Deep-interdiction missions would be accomplishW.d by
cialized BADGER and BLINDER reconnaissance and AF MD/GOF FENCER regiments. The majority of AF
electronic countermeasures (ECM) aircraft round out MD/GOF strike assets, however, are composed of Su-the assets available for conducting theater bomb- 17/FITTER and MiG-27/FLOGGER Fighter-bombers.
ing operations. A new aircraft, the FOXBAT F, a variant of the

( MiG-25iFOXBAT speciflically designed for detfense sup-

The strike component of the Legnica and Vinnitsa pression, is entering service, Although other Soviet air-
Air Armies consists largely of Su-24/FENCER fighter- crai't carry antiradiatiun missiles (ARMs) to attack air
bombers, Currently, these SAAs have more than 500 defense radars, the FOXBAT F/AS-I I ARM weapon
FENC.'ERs, 200 other fighters of various types, and 120 systzm appears to be especially designed to attack

* reconnaissance/FCM aircraft. Fighter aircrdft assigned the NATO air defense missile belts fromt a long-range
to these SAAs currently include the MiG-2 I/FISIIBED, standoff posture, The mission of this weapon system
MiG-23 FL.OGGER, and Su-27/FLANKER, The pri- in a massive air strike would be to degrade NATO
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The capabilities of the Su-27/FLANKER give it the versatility to fly The MiG-31/FOXHOUND, designed specifically for air defense, is
both escort and air defense missions. equipped to engage a variety of targets with air-to-air missiles.

defensive capabilities, thereby allowing Soviet attack Air Defense Forces
aircraft, their fighter escorts, and reconnaissance/ECM
aircraft to penetrate these defenses for strikes deeper The 1980s have been a period of modernization and
inwo NATO territory, growth for the Soviet Air Defense Forces. Years of

research and development efforts have borne fruit in the
l"jth",rs . . ,; . , AF M DGOF include the aging deployment of several new air defense weapon systems.

MiG-21 FISHBED, the MiG-25iFOXBAT. the MiG- Soviet Air Defense Forces structural readjustments and
2 UCRUM, and the ubiquitous MiG-23jFLOG- disposition have been consistent with their goal of
(;ER. The newest aircraft to enter the inventory is the making an already formidable air defense system even
tI:LCRUM, which now numbers around 450 and is more effective.
operationally based entirely west of the Urals, indicating
Sovlet concern for countering the latest NATO fight- Soviet air defense weapon systems are better able
cr5. Fighter aircraft missions include conducting fighter today than in 1981 to degrade effectively strikes by US
sCeeps, escorting fiuhter-bombers. attacking high-value and NATO air forces. Significant progress is being
NATO platforms such as the AWACS, and maintaining made in countering Allied cruise missiles and cruise
fightcr combat air patrols. missile carriers. In contrast to the air defense weapons

of the 1970s. the new Soviet SAMs and supporting
The dcQade's most note%ýorthy trend in both the radars possess increased mobility, making them more

.'A\A and AF MD) (iO: has been the remarkable survivable. In addition, a greater number of Soviet
expansion in ground attack capability. For example. the interceptors are able to engage low-altitude targets and
numher of Iiehter-bombers has increased from 2,100 in can fly longer missions, thereby permitting projection of
IS I to 2.•90) toda\, an increase of 38 percent. This air defenses well beyond the borders of the USSR.
tiend lorccl'ull\ underscore, the key role Soviet military
pz Il lit,, gi\ c to air poser to ensure the success of their The 1980s have witnessed changes in the air defense
offen,,ivc opcrations. forces as Soviet commanders seek to achieve the op-

timum structure for controlling their SAMs. radars.
Soic , thiN increased g1round attack capabilitN has and aircraft. At the beginning of the decade. both

been de\clopcd at the expense of counterair fighters. strategic and tactical border air defenses were sub-
I hel urn umhor has declined from 2.100 in 19,',l to I.800( ordinate to the local MD commanders. Since 1986.
"LaL. I dcerca,,c of o cr 14 percent. Neccrtheless, the however, the trend has been back to centralization

S,,\it, lin\c eacrnd more iln ground attack capability L under the stratecic homeland Air I)efense Forces. All
111th1e1 hc, h<•c hot in fighter capability. Reconnais- strategic SAMs. radars, and air defense aircraft are once
,ic I(I \1 a,,ets haxe tazili/cd at around 70( the again under direct contro; of air defense headquarters

-c !cxcI a in IOSI Iin ,urn So ict Air Forces of today in Moscow%. Conversely, tactical SAMs and radars
ptc ,tired and mole clpablc of conducting have been resubordinated to the Soict Ground Forces,

,c'ii'inntl ( pCrntionls, tha ii the% 1h,1\ cx Cr been. \ hose combined-arms formations they chictl\v support.
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The MAINSTAY AWACS was developed to enhance the effectiveness of Soviet air defense efforts, for both Soviet homeland defense and
probably defense over the battlefield.

Surface-to-Ajir Missiles

The miajor strategic SAM development of this decade
has been the deployment of the SA- 10. which reached
initial operational capability in 1980. It has been
entering the inventor' ats at replacement for three older

* strategic SAM systems -- the SA- I. -2. and -3. Its intro-
duction 'Lnhances the Soviet SAM forces' capability to
track and engage Multiple targets simlultaneouISly. It also
promises to fill a low-altitude coverage gap that has his-
torically plaguILed thle st~rategic SAM forces. Supported
by ne'ý phased-arraty acquisition and gt.1n'dance radars.
the SA- 101 represent,; the Soviets' first credible capability
auainst taruets with at small radar cross section -- cruise
mIsiles. Sin1ce 19,MI. abou~t 1 50 SA- 10 launch Units have

been deployed in defense of milzlor imilitary Industrial
center,,. %kith one-third of' thle force arouind Moscowk.
Thie even more capabhle all-a11tUitud SA-X-1I213 GIiANT
wkill soon beconie operational. thI us further enha ncint,
Soviet "Ira'tegic defenses. The SA-13 on a tracked vehicle, shown here, gives the Soviets yet

another layer and option in their tactical air defense network.
l.enl as tfIek havj~e dleploved newý SANM systemis, thle

SovIiet fiaive Continued upgradling existing systems and Aircraft
ajd~jj uti n, tileir deployment to mainti ain at multi layered
home kinld delIene ,\ recent example of' this approach While thle num her of' Soviet aircraft committed to
hiv, Ken hei( deplovmen t of' long-range. high-a1-ltitude stratec(ic air defenlse has remained ait a~bout 2.250 for

N \ - kstem'.I to F a,,tern FAurope. %x here they. nlow pro- thec laist severail years. the inecpo frce has nonethec-
%1!:ide elahppilnlc'.2 era C o e the Baltic Sea a'nd less, been improved signlificantly. Over thle past eieit.

~ er(icriahilrder. ll\ Cs port inci this Systemi to their, \ears. the f'orce has evolved f'romi one consisting a]-
'..Pact aIle.the soviets have not onks enhance~d mlost enitirels of, I 951s and 1 960s N.in la-ce aircraft to

Tilt. eii- 111 ',1101< C0ntri-Cs butl haive exten~ded thle a raipilo,\ m1odernilinge inventory that 1,1inludeS Over
atý dckkn1,o hitler /uneIL 1fur the deceii"e of, the t SSR as, 100) Mi6-1 I FOXHlOUNI) and 10)0 Su-27 VlANKER

Ii T) - I 'Ia-I. 1 I eIflai C ite pa Prt ICuIiculr threa-C It a irIcrafIt. Thecse new% ceneraitionl fiehlters have\ a trueI
\ I( .I u~ itne iad air w~arnili ai rem It look-downi 'htdoncapahilit11\ the ca:zpability to
\VO Nt .'. ivn ;tre ocmn IW.:t dtcICt anld deIroS11 tar-Cets is inc at lo altitude ac-atlst

ii ' croild clu1Itte 11isine .1 modrnai-to-air nmissile\s like
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the AA-9 and AA-10. The new-generation aircraft MARITIME FORCES
entering the force are replacing interceptors like the
FIREBAR, FIDDLER, and FLAGON. The net effect is The evolution of the Soviet Union's maritime forces
a force better able to threaten both US strategic bombers during the 1980s saw the expansion and modernization
and US/NATO theater aircraft. that began in 1963 continue to transform what was

essentially a coastal defense force into an ocean-going
To add to their growing interceptor capability, the fleet capable of executing a full range of naval tasks.

Soviets are expected to produce two new fighters in The Soviets' concept of seapower envisions the use of all
the mid-1990s .- an offensive counterair fighter, the maritime resources, including'naval surface combatants
air-superiority fighter (ASF); and a defensive counterair and submarines, amphibious. forces, naval aviation,
fighter (CAF). The maneuvering capabilities of the ASF maritime border guards, coastal missile and artillery
and CAF will be significantly greater than those of the forces, as well as their large merchant, fishing, and
FLANKER B and FULCRUM A, Initial operational research fleets, in support of state policy i, both peace
capability for both aircraft is expected In the late 1990s. and war. Since 1981, Soviet maritime forces have

become Increasingly capable of conducting wartime 0p-
Increasing numbers of MAINSTAY AWACS air. erations Pt greater distances from home. waters, in

craft are being made available to Soviet air defense either a conventional or nuclear environment, and better
forces, with more than a dozen having been produced. able to support state interests abroad duringpeacetime.
The MAINSTAY has both an airborne radar platform Complex multitheater and combined-arms exercises; the
for detecting low-altitude targets and the capability to assumption of maritime missions by nonnaval forces;
direct air defense interceptors to targets beyond the increased logistic sustainability; a permanent presence
range of ground-based systems, The combination of and growing'naval influence in distant ocean areas;
the MAINS,TAY and longer range interceptors like the and the continued construction of more capable sur-
FOXHOUND gives the Soviets their first capability to face combatants, submarines, and aircraft characterize
project strategic air defenses far beyond the USSR's Soviet naval power growth,
periphery. The MAINSTAY also provides the Soviets
with a better capability to manage the air battle over Maritime Strategic'Defense
the TVD,

The Soviet Navy's primary wartime mission is to
RADARS AND COMMAND, CONTROL, protect its ballistic missile submarines (SSBNs). To
AND COMMUNICATIONS ensure a naval strategic nuclear strike force, assets must

be protected from attack by Western antisubmarine
"The capability to conduct successful air defense op. warfare (ASW) forces through effective control of so-

erations depends in part on the air defense radar's lected sea areas contiguous to the Soviet Union. A
capability to acquire accurate air surveillance data, second aspect of Soviet maritime strategic defense is
as well as on the speed and efficiency of command, the destruction of those enemy sea-based forces that
control, and communications (CI) systems. Over the pose a strike threat, especially a nuclear one, to the
past decade, developments in Soviet air surveillance Soviet Union and its allies, including Western ballistic
radars and C- have produced significant technological missile submarines, aircraft carriers, and land-attack
advances in these systems, In addition to the phased- cruise missile-equipped units operating in selected areas
array radars associated with both the latest SAM and contiguous to the USSR. Because or the perceived
AAM systems, major advances include early warning threat, the Soviets consider ASW and antisurface war-
radars with three-dimensional (azimuth, height, and fare (ASUW) platforms to be the fleet's most significant
range) capabilities and improved effectiveness against conventional forces,
low-altitude targets,

The recent introduction of long-range, land-attack
The Soviet Union is e.panding its electronic surveil- cruise missiles onboard US Navy submarines and sur-

lance of the Western Pacific, probably to improve face combatants has significantly complicated Soviet
tactical early warning and tracking of US and Allied ASUW and ASW efforts. The Soviets have reempha-
aircraft and ships. There is evidence of a Soviet over- sized the development of ASUW and ASW platforms
the-horizon radar east of Vladivostok. The radar could and tactics to counter the increased threat from these
operate continuously to determine the force composi- units, In the past seven years, the Soviets have devel-
tion, speed and direction of targets traveling in the oped new antiship missile-equipped surface combatants
area between Japan, the Philippine Islands, Guam, and and submarines and have continued to modernize their
Wake Island. naval intermediate-range bomber force. Additionally,
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new classes of attack submarines and ASW ships and w A continued Soviet naval or naval air presence.-in
helicopters have been constructed, and the long-range both Syria and Libya, and the.possible support of
BEAR F force has boon modernized in an attempt to indigenous forces during periods of tension;
counte, the Western submarine threat, In spite of this w Port visits to, and use of'the ship repair facilities in,
recent emphasis, the Soviet Navy has not abandoned Yugoslavia and Tunisia;-
its traditional coastal defense mission, and the Soviets m A continued Soviet naval and periodic: naval air
continue to acquire submarines, corvettes, and missile presence in Luanda, Angola;
combatants specifically designed to operate in coastal w Periodic naval and naval Infantry presence in Port
waters peripheral to the Eurasian landmass, Victoria, Seychelles;

m A long-term, Soviet naval presence in Aden, South
Support of Ground Forces Yemen;

w A permanent stationing of Soviet naval, naval air, and
Although the Soviet Navy has evolved into an ocean- air force elements at Cam Ranh Bay, and a .periodic

going force with major offensive' and defensive strategic naval, presence at Da Nang and Ho Chi Minh City, .
tasks, the support of Pact ground forces remains an Vietnam;.
important, mission, This task entails protecting the n Soviet Navy port visits to Kompong Som, Cambodia,
ground forces' flanks froet attack by enemy naval and since 1980; and
amphibious forces and providing naval gunfire, am- @ Navy visits to Wonson, North Korea, since 1985 and
phibious, and logistics support to land operations, combined North Korean-Soviet exercises in 1986 and

1987.
Interdiction of Sea Lines ofCommunlcation

Soviet Naval Developments
The interdiction of Western sea lines of communica-

tion has been a longstanding mission of the Soviet Navy, The decade began with the introduction of three
Early in the nonnuclear phase of a NATO-Warsaw Pact surface warship classes, two attack submarine classes,
war the Soviets are expected to assign relatively few at- and a new helicopter class. The KIROV, the Soviet
tack submarines to disrupt the flow of reinforcement and Navy's first nuclear-powered surface combatant, en-
resupply to Europe, due to higher priority tasks such as tered the fleet with the antisurface ASUW oriented
protecting their SSBNs and destroying enemy sea-based SOVREMENNYY-Class guided-missile destroyer
nuclear delivery capability. If a NATO-Warsaw Pact (DDG) and the ASW-oriented UDALOY-Class DDG.
war evolved into an extended conventional conflict, Among them, these three classes Introduced six new
additional attack submarines could be assigned for in- weapon systems: the KIROV's SS-N-19 antiship
creased interdiction of NATO's strategic shipping. The cruise missile (ASCM) and its SA-N-6 surface-to-air
release of these additional units, however, is considered missile (SAM); the SOVREMENNYY's medium-range
to be contingent on the successful achievement of those SS-N-22 ASCM, SA-N-7 SAM, and a new 130-mm
other, more important tasks, dual-purpose, twin-gun mount; and the UDALOY's

SA-NX-9 SAM. The Ka-27/HELIX A ASW helicopter,
Support of State Policy which entered service with Soviet Naval Aviation the

same year, can operate from the helicopter decks of
The Soviet leadership has continued to use its ocean- these three combatants as well as from the KIEV-Class

going navy and other maritime elements to support its carrier, the MOSKVA-Class aviation cruiser, and other
international economic, political, and military policies, surface combatants and auxiliaries,
Today, Soviet navvl and merchant forces are deployed
continuously around the globe to perform a variety of Entering the Soviet fleet during 1980 were two gen-
political, economic, and military tasks. They provide eral purpose submarine classes, the OSCAR I and
Soviet presence during port visits, assert Soviet rights in the KILO. The OSCAR l-Class nuclear-powered cruise
internutional waters, protect the interests of the Soviet missile attack submarine (SSGN) has slightly over three
merchant and fishing fleets, demonstrate support for times the displacement of its functional predecessor, the
Soviet client states, and counter Western naval presence. CHARLIE Il-Class SSGN, and can carry 24 ASCMs.
Some prime exampls include: In wartime, its 24 sub-nerged-launch SS-N-19 ASCMs

will be targeted primatily against NATO carrier battle
I s A well-established periodic Soviet naval presence in groups. In contrast, the KILO-Class diesel-electric

the Caribbean. including port visits and naval air attack submarine (SS) is relatively small (about 3,000
deployments to ('uba and joint training with Cuban metric tons), relies on antisurface or ASW torpedoes,
forces: and was designed for operations primarily in sea areas
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111 Vladivostok, headquarters of the Pacific Ocean Fleet, Is the Soviet Union's largest naval complex. Located on the See of Japan, It Is
J ~home port to more than 80 principal surface combatants and 93 submarines.

peripheral to the Soviet Union. These two classes of Surface Combatants
attack submarines are noteworthy in that they typify
recent Soviet naval construction trends. Specifically, the The trend in Soviet major surface warship construc-
Soviets have continued building platforms capable of tion has been toward larger units with more firepower
operating in the open ocean without sacrificing those and more sophisticated weapon and sensor systems, An
platforms designed to perform the Soviet Navy's tradi- ambitious building program has resulted in the con-
tional coastal defense mission. struction of over 20 warships of destroyer size or larger

since 1980, In 1982, the Initial unit of the SLAVA-Class
A new SLAVA-Class cruiser and two new aircraft guided-missile cruiser (CG) joined the fleet, Designed for

- types entered service with the Soviet Navy. Addition- ASUW and fleet air defense, the SLAVA-Class carries
ally, the Soviets have constructed three new classes of 16 SS-N-12 ASCMs and 64 SA-N-6 SAMs. The second
nuclear-powered attack submarines (SSNs) and three unit of this class joined the fleet in 1986, and a third
unique auxiliary submarines designed for research and is fitting out. Other surface warships which began sea
development purposes. In addition to new classes of trials during this period include the second unit of the
combatants and combat aircraft, the navy has continued KIROV-Class CGN in 1983, and the third and fourth

0 to convert and modify platforms for new roles and units of the KIEV-Class VTOL aircraft carrier in 1981
• capabilities. These new, evolutionary, and existing and 1986, respectively. A new, larger 65,000-metric ton

classes of ships, submarines, and aircraft complement aircraft carrier will probably commence sea trials in
the navy's ability to fulfill its assigned missions. 1989. This ship will improve Soviet tactical aviation
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capability significantly beyond the range of coastal .... WE
air defenses. a ll,

By the end of 1987, eight SOVREMENNYYs and -
nine UDALOYs were operational or on sea trials, and f, 7
additional units are under construction. The Soviets fv
have also continued to construct or acquire smaller com- ,, •"
batants, amphibious ships, and auxiliaries to conduct ýg,
operations in sea areas contiguous to the Soviet Union '
and to support amphibious, logistic, and intelligence
collection missions.

Submarines

A major portion of Soviet naval strength lies in its
general purpose submarine force, the world's largest.
Today, this force numbers some 300 active units, about
one-half of which are nuclear-powered. Recent Soviet
submatrine designs emphasize improved quieting, speed,
weapons versatility, and the incorporation of advanced
technology, Since 1983, the Soviets have introduced j.:
three new classes of SSNs, These include the MIKE-
Class, a sole unit which is estimated to be serving as ,
a testbed, as well as the SIERRA-Class, which is a
series production SSN and follow-on to the successful
VICTOR Ill-Class. Both were first launched in 1983,
In 1984, the lead unit of a second class of VICTOR III •
follow-on boats, the AKULA-Class SSN, was launched, ..
The AKULA, with significant improvements in quieting
technology, is believed to be the most capable attack
submarine yet developed for the Soviet Navy. An P
additional submarine development of the early 1980s
was the conversion of dismandted YANKEE SSBNs to
other configurations, The first YANKEE conversion SLAVA-Cla,, gulded-missille cruisers, still being produced, are
is the YANKEE SSGN, the probable testbed for the outflied with surface-to-surface, antisubmarine, and surface-to-air
SS-NX-24 SLCM. In 1983, a conversion resulted in the weapon systems.
YANKEE SSN and included the installation of updated .,
fire control and sonar systems and other modifications
that will enable the YANKEE SSN to launch a wider
variety of weapons. Another conversion of the YAN-
KEE SSBN in 1985 has resulted in a variant designated ,'
the YANKEE NOTCH SSN, probably equipped to
fire the SS-N-21 SLCM, Since the early 1980s, three
unique auxiliary submarines have been constructed.,
The nuclear-powered XRAY and UNIFORM, and the
BELUGA-Class are designed for research and develop- ,&
ment purposes.

Naval Aviation

In recent years, Soviet Naval Aviation has seen a
marked proliferation of operational naval air tasks and
related aircraft. The year 1985 was a banner year for
Soviet Naval Aviation as two new aircraft and two The MIIK:-Class nuclear-powered attack submarine Is currently
evolutionary variants entered service with the Soviet used as a teitbed.
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The BACKFIRE bomber of Soviet Naval Aviation poses a potent threat to Allied naval forces.

Navy. Thle Ka-27,HELIX B combat assault helicopter Navy. More than 100 carrier-based FORGER As and
waZs tisstened initially in the Northern and the Pacific land-based FITTER C figzhter-bombers and FENCER E
Ocean Fleets in 1985. This helicopter enhances Soviet Iiehter-bomnber reconnaissance aircraft have been added
naval av~iation airlift and attack Suipport for amphibious to SNA over the past seven years. Mine-couintermeasuires
aISSAult operations. By 1986. thle HELIX B had been helicopters are now in all fleets. and BEAR J aircraft
deployed to all hut the Black Sea Fleet. During the recently have been introduced into the Northern and
"summer of' 1985. the Su-24 FENCER F fighter-bomber Pacific Ocean Fleets.
rccon na issa nce a ircra Ft arrived in thle Bialtic Fleet as a
rcphicemnici t for Obsolescent. BA DG ER recon nai ssance Naval Warfare Areas
ii reraf't. With its comparatively enhanced sensor pack-,

ilg~o anld penetration capability. FENCER F significan tlv ASL'IV Forces
prdsthle Baldtic [fleet's miaritime air reconnaissance

catpabil it% The BEAR F ModI 4 ASW aircraf't entered Tile ability to attack and sink any type of' surf'ace
"cli\ice with the N~orthern Flect. probably before late shipping, is a critical requirement of' Soviet maritimei

i . The BE.AR F. Mo\d 4 has been fitted with strategy, Thle antiship category of' ships and subtma-
~~~et111 -p ctii (Nthtshoul.d enhance warning aind rines has experienced both quantitative aind quali,1tatiVe

ihiltin i hostile air def'ense environment. Also g-rowth (duLrinig the 1 980s. particularly in an tisfiip mlissile
!ishe Soici t Black, Sea Fleet Air Force, which was capabilities. Today, the Soviet Niavy melMides atbout IS8)

()Ipe the: first BA(K 11R F, lB, deployed op- surf~ace combatant ships aind craft that carry SUIrf ace-to-
;.fliill ~.ilin o~ctNaival Aýiatlon, also rceiveQd surfa'ýce Missiles. In aiddition. nearly 70) subni-rineis cafrry
!!- lie. BAU ( 1U K IRII(s.sbsurk ice-to-surfaýce missiles. K IROV- aind SLA VA -

Class ULMided-itliss1le cruisers an1d SOVIZ FMI:\EN YY

I I )le \ow l Ava~tionl (S\A) has in- ( lass guided-mlissile decstroyers haxIe rat\increalsed
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ASW Forces provides the Soviet Union with a valuable political-
military instrument. For example, on several occaslons

As in other warfare areas, a progression of improved when the Rene government of the Seychelles was threat-
platforms with associated sensors and weapons has ened by internal unrest, the Soviet Uiion dispatched
expanded Soviet capabilities in the area of antisubma- combatants, including an amphibious ship with SNI
rfine warfare. Evolutionary improvements of existing embarked, to the capital to provide visible and tangible
ASW aircraft have produced the HELIX A ship-based support to the regime. Such contingency operations
helicopter and the long-range BEAR F Mod 4. Similar are facilitated by the routine deployment of Soviet
improvements in ships designed primarily for ASW amphibious ships off Angola and in the Indian Ocean,
have been observed, with the UDALOY-Class DDG Soviet amphibious forces maintain a near-continuous
designed specifically for this task. Even the largest presence in the South China Sea, the Indian Ocean, and
modern Soviet combatants, including the KIEV-Class off the West African coast.
carriers and the KIROV-Class CGNs, carry sensor and
weapon suites which include powerful low frequency Coastal Mislle and Artillery Forcem
sonars; ASW rockets, missiles, torpedoes; and ASW
helicopters. The Soviet Navy also maintains a little known but

significant force of coastal missile and artillery troops.
The Soviets' design and construction of late- With coastal defense cruise missile and numerous coastal

generation attack submarines demonstrate marked ir- artillery sites in all fleet areas, coastal defense remains an
provements in submarine quieting. This feature re- active part of Soviet planning for wartime operations,
duces their acoustic detectability under certain operating including those that might take place in a nuclear
conditions, while improving their effectiveness against environment. The Soviet Union has fielded coastal
opposing submarines, missiles since the late 1950s and currently has launch

sites for the 160-nautical-mile-range SEPAL coastal
Although the Soviets have expended considerable defense cruise missile in all four fleet areas. In 1984,

resources in recent years on developing ASW plat- the Soviets began an expansion of their coastal missile
forms and systems, particularly nuclear-powered attack force with the initial deployment of the SSC-3/STYX
submarines, they have not yet resolved the difficult antiship missile to operational sites in the Pacific Fleet
problem of locating Western submarines in the open area. The STYX, in its coastal defense role, is expected
ocean. The Soviet ASW problem, like that of the West, to supplement rather than replace the existing SEPALs.
has been exacerbated by the continued NATO deploy-
ment of longer range ballistic missiles and the advent Seallft
of the submarine-launched and surface ship-launched
land-attack cruise missile, The USSR's military sealift capability results from

its large merchant fleet of more than 1,700 ships, which
Amphibious Warfare has grown steadily in the past two decades to a cargo

carrying capacity of nearly 22 million deadweight tons.
Although very small in comparison to the US Marine Nearly half or Soviet cargo ships are equipped with

Corps, Soviet Naval Infantry (SNI) is made up of cranes capable of lifting the heaviest armored vehicles,
. approximately 18,000 troops. Since 1981, a 40-percent thereby reducing the Soviets' dependence on prepared

increase in personnel, a 70-percent increase in vehicles port facilities, The inventory includes 100 modern barge
and equipment, a growth in assault-lift capacity, and an carriers, roll-on/roll-off cargo ships, and roll-on/float-off
organizational restructuring have combined to improve ships. All these ships have direct military applications.
the SNI's strength, organic firepower, and mobility. In wartime, the merchant fleet would move troops and
Although not capable of conducting independent, large- military equipment, and support the Soviet and Warsaw
scale assaults in countries distant from the Soviet Union, Pact navies. In peacetime, Soviet foreign policy goals
SNI can he expected to play an important role in are fulfilled through the use of Soviet merchant ships
wartime. Potential missions would include spearheading to deliver arms to client states, while passenger ships
u large ground forces amphibious assault, acting us transport troops.
a mobile coastal defense force, conducting small-scale
landings or raids in lightly defended peripheral areas,
and providing security to important installations. The merchant marine's capability to support the

military is enhanced by its quick responsiveness to
In peacetime. the potential power ol'even a few hun- central control. Additionally, most ships are com-

dred Soviet marines afloat during a Third World crisis manded by naval reserve officers. As a result, the fleet
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is a valuable asset in crisis situations, particularly in and communications (C3). As a result, they have devel-
circumstances requiring troop movements, amphibious oped a formidable capability to degrade the C3 assets
operations, or arms deliveries. The operational readiness of enemy forces, The Soviet doctrine of radloelectronic
of the merchant marine is enhanced through routine combat (REC) includes an integrated program of C3

participation in major naval exercises. countermeasures using a combination of reconnaissance,
jamming, firepower, and deception to disrupt effective

To facilitate responsiveness to Soviet military needs, command and control. REC is integrated into all
merchant ships incorporate features normally seen only aspects of the Soviets' combat operations, displaying
on other nations' naval combatants, including increaEod their intention to control the electromagnetic spectrum
speed and endurance capabilities; improved cargo han- and deny it to their enemy,
dling capabilities; decontamination systems which would
permit the ship to operate in a chemical-biological- Deception in REC is part of an overall pro-
radiological environment; and advanced communica- gram called "maskirovka," In the realm of REC,
tions, navigation, and electronics systems, "'maskirovka" tactics in the form of deception are used

to cause delays and can be divided into disinforma- -
Naval Summary tion practices and counter-reconnaissance techniques.

Disinformation includes the transmission of false Infor-
Today's Soviet Navy is larger, better equipped, and mation to confuse the enemy. Counter-reconnaissance

far more blanced in structure and capabilities than techniques are used to mask troop movements and
ever before to meet the requirements of conventional or deployments. The Soviets use a variety of means
nuclear war at virtually any level. Future Soviet naval for this purpose, Because the enemy is unable to

* policy and programs will be directed toward broadening distinguish between real and decoy targets, the resulting
the range of military and political options available to confusion leads to uncertainties about enemy intent,
the leadership across the entire spectrum of conflict - deployments, and troop movements. Thus, REC, the
from peacetime competition to nuclear war. The Soviets electronic portion of' "maskirovka," when used with
can be expected to increase their emphasis on making other denial and deception measures, ensures that, at
general purpose naval forces more capable and to con- the very least, the Soviets can deny the enemy the
tinue challenging the West's traditional dominance of use of the electromagnetic spectrum and could exploit
the open oceans, or manipulate those emissions that are not jammed

or destroyed,
PROSPECTS FOR SOVIET
GENERAL PURPOSE FORCES The Soviets are continuing to modernize the equip-

ment needed to support radioelectronic combat at all
Soviet conventional forces will continue to grow in echelons of their military services. When the Soviets'

size, capability, and mobility. Despite a declared policy impressive electronic warfare resources are combined
of "reasonable sufficiency," the Suviets will develop with the use of combat forces, they achieve an un-
their conventional and tactical nuclear forces to main- matched capability to disrupt effectively the command
tain a rigorous capability to execute Soviet offensive and control of enemy forces.
strategies in a global conflict. They perraeive that
ongoing developments in NATO forces may challenge The Soviets have deployed increasingly modern
their ability to conduct an offensive operation. The electronic collection systems. New-generation signal-
prolonged, complex, and highly lethal operations of intercept and direction-findinp systems, in variations
theater warfare, in their eyes, require increased sus- designed to cover high frequency (HF), very high fre-
tainability, large numbers of forces, and a redundant, quency (VHF), and ultra high frequency (UHF) commu-
survivable command-and-control system. The Soviets nications bands, complement the Soviets' fielding of new

* will make the force structure developments and tactical noncommunications (radar) intercept systems. There
anld operational innovations required to ensure that they is mounting evidence that the Soviets have benefited
can achieve their strategic objectives, from Western technology-transrer in modernizing these

signals collection systems.
4.11 FORCE-WIDE TRENDS

• '-i' To degrade an opponent's organization, the Soviets
* Radloelectronle Combat have begun deploying a communivations jamming vari-

ant of their armored personnel carrier, the MTLB. This
The Soviets recognize clearly the systemic depen- system is believed to be replacing older truck-mounted

dencies ot'modern military fbrces on command, control, jamming systems. It improves operator and system
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survivability and better supports fast-moving Soviet combat readiness of their armed forces to ensure that
armored formations, Advances in Soviet ground-based large, well-equipped forces can be committed rapidly.
communications jamming systems have been reinforced In support of this doctrine, Soviet Air and Air Defense
by the deployment of ECM-modified helicopters. These Forces are at high readiness, The Soviet Navy routinely
heliborne systems offer the distinct advantages of greater has less than 10 percent of its major combatants de-
mission flexibility, mobility, and brute jamming power, ployed out of area but has the readiness capability to
factors that hinder the effectiveness of an opponent's deploy up to 50 percent on short notice, The ground
conventional forces. forces have the lowest peacetime manning levels of the

major force components, They are dependent to varying
Soviet communications-jamming capability is sup- degrees on mobilizing manpower and equipment from

plemented by a considerable number of ground-based the civilian economy to reach wartime status, Overall,
radar-jamming sets. The Soviets continue to modern- the Soviets have developed a posture in which the most
ize their radar-jamming assets in response to Western ready forces are deployed in the area of the greatest
advances in radar technology, This effort emphasizes perceived threat, backed up by the capability to mobilize
the Soviets' intention to disrupt enemy airborne radars, and move their entire force structure as required.
thereby supporting both their air operations and their
air defense of high-value rear area targets, Soviet ad- The Soviets maintain their ground forces at so-called
vances in this area provide them with an ever-increasing ready and not-ready levels, Ready divisions are manned
advantage over similar Western capabilities, with a high percentage of their planned wartime per.

sonnel and equipment requirements, These forces are
The Soviet Air Forces have continued to upgrade trained extensively during peacetime, Not-ready' units

REC assets, Modern fighter aircraft are equipped are divided into active cadre divisions, with less than
with internally mounted self-protection ECM systems 50 percent of required manpower, and inactive mobi-
that reduce aerodynamic drag over externally mounted lization divisions, which are unmanned equipment sets,
systems and provide increased free space on the wings The ready divisions constitute about 40 percent of Soviet
and body to carry additional ordnance, An ECM forces, including all the forces stationed in Eastern
variant of the Su-24/FENCER is currently undergoing Europe, and can begin combat operations after a brief
system development that will enable it to assist penetrat- period of mobilization and preparation. The not-ready
ing ground-attack aircraft by electronically suppressing cadre divisions can be assembled in about a week, and
SAM and early warning/ground-controlled intercept the mobilization divisions require even more time. An
radars. Even Soviet cargo aircraft have been equipped extensive period of training may be conducted before
with infrared countermeasure flares for self-protection these units are committed to offensive combat, although
and could, undoubtedly, be equipped with jamming Soviet doctrine allows for their commitment to combat
equipment if the mission dictated. almost immediately after mobilization. Although the

Soviets emphasize the rapid mobilization of their entire
The Soviet Navy has dedicated substantial resources force structure, recent enhancements have stressed the

to conducting electronic reconnaissance and counter- mobilization responsiveness of the not-ready forces,
mcasur.s with its major combatants. The Soviet auxil-
iary intelligence collection ship classes BALZANI, Since the late 1970s, the Soviets have converted over
PRIMORYE, and VISHNYA are dedicated reconsiais- 30 unmanned mobilization divisions into low-strength
sance platforms capable of conducting intelligence op- cadre-level units with a personnel complement of 10-20erationq throughout the world, and they are frequently percent of wartime levels, This process has involved the
seen off major military installations and near fleet exer- assignment of experienced personnel, some expansion
cises. Both the BALZAM- and VISHNYA-Classes are and modernization of equipment holdings, and the
equipped with self-defense weapon systems, indicating construction or expansion of garrison facilitics, Theseihy are prepared to operate in a hostile environment, enhancements improve the mobilization capability of
Virtually all major combatants possess signals intercept these divisions and make them available for earlier
and jamming systems to assist in defense against attacks commitment as more effective formations, As noted
by aircraft, guided missiles, and submarines, above, only five unmanned, inactive, mobilization-base

divisions remain in Soviet forces.
Readiness

Mobilization System •

Soviet military doctrine holds that the initial period

of war is critical to determining the overall course of a The USSR has developed a comprehensive mobi-
conflict. Thu:;, the Soviets are continually enhancing the lization support system. Soviet doctrine calls tor two
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The large 280-mm multiple rocket launcher under development by the Soviets is capable of laying down a broad field of fire,
threatening armored vehicles, infantry, airfields, and rear service areas.

levels of mobilization - general and partial. General raise the readiness of selected elements of the armed
mobilization involves all the armed forces and pursues forces. The Soviets thus can maintain a large degree
a full. rapid transition of political, economic, and' of secrecy while preparing their forces for war.
manpower resources to a wartime posture. Partial
mobilization involves selected military districts using Logistics and Sustainability
limited numbers of military units and installations.

Over the past decade, Soviet logisticians have de-

At the heart of the system is a network of about veloped a logistics support structure and management
4.200 military commissariats ("voyenkomaty") located system that can effectively support simultaneous strate-
throughout the USSR. They are subordinate ultimately gic offensives by the Warsaw Pact in multiple TVDs.
to the General Staff and are found at local and regional Significant logistics support improvements have been
administrative levels. They serve as draft boards, armed achieved in sustainability, survivability, mobility, effi-
forccs reserve centers. and the veterans administration. ciency, and standardization. Extensive and ongoing

efforts to ensure adequate logistics support have focused
Currently. the Soviets are emphasizing both speed on the restructuring of rear service support units. crc-

mird Ilcxibility in their mobilization system. A rapid ating a theater-level rear service management agency,
mhili/ation system allows the Soviets to prepare their and vastly increasing stockpiles of' materiel, particular-
1,,rcct quickly to take advantage of surprise by initi- ly ammunition.
'11111 ' L-imulhat elwore the enemy is fully deployed. The
rcgimcntcd nature of1 Soviet society facilitates rapid To improve their logistics support capability of the-
1,',hili/aition. The Soviet systenl is also flexible. In ater strategic operations. the Soviets have activated
,fIhI II to h its ahility to achieve rapid, comprehensive. theater-level rear service control and planning headquar-
it, rctIioicl, hard-to-conccal national mobilization I'or ters. In the past, there was no intermediate control stru-lic-

,,I fr. it can gradtually, sequentially, and covertly lture Between Soviet central ICar services and individual
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"fronts. The Soviets have realized that a broader, more holdings within the materiel -support units have been
strategic viewpoint is required in order to coordinate sAgnifcantly iitcreased (30 percent at the divisional level
the logistics support of the fronts, fleet,, airt armies, since te late 1970.). These changes have not only
and other elements assigned to a TVD. Consequently, streamlined logistics support but also greatly increased
theater-level logistics chiefs within the High 'Coa. mand mobility and survivability.,,
of Forces in the various TVDs have been appointed to
"centralize Lnd implement theater-wide rear service plans, . The. Soviets hae also undertaken efforts, to Improve

and refine ancillary support meosures'such as computer
Connected with the concept of tieater-lcvel, rear management, prepackagi!ng ahd .containerization, ft~o..

service command and control there is the increased bile repdir shops, pipeline-laying vehicles, and materiel
Soviet emphasis on the integration and standardization 'handling equipmet,"..
of Warsaw Pact (NSWP) rear service. organizations,.

Coupled wit theise Iprovements i'• the httnuing
Grouhd Force Logistics, upgrading 'of, Warsaw' .Pact transportation. routes i'Ahd •,

infristrticture to support th) mrovemente"a-hd :supply'
Since 1980, Soviet Ground Forces' an.h:,tnition stocks of theater forccs.- For example, large increases have

have. Increased markedly In all theaters of militaty op- occirted" in t~ie amoguts"of pre-postioned bridging,
erations, Stock increases reflect Soviet military doct ine raWi, road, and airfield repair co'nstruction, materiel
which stipulates the logistics requirement to pro-stock and equipment,
60 to 90 days of conventional ammunition for wartime
use, These ammunition stock increases ýalso reflect The' transport vehicle inventory. Within Soviet"rear
Soviet expectations that theater war will be of a more services organizations has been modernized. New, heav-
costly and prolonged character, thereby requiring a ier load-carrying trucks 3uch as the KaMAZ series
more efficient and survivable logistics support structure (pioduced with the help of Western technology) have
and greater quantities of supplies, been introduced at all levels, resulting in an increase in

tonnage capacity and the ability to support operations
For example, storage facilities in the Western TVD with less augmentation from mobilized civilian vehicles.

opposite NATO have undergone some of the most
extensive enhancements. Several new depots were built Air Force LOgistles
and many of the existing depots were expanded. Since
1977, the ammunition storage capacity there has almost, Over the last detade there has been a significant
doubled and construction continues, The current total increase in stock levels used by Soviet aviation units,
for ammunition stocks in the Western TVD is over The Soviets have established a depot system capa-
"three million metric tons, which could support combat ble of providing air units with sufficient stocks to
operations for some 60 to 90 days. commence wartime opceationt effectively, The Soviets

have developed plans for dispersing depot materiel to
"Traditionally, the Far East TVD (the region opposite mobile supply bases and have modernized their supply

China and Japan) has maintained large quantities of management concepts to ensure timely resupply. Ad.
supplies because of the long lines of communications ditionally, they have stockpiled large quantities of fuel,
to the production facilities in the European Soviet air weapons, and spare parts at main operating bases
Union, The expansion in ammunition stocks has been to facilitate the logistics independence of Soviet combat
extensive. The current ammunition stocks there are aviation during the initial period of a conflict, Aircraft
estimated at over three million metric tons, which would shelters, support equipment, storage areas, and fuel and
support combat operations for more than 100 days. To air weapons storage facilities at most operational air-
enhance the mobility and flexibility of their logistics fields in Eastern Europe have been hardened, concealed.

Slorrmations, the Soviets tire making changes in their or dispersed to protect against enemy attack,
logistics organizations from front to regiment level.
In the past, transport, supply, and service operations Most operational airfields have the trucks and equip-
were under the control of different commanders, This ment necessary to support and resupply the tenant unit
fragmented organization lacked the responsiveness to when they deploy from that base, Also, large quantities
provide a timely reaction in unexpected situations. The of tactical pipeline have been stockpiled in many fuel
Soviets have now consolidated these different support depots and other areas for use in transporting fuel
functions within materiel support units under a single to airfields.
commander. These new units are being formed at all
echelons, from front down to regiment. Motor transport The Soviet aircraft maintenance and repair system
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provides effective support for peacetime operations, While the Soviet naval operating tempo has de-
Soviet fighter/fighter-bomber units generally maintain creased, their use of foreign ship repair facilities by
a readiness standard of 90 to 95 percent of assigned auxiliaries over the same time period has increased, This
aircraft operationally available at all times. Soviet increase is due In part to foreign interest in obtaining
bomber units usually maintain 75 to 80 percent of their repair contracts as well as Soviet interest in gaining
aircraft in an operationally ready state. access to additional repair facilities. Consequently, the

Soviets have been able to enhance their influence in,
The aircraft maintenance system appears to operate certain countries that depend on ship repair work.

well enough to guarantee commanders the level of
readines3 they desire. Low yearly operating rates for To supplement their limited naval auxiliary underway
most aircraft (approximately 100 to 150 hours for i'eplenishmont force, the Soviets continue relying on
fighters and 100 to 200 hours for bombers) ensure merchant replenishment ships to support their naval
that a combat-ready fleet of relatively new or recently operations, These merchant vessels make port calls in
overhauled aircraft is available, Mediterranean and other Western couintries to obtainK

supplies for naval combatants, By providing logistics
The current level of combat-ready aircraft and spare support to the navy with their merchant fleet, the Soviets

parts availability appears adequate for the Soviet air- have maintained their capability to support and sustain
craft maintenance system to support the initial stages out-of-area naval operations,
of combat operations. The Soviets have centralized
their best maintenance personnel and equipment in The capability to conduct underway at-sea replrenish-
repimental-level maintenance units for complicated and ment remains a low priority in the Soviet Navy, The
time-consuming inspections and repairs, Consequently, Navy has not built any new naval oilers or replen-
squadron and flightline maintenance personnel do not ishment ships since 1978, partially due to the support
ordinarily participate in complex maintenance tasks, provided by the merchant fleet. These merchant tankers,
Thus, their ability to do so in wartime is suspect, however, cannot provide high-speed underway replen-

ishment, In contrast to some Western navies, alongside
Naval Logistics underway replenishment is practiced infrequently by

Soviet naval oilers, Instead, they prefer to refuel
Sustuinability is a weak point of the Soviet Navy, using slower methods like towing bow-to-stern or tying

Historic Soviet doctrinal emphasis on a short war has alongside dead in the water,
led to a navy ill-suited for a long conflict, Although the
Soviets now consider the possibility of a more protracted It is believed that the Soviets have stockpiled in
conventional war, this factor is not evident in the overall the USSR ammunition, petroleum, oil, lubricants, and
design of their fleet. Certain newer units are, however, other stores in quantities sufficient to conduct naval
more capable of sustained engagements, as evidenced by operations during a war lasting 60 to 90 days. Within
increasing use of nuclear power for propulsion and the the Northern and Pacific Ocean Fleets, the number of
incorporation of greater weapon loads on new ships and ordnance facilities is increasing. This rise probably is
submarines. Nevertheless, the Soviets have little logistics the result of a program to construct safer, more surviv-
support afloat, These problems are exacerbated by the able, and more dispersed storage facilities developed in
limited endurance of most naval forces and by onboard response to the disastrous 1984 explosion in a missile
munitions which are generally sufficient for only one storage depot at Severomorsk.
intense engagement. These shortfalls are minimized in
peacetime by relying on the merchant fleet for a large Mobility
measure of logistics support,

During the past two decades, the Soviets have bol-
For a variety of reasons, including the improvement stored their overall military force posture by steadily

of combatant readiness, Soviet naval out-of-area opera- increasing the projection capabilities of their forces
tions have decreased within recent years. Their concept through advancements in airlift, sealift, and command-
of combat readiness focuses on the ability to generate and-control structures. Today, the Soviets can project
forces rapidly for short-notice deployment for combat powerful armed forces into areas contiguous to the
operations. They are less concerned with maintaining USSR and sustain them, With the enhanced capability
large forces deployed in areas distant from the USSR. to deploy light, well-armed, mobile forces in support of
The Soviets prefer to keep their ships in anchorages or political goals and foreign policy objectives, the Soviets
in port much of the time with brief periods of underway are also expanding their ability to exert influence in the

tactical training. Third World,
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Soviet Airlift , !

During this decade, Soviet Military Transport -
Aviation ("Voyenno-Transportnaya Aviatsiya," VTA)
capabilities have increased to match the gains in other
components of the Soviet Air Forces and the combat
equipment of the ground forces. In 1980, about 25
percent of VTA's assets consisted of long-range trans-
ports such as the 11-76/CANDID and An-22/COCK.
Today, about 75 percent of VTA's assets are long-
range transports, including the recently introduced The-An-124MCONDO6I the world's largest military transport air-
An-124/CONDOR. cra, can carry outsid cargo such ua tnk, and mobile mlissiles.

Replacement of the medium-range, four-engine tur. USSR's ability, to. move: airborne' forces and provide"
boprop An-12/CUB by the newer and more capable logistics support. to all. Soviet military rces, The6.
long-range CANDID jet transport is nearing comple- CONDOR can Eft virtually all vehicles currintly as-
tion, Only about 150 CUBs remain with VTA forces. signed to the ground forces, The. new transport's
Although the number of transports assigned to VTA has range will enable the Soviets to respond rapidly to any
stayed about the same (some 600), the. cargo and range wartime military transport requirements or. the Burasian_
capabilities of newer airframes now entering Soviet landmass, Additionally, the USSR. can now respond
military service have greatly improved VTA's support more rapldly to0the economic or militaryr needs of. its
capacity, A clear example of this advantage is seen in client states in distant regions,
the CANDID, which can carry twice the CUB's max-
imum payload over roughly three-and-a-half times the The USSR's civil aviation organization, Aeroflot,
CUB's range, is the world's lirgest airline, On wartime mobiliza-

tion, Aeroflot would increase the military passenger
The CONDOR, first exhibited at the 1985 Paris Air transport capacity significantly, Aeroflot's organiza-

Show, became operational in 1987 and small numbers tional structure lends itself to a rapid, transition to a
are now deployed with VTA. The CONDOR Is the wartime mobilization role, and its aircraft could be
USSR's new long-range, wide-bodied jet transport with deployed almost Immediately to meet urgent require-
almost twice the maximum cargo lift capacity of the ments. Its greatest military utility is that it serves as
COCK heavy-lift turboprop transport now in service, a primary source for troop transport, while the military
The CONDOR can lift 150 metric tons while the An-22 aircraft provide the bulk of equipment and cargo trans-
can lift only 80 metric tons, VTA's heavy-lift ca- port capacity.
pability for wide and bulky, or outsized cargo, will
increase substantially as CONDOR joins COCK in the Since the beginning of this decade, the number of
VTA inventory. long- and medium-range aircraft available to Aerofiot

has increased from about 1,400 to about 1,600. As with
Additionally, the Soviets continue publicizing the military airlift forces, the Soviets are developing a

CONDOR's significant achievements, In May 1987, new generation of civil airliners for the 1990s which
a CONDOR carried out a record-breaking unrcfueled will provide capabilities similar to those of present cihl
flight of 20,150 kilometers 25.5 hours around the pcriph- airliners in the West.
cry of the USSR, The Soviets also claim CONDOR has
lifted cargos in excess of 170 metric tons. While these PROSPECTS
record flights are indicative of maximum performance
under special conditions, CONDOR's capabilities are The acrosi-the-board modernization of Soviet con-
still impressive by any standard of measurement, Al- ventional forces in the 1980s, including tanks, artillery,
though the CONDOR is not capable of aerial refueling, fighter aircraft, and surface and submarine combatants,
its demonstrated range enables the CONDOR to use represents a true revolution in Soviet military capabil-
alternate flight routes to almost anywhere in the world, itics. The scale and momentum of these programs will
avoiding overflight/landing problems with politically carry them forward well into the next decade. As the

. sensitive nations, accuracies of delivw.ry means increase, and the explosive
power of improved conventional munitions grows, the

Clearly, the increased payload and range of VTA's tactical and strategic missions ofconventional assets will
modern transport aircraft significantly improve the grow in importance as well.
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2
An Assessment of the Threat

"* The Strategic Balance 
The many dimensions of Soviet mil-

itary power described in Part I do not

"• Regional and Functional Balances exist in isolation. Soviet military capa-

bilities are a threat insofar as they af-

" Research .and Development: The ford the USSR the ability to support its

Technological Competition 
overall policy goals, its military strat-

egy and its ability to achieve peacetime

and wartime objectives. Recognizing that

ResonsbllcvSitis Omany elements of Soviet policies conflict

Responsibilities with those of the United States, our al-

lies and friends, we have constructed a

system of collective security to counter

the most ominous and threatening Soviet

aims. Together we and our allies and

friends have acquired the military capa-

bilities we believe to be minimally neces-
sary to deter the Soviets from military ac-

tion or, should deterrence fail, to prevent

the Soviets from using military power to

achieve political and military objectives.
Yet the question persists: How well can

we achieve national security goals given

the nature of the threat?
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In an effort to address this question, There has yet to be devised a single Thus, we have not aftempted to lay out
the Soviet threat is examined, US capabil- measure of merit that would allow an as- these assesments in a consistent format.
ities to counter the threat - together with seument of the global military balance. Rather, having compared and conttrasted

those of our friends and allies - are as- National security objectives can and do military goals and ob*etive •d tmeex pre-
sessed, and then an evaluation is made of vary from region to region, and the num- mented the trends In the relevaent military
how well US military forces help meet US her of other variables, contingencies, and forces, we provide the reader ota asse-
objectives. A particular military balance inherent uncertainties increases exponen- mnent of the key trends and Issues in a
can then be judged as favorable or unfa- tialy as the focus of the assessment is particular area.
vorable in terms of how well US national widened, As a result, an effort has been
security objectives can be met in a given made here to evaluate the overall mill- These assessments are by no means
area. An especially useful aspect of this tary balance by s nsing the balances in comprehensive. Rather, they are intended
process is its focus on identifying long- a number of significant regional and func- to serve as a point of departure for more
range trends as they relate to the military tional areas, while keeping in mind the informed debate and decisions regarding
balance, as opposed to merely examining relationships that exist among various the nature of the Soviet threat and what
the current status. Thus, by assessing the balances. we collectively should do about it.
military balance as it has developed over
time, the assessment can assist in outlin- Although disaggregating the overall
Ing relevant actions and policies, which military balance into discrete area bal-
would further a positive trend or redress ances simplifies the analytic process some-
a negative trend. what, the assessment of those Individual

balances is by no means easy. Construct-
ing an appropriate analytic framework,
Identifying the key factors affecting each
balance, and developing rigorous, compre-
hensive, and accurate ways of measuring
those factors all pose difficult problems.
Even t(len, a host of less tangible factors

_ -- like the military effects of weather or
surprise - may be crucial; these, by and
"large, are not subject to quantification,

*1', "v but nonetheless may prove to be critical
in any military contingency.
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CHAPTER VI

The Strategic Balance

United States strategic nuclear forces are designed execute a successful first strike against the United States,
to deter nuclear attack and to help deter conventional Accordingly, the strategic balance should be judged in
attack on the United States and its allies, To execute this terms of the ability of each side's forces to survive a
policy of deterrence credibly and effectively, US strategic first strike and hold the vital assets of the other at
nuclear forces and support elements must generally bal- risk, Deterrence can only be assured by convincing
ance corresponding Soviet forces and be able to inflict the Soviet leadership that the probable costs of their
unacceptable damage to the USSR under all conditions aggression will exceed any possible gains. Furthermore,
of retaliation. Force structure alone, however, will we seek not only to deter actual aggression, but also
not guarantee deterrence, It is also important that the to prevent coercion of the United States, its allies, and
Soviet leadership be convinced of the US willingness to friends through the threat of aggression, since successful
use such forces in response to sufficient provocation, coercion could provide the Soviet Union with the fruits
while simultaneously being uncertain as to the exact of war without actual conflict,
circumstances, conditions, and targets of the retalia-
tory response. Dy 1981, the strategic position of the United States

relative to that of the Soviet Union had deteriorated
A balance of forces, and Soviet perceptions of US substantially from what it had been only a few years

capability and resolve, are particularly important in view earlier, This prompted President Reagan to initiate
of the opposing US and Soviet attitudes toward nuclear his Strategic Modernization Program to redress the
war, While US leaders have consistently maintained decline, To comprehend the extent and implications
that a nuclear war cannot be won and should never of the deteriorated US position, one must trace the
be fought. Soviet civilian and military leaders have historical evolution of the strategic balance and corre-
historically indicated their belief that such a war may sponding US nuclear policy. Only then can one fully
well be fought, and won, under certain circumstances, appreciate the reasoning behind the President's decision
Although recent Soviet statements appear to reject their and understand its impact on the strategic balance,
previously held positions, these cannot be accepted
solely at face value, particularly in light of unabated HISTORY
Soviet efl'orts to develop and deploy the forces necessary
to support a nuclear-war-winning strategy. 1940s through 1950s

There is a tendency among some observers to evalu- Immediately after World War II, the US demobi-
ate the strategic balance only in terms of quantitative lized significant percentages of its conventional military
measures such as the number, yields, and types of power. But during the late 1940s and early 1950s,
offensive weapons. These static measures certainly have America's virtual monopoly on intercontinental nuclear
validity and, in fact, often figure prominently in arms systems meant that requirements for conventional forces
control negotiations. They are at best, however, only were relatively small, Moscow understood that under
one factor in a complex strategic balance equation in the US strategy of "massive retaliation," Washington
which qualitative differences in the forces themselves, might respond to a Soviet conventional attack against
its well Is in supporting elements, operational planning, the US or its allies with a nuclear attack on the
leadership. training, and morale, factor into the analysis. Soviet Union, As the 1950s ended, however, the

Soviets began fielding long-range nuclear capabilities.
A strategic balance acceptable to the United States As Soviet nuclear and conventional capabilities grew,

must be consistent with our national security obiectives the UIS threat to respond immediately to a conventional
and supportive of' America's basic defense strategy - attack, or even a limited nuclear attack, with massive
deterrence of' aggression. Above alI, it must provide a nuclear retaliation became increasingly less credible.
stable deterrent by ensuring there are no circumstances Accordingly, in the 1960s, the US and the NATO Allies
under which the Soviet leadership might believe it could adopted the strategy of "flexible response."
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The deployment of the highly accurate PEACEKEEPER ICBM with 10 reentry vehicles represents a significant improvement In the
hard-targel.kill potential of US strategic forcei,

1960s numbers and ineffectiveness of Soviet nuclear weapons
precluded the successful execution of a military attack

The alliance strategy of flexible response had two against US strategic forces. Similarly, an attack against
* •,ij)or goals: first, existing US nuclear planning was US cities would have invited a much more massive and

modified to provide the President with the option of effective retaliatory attack against Soviet cities. Hence,
using nuclear forces selectively rather than massively, the Soviets were deterred. Soviet security against a

- thereby enhancing the credibility and stability of the US strategic attack stemmed largely from AmericaNs
nuclear deterrent; and second, the United States and espoused aversion to war in general and nuclear war
it,, allies hoped to reduce reliance on nuclear weapons in particular.

T to deter conflict or cope with nonnucicar attack by
improving their conventional forces. 1970s

Despite increased Soviet nuclear and conventional The Soviets embarked on a massive buildup of their
capahilidies, in the early 1960s the United States still en- nuclear forces. Beginning in the 1960s and persisting
joycd overwhelming superiority in numbers of strategic throughout the 1970s, the Soviet arsenal grew both in
nuclear weapons. With over 7,000 strategic warheads, quantity and in quality (although the US qualitative
as comparcd to the Soviet arsenal of fewer than 500, edge remained). The Soviets expanded their land-based
the US nuclear posture presented the Soviet Union missile forces and hardened their protective silos, and
with a coi;ipelling deterrent. The comparatively small continued improving their defenses against air attack.
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The SS-13 is a solid-propellant ICBM that was first deployed in 1969 as part of a major buildup of Soviet strategic offensive forces.
While missiles of this class are not capable of destroying hardened targets, they are fully capable of destroying other military or
civilian targets. In the ensuing years, the Soviets have enhanced their |CBM force capabilities with several generations of more
sophisticated and threatening missile systems.

Furthermore, the Soviets continued a vigorous strategic

Ratios of Strategic Capabilities defense program to protect the Soviet leadership and

Total Active Inventory* its key warfighting instruments from nuclear attack
and enhance the credibility of their strategic offensive

41 forces. During this same period, the United States chose

not to invest in strategic defenses and also deliberately
restricted yield and accuracy improvements to its own
missile forces so as not to threaten the Soviet Union with
a sudden, disarming first strike. The disparity between
US and Soviet strategic modernization efforts during the
decade of the 1970s was substantial.

By purposely restricting improvements to its own
strategic ballistic missile systems, the United States
acknowledged the potentially destabilizing influence of

either side acquiring a credible disarming first-strike
capability against the other. Unfortunately, the Soviets

u S did not follow US self-imposed restraint. Instead.
dvantage• they developed a new generation of ICBMs specifically
s:1 •e designed to destroy US missile silos - which were
S,,v.ita hardened far less than Soviet silos - and our strategic

bomber bases. By the late 1970s. this combination of
vulnerable US missiles and the diminished capability

of US ICBMs to maintain a comparable threat against
Soviet missiles had caused our deterrent's effectiveness
to deteriorate, thereby easing the problems of Soviet
war planners. United States dlelense strategists became
increasingly concerned that the Soviets might envision
a potential nuclear confrontation in which they could

I " ..... threaten to destroy much of the US deterrent force
in a first strike, while retaining in their remaining
o uclc]i r air;clal an overwhelming capability to deter

-. .Washington fronm any retaliatory strike contemplated.

This scenario raised fears that. by operat ting increasingly
on the in'argi ns ol" deterrence, the United Statesiniaight

- l.. .Y"Ar tempt the Soviets to use their nuclear forces in a first
_ _ _ _.,__ _ n_ _ _ _ __.,, strike during i a crisis.
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The asymmetry between the capabilities of US and The end of the 1970s left the United States with sig-
Soviet forces to hold the other's land-based missiles nificant military weaknesses, both actual and perceived,
at risk led to perceptions at home and abroad of relative to the Soviet Union. The relentless, long-term
US strategic vulnerability. While the effectiveness of Soviet arms buildup, which was accompanied in the
its nuclear deterrent (as measured by the balance of decade of the 1970s by a 20 percent real reduction in the
strategic forces and capabilities) had eroded to its lowest US defense effort, had taken its toll. By most measures,
level ever. the United States was never truly without the strategic balance had clearly shifted in the Soviets'
a credible deterrent to a disabling Soviet first strike, favor. A comparison of selected static capabilities of
owing to the US reliance on a triad of strategic nuclear US and Soviet forces demonstrates just how seriously
"weapon systems. In truth, the vulnerability of US the US position had deteriorated.
silos and the reduced capability of its most accurate
IC'BMs to hold Soviet silos at risk with confidence may That the US target base (the object of a potential
hav degrdcd I ýS Ilexibility in responding to an attack Soviet attack) was considerably smaller and less hard-
(pýirictlialrly hv making the timing ol'certain retaliatory cned than the corresponding Soviet target base only
opt n1111 i1Ech mo're critical). l3.t the hedge provided exacerbated the problem, especially when the substan-
bh I;S •ti•bm•rinC-li unchcd ballistic missiles (S LIIM) tial differential between US and Soviet investments in
Mid ttrm cgic h nmhers ernsturcd that the U nited States strategic dlcrenscs is considered. It was clear that* the
(:lm Idj I Inch ;an clfectivc rctaliatory rcsponse under any Soviet strategic nuclear weapons buildup was far more
cnii)itii (&i V,%,ir nitiatted hy the Soviets. amlbitious than was ficeded simply to deter an attack.
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As mentioned previously, these static meaw es pro-
vide only first-order comparisons of strategic .;.pabili-
ties. They do not, in and of themselves, constitute the
essence of deterrence. The Soviet Union's modernization
of its strategic forces included substantial qualitative
improvements in addition to the quantitative increases
indicated. Knowing that deterrence depends on the
perceptions of Soviet leaders, and given their own values
and attitudes regarding US capabilities and will, US
leaders were concerned that America's deteriorating
position might lead the Soviets to conclude that they
had achieved a position of nuclear superiority owing
to their massive buildup and the US unwillingness to
compete, Furthermore, Soviet intentions to continue the
quantitative and qualitative expansion of their strategic
arsenal were abundantly clear, Through improved
quality and greater numbers, they were threatening US
forces directly, As a result of their aggressive program
to enhance their offensive forces and their simultaneous
pursuit of every avenue to defend themselves from US
retaliation, they were attempting to deny the United
States the ability to retaliate effectively. In short, Soviet
actions threatened the very foundations of US deter-
rent policy,

US STRATEGIC MODERNIZATION:
RESTORING THE BALANCE IN THE 1980s

In response to this significant deterioration of the
US strategic position relative to that of the Soviets,
President Reagan ordered a thorough review of the The 11-111 bomber ensures the US capability to penetrate current
status of US strategic forces, The review concluded that and projected enemy air defenses Into the next century.
each leg of the Triad had deficiencies and was becoming
obsolete, and that supporting command, control, and
communications systems lacked the survivability and threat, Subsequent directives have kept the program in
endurance to support fully US deterrent policy and line with estimates of that threat, Specific provisions
forces. The President responded to the Soviet challenge of ihe program have generated a number of near-
by initiating the Strategic Modernization Program in and long-term modifications to our strategic forces.
October 1991, The program reaffirmed America's re- For example:
liance on the strategic Triad ais an indispensable element
of deterrence, Accordingly, it directed the moderniza- w The B-I B bomber is now operational, providing an
tion of kill three legs along with their associated sup- enhanced capability to penetrate steadily improving
port systems, Soviet air defenses. Together with air-launched cruise

missiles (ALCMs) deployed on selected B-52 bombers,
The Strategic Modernization Program recognized that the B-I provides the United States with an effective

the effectiveness of' US forces depended on: (I) the and flexible deterrent capability in the air-breathing
ability to detect an attack confidently and in ki timely leg of the Triad. This capability will be further
manner: (2) the ability to communicate with US forces augmented with the introduction of the advanced
before, during, and akter an attack, (3) the survivability cruise missile (ACM) and the B-2 advanced technol-
of' US forces under attack; (4) the ability to locate ogy bomber (ATB).
targets and penetrate defenses; and (5) the accuracy, n The United States continues to build one TRIDENT
reliability, and yield of US delivered weapons. It nuclear-powered ballistic missile submarine (SSBN)
was also rccogni/cd from the outset that the pro- each year. I)evelopment of the improved TRIDENT
gram wokild not be static. rather, it would be re- II SLBM, the D-5, remainson schedule. 'i he quietness -
sponsive to the dynamic nature of" the evolving Soviet and other advwnced features of the TRIDENT subma-
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50 missiles initially deployed in silos. These 100
Strategic Modernization PEACEKEEPERs are not sufficient to threaten the

1982-1997 entire Soviet ICBM force but will. strengthen the US
Soviet deterrent capability.

a A less publicized but equally important part of the
Strategic Modernization Program concerns improving
the survivability of US command, control, communi-
cations, and intelligence systems. This improvement
helps deter a nuclear attack designed to incapacitate

SAR H B[AC JACK I.X.24 MOD 2 the US National Command Authority (NCA) and its
A SS.NX,24 control over US nuclear forces.

ss.2s F0 A comparison of actual and projected deployments

55-N-20 F0 since 1981 indicates a better balanioe between US and
Soviet strategic force modernization programs than had
occurred during the 1970s,

The impact of the US nod'rnization effort on the
strategic bait, .Ie, as refiti, ted in static measures of force

DFLtA IV capability, has ,'..i positive. In all cases, the precip-
1982 1988 17 itous deterioration of the US position through 1981

will have been arrested, and in some cases, reversed.
us Recall that the US does not seek ,iuperiority in these

measures for itself, but rather to avoid pIrceptions of
Soviet superiority and the potential erosion of America's
deterrent posture likely to accompany significant Soviet

+ + A16 1,.1.* AM.2, advantages in these measures,

Of the qualitative enhancements to US offensive
weapon systems, improvements in eaccuracy are particu-
larly important, An increased hard-target-kill potential,

'A.( to be attained primarily through accuracy improve-
ments, is necessary to counter Soviot efforts to undercut

.98J I(W 1997 the US deterrent by hardening key Soviet military
installations, particularly ICBM silos and leadership
facilities. Accuracy improvements also contribute to the

rinc increase the very high survivability potential of operational flexibility of strategic weapons systems by
US SSBN forces, Deployment of the more accurate increasing their effectiveness against a broader spectrum
D)-5 will, for the first time, provide US SSBN forces of targets. Similarly, increased accuracies can limitwith the capability to hold hardened Soviet Installa- unwanted collateral damage, helping to convey US
tions at risk. This missile will enhance deterrence by intentions more clearly and aiding the US objective
denying the Soviet Union the capability to prevent to limit escalation should deterrence fail. Given the
prompt, effective US retaliation, even in the event of reliance on the strategic Triad, it is particularly note.
a disabling first strike against our land-based strategic worthy that accuracies have improved for all legs,
Iorces. The continuing deployment of sea-launched thereby ensuring that the Soviets could never believe
cruise missiles aboard selected surface ships and sub- that by destroying one leg they would destroy the
marines will make it even more dillicult, perhaps ability to retaliate effectively. It is also encouraging to
impossihle, for the Soviets to design an attack that note that continued deployment of the highly accurate
effectively compromises the US retaliatory capability, PEACfl EEPER and D-5 missiles will redress most

w The initial deployment in Minuteman silos, of 50 of the ,symmetries in US and Soviet capabilities to
PF.A(EKFFI1ER IC'BMs, e-kch with 10 very accurate hold each other's silo-based nuclear missiles at risk.
warheads, will reduce the current disturbing asymme- These asymmetries resulted from Soviet silo hardening
try in tJS-Sovict prompt, hard-target-kill capability, and deployments of accurate ICBMs in quantities more
The long-term US plan is to deploy 100 PEA('C- than sufflicient to threaten the survivability of the US
KI[EIiFRs in the rail-garrison mode, including the ICBM force.
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A clear picture of the strategic balance does not rest Soviet submarines, as well as improved sensors to de-
on merely counting the number of systems each side tect SLBM launches, but also planned enhancements
has. As the foregoing discussions have shown, a more to US air defenses.
appropriate way of assessing the strategic balance may a The Soviets continue deploying the new BEAR H
be through evaluating compensating responses. Depend- bomber, armed with modern ALCMs, and are devel-
ing on specific circumstances, one side can compensate oping another intercontinental bomber, the BLACK-
for an opponent's destabilizing offensive deployments JACK, Th2 US is responding by upgrading its air
with deployments of its own - offensive, defensive, defenses through deployment of over-the-horizon
or some combination of the two. For example, the backscatter (OTH-B) radars and upgrades to the
Soviets gained the initiative in the 1970s with their Distant Early Warning Line radars through the North
massive and continuing buildup of nuclear forces, and Warning System (NWS). The combination of the
the US Strategic Modernization Program and Strategic OTH-B and NWS will assure detection of Soviet
Defense Initiative (SDI) are responses to that challenge. ALCMs and their carrier aircraft at ranges sufficient
Accordingly, it is most appropriate to address the to provide the NCA with decision time, and US
program's responses to Soviet initiatives designed to offensive forces time for survival actions. The Air
erode the US nuclear deterrent. This approach provides Defense Initiative technology program is the key to
a more realistic assessment of the contributions of strate- developing the technologies to counter future genera-
gic modernization toward restoring and maintaining a tions of Soviet air threats.
strategic balance, Examples of current and projected US m Countering the Soviet Union's superiority in air de-
responses include the following: fenses is particularly challenging. US responses to date

include the increased penetration capability afforded
m The improved time-urgent, hard-target-kill potential by ALCM and the B-I B, together with planned de-

of US missile forces in response to Soviet advan. ployments of the Short-Range Attack Missile (SRAM)
tages discussed earlier is being complemented by the 11, the ACM, and the B-2.
increased accuracy and penetrating ability of US
air-breathing systems, specifically the B-IB, ALCMs, For the immediate future, planned US offensive force
and ACMs. These improvements provide redundant modernization and surveillance system upgrades appear
backup capabilities that will ensure an effective retail- sufficient to maintain a strong deterrent to a Soviet
ation against Soviet silos under any conditions of war nuclear attack on the United States and its allies. The
initiation or technological breakthrough, The Soviet Soviets seek a capability to combine offensive strikes
leadership places significant emphasis on ICBMs for and defensive preparations to limit greatly the damage
achieving their strategic nuclear objectives. Failure to US retaliation could inflict. 'To ensure that the Soviets
maintain a credible retaliatory threat against those do not achieve this aim in the foreseeable future, it is
systems could undermine the US deterrent and in- imperative that the Strategic Modernization Program
crease the Soviet leadership's confidence in being able be continued to its logical conclusion. It is important
to achieve its objectives, to remember that the elements of that program are

n The Soviets are attempting to assure an ICBM sur- designed not only to redress past and current deficiencies
vivability by deploying the road-mobile SS-25 and but also to counter projected Soviet plans to undermine
the rail-based, multiple-warhead SS-24. US plans for the strategic balance.
compensating responses include improved sensors and
retargeting capabilities to locate and attack mobile The trends of the past two decades in the balance
Soviet targets, The B-2 ATB and other systems under of strategic defensive forces also require a vigorous US
development are expected to play a prominent role in response. While the United States greatly deemphasized
this mission, strategic defenses beginning in the late 1960s, the Soviet

@ The Soviet SSBN fleet is being enhanced by deploy- Union continued to spend as much in this area as on its
mcnt of the long-range, more accurate SS-N-20 and strategic offensivc forces. Soviet passive defenses of both
SS-N-23 SLBMs, as well as the more advanced, qui- civil and military targets and strategic air defenses dwarf
eter DELTA IV- and TYPHOON-Class submarines, those of the United States, and the USSR maintains
An improved version of the SS-N-20 is estimated the world's only operational antiballistic missile (ABM)
to be under development, The long-range SS-N-21 capability. Soviet missile silos, other military instal-
SLCM has also become operational and the Soviets lations, essential industry, government, and military
are testing another new long-range cruise missile, relocation facilities have all been hardened extensively.
the SS-NX-24. Compensating US responses include The Soviets have about 2,000 dedicated strategic defense
not only a vigorous antisubmarine warfare program interceptor aircraft (the United States has 300), 7,000
designed to improve detection and neutralization of strategic air defense radars (the United States has 118),
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The imminent introduction of the BLACKJACK Intercontinental bomber will make the third leg of the Soviet triad far more robust.

. and more than 9,000 strategic air defense surface-to-air ineffective, any temptation Soviet leaders might have to
missile launchers (the United States has none), In the use their offensive forces would be overcome, not simply
,mid-1970s, the United States deactivated the one ABM by their calculations about the prospect and effects of
site allowed under the ABM Treatyý the Soviet Union US retaliation, but by an assessment that their attack
maintained its site and has almost completed expanding would fail to achieve their military objectives.
and upgrading it. The US SDI is an essential response

* to those active Soviet efforts in strategic defense, even As described in Chapter IV, the Soviets are pursuing
moN• important, it ofrers the promise of a more stable, advanced defenses, including research on many of the

% secure basis o' deterrence For the longer term. technologies being examined in the US SDI program,
Their ballistic missile defense program enjoys certain

The SI)I is making substantial progress in developing advantages over the SDI. First, the Soviet leadership
I," technologies to make dletnse against ballistic missiles has long believed in the importance of defensive forces

f eacisihlc. When these efforts come to l'ruition, the to a balanced military posture, and Soviet military doc-
inited Stat:,e can nmove away t'romn its almost uxclusive trine prescribes a key role for strategic defenses. Over

reliance on oltl'nsive strategic Forces. To the extent the years, Moscow has consistently provided strong
that det'enscs render hallistic missile forces militarily linancial support lor defensive programs. Over the last
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Because it operates in the vast expanses of the world's oceans, the TRIDENT nuclear-powered ballistic missile submarine is the most
survivable of US strategic forces. These submarines enhance deterrence by ensuring effective retaliation, even in the unlikely event
of a disabling Soviet first strike against US land-based forces.

two decades, fuLlly half of the Soviet strategic forces While the Soviets enjoy significant advantages in
budget has heen devoted to defenses. ThLus. over the the development of effective ballistic missile defenses,
past tenl years. the Soviet Union has spent signifi- thcy generally lag behind the United States in some
cantlv more than the United States onl strategic defense related technologies such as reliable, high-speed data
activities. processing. In the past. the Soviets have compensated

qulite successfully for this disadvantage throu~gh thle legal
Seconditil te modernization of the Moscow A13NI sys- and illegal acquisition of Western technology, by field-

tern has L'ivenl the Soviets a formidable ballistic missile ing weapon systems quickly with advanced technology
defense infrastrUCtuLre. This in frastruIctutre provides thle acquired from the West (f'requently mlore qUickly than
Sovijet I. ;fion with active missile interceptors and radar in the West). and by relying on greater quantities Of
pri iOducthlin line,. operational experience with A13MN weapons however, inferior they may be individuially.

ýMtrisard howk OICe intera.ct withF strategic olfensi,,e As thle Soviet Union conltinueIs to reduce thle advanced
1(rcc,. an ;I( or carr (if' A100 per,,onncl. miliitary technology gapl with thle West and expands

its rangze o1' com1penSating tech niLqIS [tIIIes ehology mlay
It hrd. (he kiarL'e-sca F Sni)%iet defensýive effort perirlits he less of a, limiting faictor onl development of Soviet

hr iid mird ri,tcrrsjivc priils inolvling a wideC ranItge kf advanced hallistic missile defense Capabilities.
~~~~~: ~ ~ ~ -'rleii.tclil,~c, his substanrtial effoirt will pi

111cth Sniwet wtli \,iLnItihCmIt adv~irrtagecs ill exploitiliL. By conltraSt. althougIh thle Unlited States StrateCuci
reV C! ~x ~pt nn )WI lie Mil'ýaIlltage ;iird t1re delenseQ progrliri11 dries rlot share tire Soviet p Ill'as

ieheiuini t1CI rein rrrtd;rte tile I 5S SI)1 pr)ugriri 1,t reirgthS, it dIoeS Iý e irjov signiicairt beI~irtiS from11 thle
West\, Froad aind dee eclrrlllicall Surperiority. Ballistic
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The B-52 has s~erved a% the backbone of the US strategic bomber force for some three decades. The majority of the 9-52 force Is now
AI.CM capable, Eventually the B-32 will be replaced by the B-18 and 8-2,

quently, significant efforts by the United States in this
I. field have thle potential to pay miajor nattotnal security

dividends in the years to co~nic.

- ~~In sum mary, the (I.S Strattegic Moderniza tion Pro-

gr-aml, in combination %kith the SI)X will enhance the
ti~ nd provide the Soviets withi incentives 1kw suitaihlc armns
' red actionlS, therehy inICreaSing the security Ol' the U nited

~ ad te Svie Unon aveopeatinal States and its allies. The F'orce-wide improvemlents in the
'11d evlopenalair- and wta-taunched cruise missilles. These ItIS nucleair deterrent have helped increase the chlances

* r~~ I ak of( wva pon % havv the potentla I for a significant I mpact on I o equLitIablIe and ve ii Iiabh I arms reduc t ions by si gnatlinig
the* %t rit ,*l halan (t-, American resolve and allowing the United States to

hargainl trotii a position oF strengthl. The dytaiamic nature-
iiiiNhlll MALTg\ ~ * ItNr. beinlg 1undICIMsood of the Sovie threatil, h10ower, and theC con1SequenCes

\.Cll I id i1pied1~k H% th01e11 SoViet I mmiil and theC Soviet actions have onl the strategic balance, demanlld
I iiiW Siic ( Ii~e Ml\.IU1l1iCOLl teClIiiologiCS I'M ~ igilan11CC to preserVe th1c capabiility and ci'edihilitV of' the

* h ~li~ii iii~ii LI2Iii\ jiL rl~ii~c ni'llature: conlsv- NS sirategic decterrentil.
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CHAPTER VII

Regional and Functional Balances

A comprehensive balance assessment requires a com- The policy deliberations of the Soviet Defense Coun-
parative analysis of US and Soviet military capabilities cil and the Warsaw Pact are, of course, shrouded in
across the spectrum of conflict. In doing so, similar secrecy. It does, however, seem clear from Soviet actions
forces, like armor, and opposing forces, like aircraft and and public statements that one of their primary peace-
antiaircraft air defense systems, are compared to identify time objectives is to fracture the Alliance, especially
relative strengths and weaknesses. The strategies, opera- to split the United States from Europe. Failing that,
tional concepts, readiness and a host of nonquantifiable they appear determined to degrade NATO's cohesion
factors comprise further components of each balance. in order to constrain the Alliance's deployment of
In this chapter, US and Soviet military capabilities and adequate defense capabilities.
those of relevant allies and friends are compared within
certain geographical areas and along functional lines. In the event of a war with NATO, it is likely the

Soviets would seek to achieve a quick victory, perhaps
0 THE MILITARY BALANCE IN EUROPE with limited objectives, Soviet military leaders maintain

that they intend to fight future battles on the territory
One way to evaluate the NATO-Warsaw Pact mil- of the enemy. In Europe, this would entail an invasion

itary balance is to measure each side's relative mili- of western Europe advancing deep, perhaps driving to
tary capabilities against NATO's objectives, NATO's the English Channel with a blitzkrieg attack similar to
primary objectives have long been to detor aggression the German attack on France in World War II.
against any Alliance member and to defend successfully
against aggression should deterrence fail, As Soviet Defense Minister Dmitri Yazov recently

wrote, Soviet doctrine must be designed to secure the
To achieve these objectives, NATO since 1967 has destruction of the invading forces. Yazov went on to

followed a strategy of flexible response, Flexible re- say that it is impossible to destroy the aggressor only
sponse entails maintaining a combination of nuclear through effective defense; forces must be capable of
and conventional forces, including US strategic nuclear conducting decisive offensive operations,
forces, permitting NATO to respond effectively across
the spectrum of conflict. This force posture is designed By winning quickly, the Soviets would seek to fore-
to deter aggression by ensuring that NATO's commit- close NATO's option to use nuclear weapons. Addi-
ment to respond remains credible while posing for an tionally, a long war would provide an opportunity for
aggressor uncertainty and the possibility of unacceptable NATO to reinforce with American and British forces

. consequences, Should war occur, the flexible response and to bring to bear the Alliance's economic might.
strategy calls for a direct response in order to defend Furthermore, a long war could present the non-Soviet
NATO territory as far forward as possible and, as Warsaw Pact countries with the time and incentive to
necessary and appropriate, for deliberate escalation. withdraw from the conflict.

As a defensive Alliance, NATO does not maintain a The Soviets divide the European theater into what
* capability to initiate aggressive war or conduct extensive they call TVDs, which translates as theaters of mil-

offensive operations. NATO would seek to hold the line itary operations. Their Northwestern, Western, and
by containing any Warsaw Pact attack across the border Southwestern TVDs correspond roughly to NATO's
while attacking Pact reinforcements before they arrive at Northern, Central, and Southern Regions, The Soviets
the front and, as necessary, consider escalation to use of view their Western TVD as being strategically decisive
nuclear weapons. NATO has historically relied on the in the event of a war with NATO and. therefore, their

0 quality of its conventional and nuclear forces to offset military operations will be weighted opposite NATO's
the Warsaw Pact's large numerical advantages. While Central Region, Consequently, although the Pact has
hoth alliances are modernizing, the USSR continues to sizable force advantages in both the Northwestern and
narrow NATo's technological lead. Southwestern TVDs, and would conduct offensive oper-
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For more than 40 years, the peace, security, and economic prosperity of Western Europe have been fundamental elements of US and
Allied collective security. The starkness of the Inner-German border, dividing east from west, demonstrates the basic differences in
political and economic philosophies, attitudes toward elemental human rights, and requirements for military power. Thus, a stable•'%•'•'• military balance In Europe - In the Northern, Center, and Southern Regions as well at sea -- remains essential for Alliance security.

*ations in those regions, those operations on the flanks, In the Northwestern TVD, Soviet operations
at least initially, would he expected to have more limited are likely to include a combined-arms front operation
objectives, against northern Norway in which ground forces, sup-

ported by land-based air and naval amphibious forces,
NATO's flanks --- the Northern and Southern Re- would seek to seize critical airfields and destroy early

gions-- are viewed by the Soviets as theaters of military warning installations. It is in this region that the Soviets
operations with strategic importance. In the Southwest- perceive a significant strategic air defense requirement
ern TVD, for example, they have even established in against Western air-breathing threats, notably air- and

".. peacetime a High Command of Forces headquarters as sea-launched cruise missiles and penetrating bombers.
, they have in the Western TVD. 'rhe military geography Modern air defense aircraft, mainly FOXHOUND and

of these regions also features strategically significant FLANKER supported by MAINSTAY AWACS and
bodies of water. Thus, the Soviets probably view MIDAS tankers and by naval forces with modern air
them as requiring extensive maritime and air operations. search/early wrning radars and surface-to-air missiles,
Thus, a key difference between the flanks and the will form an extended line of defense into the Arctic.
Central Region is the greater saliency of' maritime and The ground balance significantly favors the Soviets
air operations on the flanks. in the Northwestern TVD. The air balance in the
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Northwestern TVD may be to the Pact's advantage, certain maritime advantages in the Mediterranean, but
NATO has certain advantages in surface, subsurface, the Soviets have advantages in the Black Sea. The
and naval air warfare capabilities, air balance in the Southwestern TVD favors the Pact

initially, although modernization of the Greek and
In the Southwestern TVD, Soviet strategy is expected Turkish Air Forces will improve NATO's position.

to consist of operations to secure the southern flank of
the Western TVD. This would include ground and air In analyzing NATO's capabilities to meet its objec-
operations against Italy and Austria; a combined-arms tives in the Central Region of Europe, one might first
front operation of ground, air force, and air-sea landing examine the trends since 1981 in several major areas
operations against Greece and Turkey to secure the of the European military balance, Since the Soviets
Turkish Straits as well as a naval-air operation to gain regard the Western TVD as the most important theater
sea control on and over the Black Sea. Soviet maritime of military operations, the trends are evaluated primarily
operations would consist of amphibious operations to as they relate to that theater, Following a discussion
seize the Turkish Straits and naval operations In the of those trends, their impact on deterrence and defense
form of surface and submarine forces as well as Soviet is evaluated.
Naval Aviation to attempt to deny NATO naval forces
access to the Black Sea, and eventually to the eastern Trends Since 1981
Mediterranean Sea, In recent years, the Soviets have
put increasing emphasis on the speed with which they Nonstrategic Nuclear Forces
can move amphibious forces to their objectives, as
evidenced by the introduction of air cushion vehicles Nuclear forces with ranges of less than 5,500 kilome-

0 (ACVs) and wing-in-ground effect craft (WIGs) which ters are often referred to as Nonstrategic Nuclear Forces
give the Soviets the ability to move forces more rapidly (NSNF), They are normally deployed in or around the
across the Black Sea to the Straits, Soviet air operations theater to which they are assigned, In NATO, NSNF
are designed to establish an air defense sector over provide a link between NATO's conventional forces and
their maritime and ground force operations, and to the Alliance's strategic nuclear deterrent.
deny NATO's carrier-based air access to the Soviet
homeland. Because there is a lack of territorial con- There have been five significant changes in the NSNF
tiguity between the three major Allied nations, the category since 1981. First, to counter the Soviet deploy-
Pact could conceivably achieve major territorial gains ment of SS-20 intermediate-range missiles, NATO, in
in one part of the region despite Alliance success in accordance with its 1979 decision, began in 1983 de-
defending the other parts. The ground balance in the ploying Pershing II and ground-launched cruise missiles
Southern Region, depending on the amount of warning (GLCMs), while at the same time continuing to nego-
and Pact objectives, initially favors the Soviets, although tiate for the reduction of these and other intermediate-
not so much as in the Northwestein TVD. NATO has range nuclear forces (INF).

The Soviet Union is significantly upgrading its ground attack air capabilities with the continuing Introduction of the Su-24/FENCER into
its Air Armies opposite NATO. The FENCER has greatly increased range, payload and combat capabilities.
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Second, the Soviets began modernizing other missile short-range (less than 500 kilometers) missile launchers
systems, such as replacing the SCUD with the SS-23, a in the forward areas. These missiles are not constrained
more modern, longer range and more accurate system. by the INF Treaty. The refires for these launchers are
The vast majority of short-range NSNF missiles in Eu- estimated to have been increased by between 50 and
rope are deployed with Warsaw Pact forces. Compared 100 percent over the past several years. Consequently,
to NATO's 88 operationally deployed LANCE missile the Pact has been able to plan on using these missiles,
launchers, the Warsaw Pact deploys about 1,400 FROG, armed with non-nuclear warheads, to strike NATO
SCUD, and SS-21 missile launchers west of the Urals. air defenses, airfields, and command-and-control nodes
About 1,000 of these short-range launchers are assigned without sacrificing their ability to plan on using the same
to Soviet units. missiles, if needed, in theater nuclear strikes.

Third, NATO ministers decided at Montebello in The fifth major change in the NSNF category has
1983 to reduce the NATO nuclear stockpile by 1,400 been the nuclear capability of Soviet artillery. The Pact's
warheads, while taking the steps to modernize and increased deployment of nuclear-capable artillery has
improve the survivability of the delivery systems that significantly enhanced the flexibility of Warsaw Pact
remain. Together with earlier NATO reductions, the battlefield nuclear forces.
Montebello reductions have brought NATO's nuclear
stockpile to its lowest level in 20 years. Carrying out the The overall trend in NSNF has been the increase
Montebello modernization commitment must remain a in Warsaw Pact theater nuclear capability to the point
top Alliance priority, where today they have a substantially greater capability

than the NATO Alliance in this category, notwithstand-
The fourth major change is the increased number ing the asymmetrical reductions that will result from the

of refire missiles deployed by the Soviets for their elimination of the INF category of weapons.
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Air Forces their version of the airborne warning and control system
(AWACS), the MAINSTAY. Moreover, Moscow is

The conduct and outcome of a Pact air campaign showing increasing interest in air-to-air refueling ca-
would have serious implications not only for the success pabilities, including development of the new MIDAS
of ground operations but for NATO's overall defense tanker aircraft, that offer the potential to increase the
as well, combat radius of their air forces.

By one measure that accounts for both quantity In summary, while the trends in the air balance are
and quality of weapon systems, NATO has done much not as unfavorable as thoso in the ground balance,
better in improving the air balance than it has the land they still display a Warsaw Pact capability that poses
balance. In fact, the early 1980s saw the Warsaw Pact's a serious threat to NATO, the dimensions of which
air advantage reduced as a result of NATO air force may grow.
modernization. In the last few years, however, the
Soviets have offset much of NATO's efforts by mod- Ground Formw
ernizing their air forces with bombers, ground-attack
aircraft, fighters, and interceptors that are as capable Ground forces are the only type of forces that can
as NATO's front-line air forces. An illustration of the seize and hold territory. The Soviets are well aware
current balance, based on an assessment of assigned of this fact, and their history and geography have led
missions, is shown on page 115. them to emphasize the development and deployment of

ground forces. The Soviets believe that the ability to
In addition, projections of Soviet Air Forces mod- project land power is a prime ingredient in the ability to

ernization indicate that the Soviets will continue well influence directly the political and military decision of
into the 1990s to deploy aircraft such as the MiG-29 an adversary and, as a result, their actions.
and Su-27 that are as capable as NATO's front-line
fighters. They are projected to continue improving their NATO remains at a severe disadvantage on the
air control intercept capability by deploying more of ground. The Alliance's modernization efforts over the
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past seven years, however, especially in tanks, infantry ability can result in what some military officers have
fighting vehicles, and artillery, have prevented the Pact referred to as a "hollow" force.
from increasing significantly its force potential advan-
tage in initially available in-place and mobilization Within the complex category of sustainability, two
forces. However, the situation of near parity in other areas stand out: ammunition stockpiles and support in-
categories such as theater nuclear and air forces, makes frastructure. In terms of ammunition stockpiles, NATO
NATO's substantial ground force disadvantage much has made some progress since the 1970s. The Waraw
more significant and a priority concern for the West. Pact has also made progress in sustainability, as evi-

denced by increased ammunition storage capacity, not
Switainabllkty only in Eastern Europe, but also farther to tho rear in

the Western military districts of the Soviet Union. As
The ability to sustain forces in combat is as vitally a result, Pact forces in the Western TVD currently may

important to the military balance as their structure, have sufficient munitions to support 60 to 90 days of
training, and deployment. Failure to acquire such an offensive operations,
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Furthermore. while NATO has been relying increas- supporting communications for the two sides' forces can
ingly on reserve forces for its support infrastructure have an effect on the efficiency and effectiveness with
(and host nation support for the US portion), the Pact which those forces can be employed.
has been increasing its active force support elements
by fielding materiel support brigades and battalions. In the early 1980s, a new command and control
Consequently, under some scenarios, the Pact would arrangement was in;tituted that would allow the Soviets
have an advantage in sustaining combat operations since to call up non-Soviet Warsaw Pact forces without first
NATO may not have time to activate and put in place obtaining the approval of the various national gov.
an adequate support infrastructure. The net effect of ernments. Such an arrangement is likely to enhance
these sustainability trends in NATO and the Warsaw the Pact's capability to transition to war as well as to
Pact has been a relative increase in the Pact's ability to reduce Soviet uncertainties concerning the participation
sustain its forces in the event of a war in Europe. of non-Soviet Warsaw Pact nations in the event of war.

Operational Coneepts The majority of NATO forces, of course, remain
under national control in peacetime, and the commit.

The numbers and types of forces, and how those ment of those forces to NATO command and control
forces are sustained, provide only a partial picture of requires political decisions by each of the Alliance's soy.
the two sides' combat capabilities. Equally important ereign members.
are the operational concepts for employing those forces,
which dictate the numbers and types of forces required. Another major change since 1981 has been the estab-

lishment by the Pact of a peacetime headquarters (High
The 1980s have witnessed a period of doctrinal and Command of Forces) for the Western TVD. This head-

operational reevaluation for both NATO and the War- quarters is provided with the requisite staff, support,
saw Pact. NATO has adopted the concept of Follow on and communications for controlling air, ground, and
Forces Attack (FOFA) as part of an overall defensive naval operations against NATO's Central Region. As
strategy which recognizes the importance of second with all major Pact command and control nodes, the
echelon forces to the Warsaw Pact's attack plan. FOFA headquarters is bunkered and hardened and the sup-
is designed to counterattack with air systems Pact forces porting communications network is extremely varied,
before they reach the battlefield and to delay, disrupt redundant, and, where possible, hardened,
and to some extent destroy these forces. The actual
capabilities needed to implement FOFA are dependent In contrast, many of NATO's key command and
on NATO's willingness to implement necessary force control nodes are not hardened and the supporting
improvement programs, communications are not as standardized, integrated,

redundant, or survivable as those of the Pact.
The Warsaw Pact seems to have taken this new

NATO concept seriously and appears to be changing The Warsaw Pact has an advantage in its ability
its forces and training to address the role of defensive to mobilize rapidly and move forces to deployment
operations, Rather than emphasizing only offensive op- locations. NATO, on the other hand, requires a number
erations as they have in the past, they now seem to give of discrete political decisions and the will to take what
greater attention to simultaneous defensive operations some will view as escalatory actions. As a consequence,
than they had previously. Nonetheless, as noted earlier, the Pact can transition more quickly from a peacetime
they continue to believe that defensive operations alone to a wartime posture and control sustained combat
tire not suffcient. operations more effectively than NATO,

Soviet military planning appears increasingly to fo- Deterrence
cus on prosecuting a conventional-only war instead of
initiating hostilities with a nuclear strike as appeared to Attempting to understand the Soviet assessment of
be their approach in the early 1970s, This shift does the military balance is critical to an accurale evaluation
not mean. however, that they intend to forego the use of the deterrent quality of NATO forces. Efforts to
of nuclear weapons should they prove necessary during evaluate deterrence using Western analyses would be
the course of a conflict, misleading or incorrect if the Soviets do not hold similar

assumptions about measures of the balance. Indeed,
M_, " Command and Control there are indications that the Soviet assessment of the

balance in Europe may be different from NATO's.
The command and control arrangements and the For example, the Pact appears to calculate weapons
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effects and military force potentials differently than the flexible response strategy, as well as an apparent lack
NATO dos, Soviet military planners also appear to of Soviet confidence in their ability to keep any conflict
use different, relatively more pessimistic (from their conventional and to control escalation should nuclear
perspective) assumptions about relative mobilization weapons be used.
capabilities. These differences and other factors may
cause the Soviets to believe their advantages to be less However, NATO cannot depend solely on Soviet
than NATO perceives them to be. perceptions of the balance, and their effects on deter-

rence. Accordingly, NATO remainr committed fully
The Soviets appear to be strongly deterred by NATO's to its doctrine of flexible response, which includes the

nuclear forces due, in part, to the escalatory linkages option of making a deliberate political decision to raise
between nuclear and conventional weapons inherent in the conflict to the nuclear level if necessary.
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At the conventional level, the Soviets may conclude is sufficient to give them a high degree of confidence of
that, despite their advantages, they may not have suffi- victory, given their doctrine of preemption under crisis
cient forces to assure them a high probability of success conditions, their advantages may prove to be sufficient
in the event of war in Europe. Increasingly in the future, in the event of a war. The situation of near parity in the
such a Soviet assessment will be influenced by the extent air balance could make it extremely difficult for NATO
to which NATO is willing to develop and deploy the to defend successfully against the Pact's intensive air
necessary weapons systems. They will find the prospect campaign. Not only Is the Pact's advantage in ground
unattractive of forward deploying their reserve forces forces worrisome, but Its possible advantage in certain
in the face of NATO's FOFA, Furthermore, it is likely situations in air forces poses additional concerns since
that the Soviets remain concerned about the military NATO's air forces may find it difficult to provide timely

, capabilities and reliability of their allies' forces. In the air support to its ground forces,
final analysis, it is the Soviet assessment of the relative
state of NATO/Pact force preparations, together with a NATO's forward-defense strategy requires sufficient
judgment of the likelihood of NATO's use of nuclear time for its ground forces to move forward and prepare
weapons, that will be a critical factor in any Soviet defensive positions prior to a Pact attack, Depending on
decision to initiate conventional conflict, how a war began, there may not be time to capitalize on

the inherent military advantages of defensive operations,
While the Soviets desire a capability to prevent NATO NATO's FOFA concept is highly dependent on fielding

from employing nuclear weapons, they probably are not enough survivable, long-range systems to engage the
confident of their ability to do so at the present time. Pact's follow-on forces, as well as maintaining the
Consequently, they are likely to remain concerned about command, control, communications, and intelligence
the impact of nuclear use on their combat operations (C31) fusion to engage them in a timely way, To
as well as the severe risks and consequences of nuclear date, NATO's inventory of those types of systems is
escalation, Despite the adverse conditions in conven- uncomfortably low, NATO's defense is also highly
tional ground and air power facing NATO, as well as dependent on timely reinforcement of in-Theater US
improvements In Soviet tactical nuclea weapons, it is forces with ground and air forces from the Continen.
unlikely that the Soviets would have a high degree of tal United States, Should arrival of these forces not
confidence that their current force advantage is sufficient be timely, or should the Soviets successfully interfere
to achieve their political-military objectives in the time with air and sea LOCs and In-theater reception facil-
they require. ities (and POMCUS), NATO would be at a serious

disadvantage,
Defense Strategy

The Pact's theater-strategic operational concept, while
Althr'ugh, as noted above, NATO's nuclear force increasingly incorporating defensive operations into an

posture is vital to deterrence, the Warsaw Pact has, overall offensive strategy, still seeks a quick, conven-
and it will continue to have, advantages in the quantity, tional victory over NATO. They intend to execute
survivability, and flexibility of its nuclear forces. This an initial theater-wide air operation with the aim of
situation reduces the effective contribution that nuclear destroying NATO's nuclear forces and gaining air su-
weapons could make to NATO's ability to defend itself periority. Simultaneously, or shortly thereafter, they
successfully should deterrence fail. would initiate ground operations massing large, com-

bined arms, armored forces to strike against NATO's
Furthermore, the Warsaw Pact currently holds a weakest sectors to affect quick penetrations for subse-

very large advantage over NATO in chemical offensive quent exploitation. The likely overall objectives of this
and defensive capabilities, although the Soviets may be operational concept are to destroy NATO's surviving
disinclined to initiate chemical warfare, in part because nuclear capabilities, destroy large groupings of NATO
NATO could retaliate. The Soviets might calculate ground forces, and quickly reach the English Channel
that their advantages in chemical warfare capabilities ports to prevent reinforcement and resupply.
would outweigh the risks and could provide them with
sorne distinct military opportunities in the event of war, It appears that the Pact has structured its command
particularly if NATO did not maintain a capabi!ity to and control and sustainability elements to support these
respond in kind, operations, although they are probably continuing to

refine and develop them further. NATO's sustainability
As noted above, NATO remains concerned about the posture, as noted earlier, may not be sufficient to

Warsaw Pact's superiority over NATO in conventional support NATO forces adequately in such an intensive,
forces. While Pact leaders may not feel this superiority fast-moving campaign.
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The above factors, among others, lead to the conclu- anon, and Syria, The Soviets refer to a similar area
sion that in the event of war in Europe, NATO could as the Southern Theater of Military Operations. This
be forced within days or weeks to escalate to the use assessment focuses primarily on USSR and US regional
of nuclear weapons in defending against a conventional capabilities. Forces of indigenous countries, or forces
attack, especially in the Central Region. deployed within the region by outside states, although

potentially important In some scenarios, are not ad-
Deterrence After An INF Treaty dressed in detail, The Soviets' post-World War II

occupation of Northern Iran (lasting until 1946) and
The conclusion of the INF Treaty has heightened their 1979 invasion of Afghanistan have demonstrated

public awareness in the West of continuing imbalances Moscow's willingness to use forie in pursuit of their
and persisting deficiencies in certain critical categories of objectives in this region, In light of this and other
NATO's conventional forces. The Treaty also highlights regional threats, US policy objectives are to promote the
dangerous trends in Soviet force posture and the relative stability and security of friendly states; assure free world
advantages they have in lines of communications and access to the region's energy resnurces; maintain free.
the ability to reinforce and resupply over them. These dom bf navigation in international waters; and prevent
factors reinfcrce the importance of maintaining the the domination of the region and Its critical resources by
momentum behind NATO's force improvement efforts, any hostile power, This section will provide a summary

assessment of the US-Soviet Middle East/Southwest
NATO must continue to maintain a spectrum of Asia (ME/SWA) military balance within the context of

conventional and nuclear capabilities to provide the a global war, a major theater war, and a local conflict
flexibility needed to deter aggression. By following not involving direct US or Soviet troop commitment,
through on NATO's 1983 Montebello decision the Al-
liance will improve the effectiveness and survivability of Strategic Importance of the Middle East/Southwest Awia
its remaining nuclear systems,

The strategic importance of the ME/SWA region is
The Alliance also must move forward in parallel with highlighted by Its principal resource - oil, Fifty-five

these actions by vigorously improving its conventional percent of the world's proven oil reserves are located in
forces. By following through on the Conventional the Gulf region, As world demand for oil continues
Defense Improvement Initiative, and obtaining greater to grow and reserves elsewhere dwindle, Gulf oil is
defense cooperation among NATO nations, NATO can likely to become increasingly important, The region
achieve significant conventional force improvements, also includes several of the world's most strategically

important international waterways: the Suez Canal and
An INF agreement will not change the requirement the Bab el Mandeb strait, located at opposite ends of the

for deterrence, including nuclear elements of the overall Red Sea; and the Strait of Hormuz, located at the mouth
deterrent equation, that has kept the NATO allies free of the Persian Gulf. Roughly 10 percent of the world's
these past four decades, The US commitment to a free seaborne commerce passes through the Suez Canal -
Europe remains strong, and should not be misperceived between 50 to 60 ships a day, over 21,000 a year -
by the Soviet Union. While strategic nuclear forces carrying over 370 million tons of goods,
continue to provide the bedrock of deterrence, the
deployment of US theater nuclear and conventional
forces in Europe and forward deployed dual capable
naval forces also contribute to deterrence and provide
the means for executing our flexible response strategy
should deterrence fail, To continue to deter Soviet I
aggression, thereby maintaining the peace in Europe, Ira

Alliance plans for nuclear and conventional force mod- Man
ernization must be fulfilled in order to continue to deter At
Soviet aggression and maintain the peace in Europe.
IHE MILITARY BALANCE IN THE Biwa" 1 u11 oI

MIDDLE EAST/SOUTHWEST ASIA Suet Ud,!
4 _Hondlin 14' Pe~rciirlm

The geographical area considered here includes most 11 ",,,ih,
of the countries within the US Central Command's (1, mWter".y Ocean
(CENTC'OM) area of' responsibility, plus Israel, Leb- I .'- ,,
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Soviet Forces nent, geographically oriented unified command, CentralCommand (CENTCOM), was established. CENTCOM
The Soviet invasion or Afghanistan in 1979 marked a forces on station in the Middle East routinely include a

dramatic shift in Moscow's military focus on Southwest command ship and four combatants, plus other limited
Asia. Since that time, the Soviets have completely contingents, This force has been substantially expanded,
reorganized their forces, creating a new Southern The- for an unspecified time, with the deployment of the
ater or Military Operations (STVD) High Command of Joint Task Force Middle East (JTFME). The JTFME
Forces similar to TVD command and control structures comprises additional surface combatants, mine coun-
opposite NATrO and the Far East. Roughly 25 active termeasure ships, helicopters, and an aircraft carrier
ground and one airborne division are stationed in the battle group. Total forces available to CENTCOM on
Soviet Union's North Caucasus, Transcaucasus, and a priority basis include five Army divisions and two
Turkestan Military Districts (MDs). An additional independent brigades; one Marine Expeditionary Force
three motorized rifle and one airborne division, plus (a ground division and an air wing); one Marine Expedi.
one air assault and two motorized rifle brigades, are tionary Brigade; 21 Air Force tactical fighter squadrons;
located in Afghanistan, This organization represents an strategic projection forces including B-52s; three carrier
increase within the region of five divisions over the past battle groups; one battleship battle group; and five
decade, Eighteen fighter and tighter-bomber regiments, maritime patrol aircraft squadrons, CENTCOM's force
with over 700 tactical aircraft are available to support posture is also enhanced by regular hi-lateral exercises
ground operations, Although still lagging behind the in the region that include the exercise and evaluation
other TVD's in force modernization, STVD units have of capabilities to deploy military forces from the
been both expahcled and modernized with advanced United States,
weapons systems such as the BMP and BTR 70 armored
vehicles, SA-8 and SA.13 air defense missile systems, Geography and Lines of Communication
and extended range self-propelled artillery tubes, to
include the nuclear-capable 2S5 152mm gun. Some of Any deployment of US ground forces into the region
the modern systems, however have been seen only in would require transporting those forces 6,500 to 8,000
Afghanistan and are probably deployed there for tests nautical miles (NM) by air (almost twice the distance
under combat conditions, Tactical air assets have also from the US east coast to Europe), or nearly 12,000
been expanded and modernized and, more significantly, NM by sea (more than three times the distance to
their composition has shifted to reflect a change in em- Europe), Upon arrival, US forces would be operating
phasis from an air defense mission to offensive tactical from ports and airfields that have little of the modern
air support to ground commanders. cargo handling equipment found at most EuropeanI debarking sites. Thus It will be difficult to move US

From staging bases in the Southern-Central Soviet forces rapidly while sustaining those forces already in
-Union, BACKFIRE bombers pose a serious threat to the theater across extended and potentially vulnerable
US carrier battle groups and sea lines of communication air and sea lines of communication,
in the North Arabian Sea. Soviet Caspian Flotilla
forces include five frigates/corvettes and 15 amphibious The Soviet Union, on the other hand, enjoys the mill-
ships. The Indian Ocean squadron could play an tary advantages of immediate territorial proximity to the
important role in some scenarios, Supported by access region and has a well-dcvclopcd military infrastructure
to buse facilities available to them in Ethiopia and South in its adjacent military districts, Nevertheless, Moscow
Yemen, the squadron generally includes four to six would also face difilculties in moving ground forces
principal surface combatants, and at times, a submarine, into the region and maintaining a logistics support line.
This lbrce, however, could be significantly augmented During offensive operations, Soviet forces would be
in a relatively short period, Soviet and Cuban military supported by direct overland resupply lines from the
advisers in the region (including over 7,000 Soviet and Soviet Union, with air resupply available, However, the(Cuban personnel in Ethiopia and South Yemen) also harsh terrain and limited road network would impede
constitute a significant military presence, a rapid Soviet advance and create lucrative interdiction

targets.
11S Forces

The Middle East/Southwest Asia In A Global War
* Although the United States has no forward-deployed

land torces in the region, its ability to provide Soviet forces in the Transcaucasus, North Caucasus,
direct military assistance, it' necessary, has been signili- and Turkestan MDs (or Afghanistan) are at a low level
can.tly enhanced since 1981. In January 1983, ,, perma- of' preparation for ain immediate major strike in the
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ME/SWA region. A month or more would probably be would be highly motivated to defend their country.
required to prepare for major offensive operations; how- The rugged terrain in northern Iran is well-suited to
ever, some preparation might be accomplished covertly, defense, Nevertheless, the Soviets have the capability to

punch through to central southern Iran. At this point,
In a global war originating in Europe, the United they would be dependent on extended land lines of

States would have very limited resources to spare for communications (LLOCs) crossing very difficult terrain.
the ME/SWA. Deployment of US ground forces to If the Iranians permitted, US air support could play
the area would reduce the combat capability available a major role at this point, particularly in interdicting
for the critical Central European theater. Further- Soviet LLOCs, and in reducing the impact of Soviet
more, US capabilities may not be adequate to allow close air support, Without outside support for Iran,
a major simultaneous deployment to both Europe and the Soviets could probably reach coastal areas with-
the ME/SWA. On the other hand, Central Europe out the need to reinforce their own in-place ground
would also be the main Soviet focus in a global war. forces significantly.
Thus, Soviet efforts in the ME/SWA, at least initially,
probably would be similarly limited. The oil supplies A Middle East/Southwest Asia Theater War
of this region would become a much more important
strategic objective should the Soviets fail to achieve their It is also possible that the Soviets might execute an
war aims quickly, In this instance, a Soviet effort in independent campaign to seize Gulf oil reserves without
ME/SWA would become more likely, starting a war with NATO, With their 1979 invasion of

Afghanistan, the Soviets clearly demonstrated their will-
Although initial Soviet operations In the region would ingness to employ military force in support of regional

- probably focus on limited objectives in eastern Turkey objectives. Moscow's assessment of both the capability
and northern Iran, mobilization and preparation of area and determination of the Afghans to resist, however,
forces for offensive operations with strategic objectives proved badly flawed. Despite the highly publicized,
would continue. Should Soviet offensive operations in but largely cosmetic withdrawal of more than 2,000
Central Europe drag on with no clear prospects for near- nonessential personnel in October and November 1986,
term success, Soviet attention might shift to ME/SWA. the Soviets still maintain moru than 115,000 troops in
They might consider major offensive operations either Afghanistan, Even this level has proven inadequate to
in Turkey or Iran, or both, although simultaneous produce a settlement imposed by Soviet use of military
major operations in separate directions would severely power.
strain in-place combat and combat support capabilities.
Objectives in Turkey would include a link-up with Soviet The Afghan resistance's military capability and com-
forces invading western Turkey in support of a broader petence steadily improved, taking a major leap forward
effort to gain control of the eastern Mediterranean. with the introduction of antiaircraft missiles, Resis-
Objectives in Iran would include seizure of oil fields and tance access to military supplies of all types increased
key cities along the Persian Gulf in support of a broader significantly over the past year, and resistance military
effort to deny oil to NATO and Japan and to control operations were correspondingly more effective, Soviet
important sea lines of communication. As an alternative prospects for a successful military solution to the situ-
to a major ground invasion of Iran, the Soviets might ation in Afghanistan never appeared more unlikely, In
attempt to deny oil to the West by conducting air strikes fact, the Soviets and their Afghan clients recently agreed
or by mining operations against oil production sources, to a nine-month timetable for the withdrawal of Soviet
pipelines, handling facilities, and shipping channels, troops from Afghanistan.

Soviet offensive operations in eastern Turkey would Since the Afghanistan invasion, there has been spec-
be inhibited by rough terrain, the absence of a developed ulation in the West about a possible Soviet invasion of
road or rail system, and a highly motivated, but poorly Iran, Much of the discussion of a Soviet invasion of
equipped, Turkish defense, Nonetheless, Turkey could Iran within the context of a global war (see Middle
probably not successfully resist a full-scale Soviet offen- East/Southwest Asia in a Global War) would also
,,ivc in the east without significant NATO reinforcement, apply in a theater war context, Iran could slow a

Soviet advance, but would require substantial outside
Soviet military operations in Iran would also be diffl- support to successfully resist. There are other non-

cult. If Iran were to make a timely decision to redeploy quantifiable factors, however, which enhance deterrence
forces to defend its border with the Soviet Union, then in the region. On the basis of their experience in
a Soviet invasion could be complicated. Iranian forces Afghanistan, the Soviets will not take lightly a decision
have been fighting for seven years and, presumably, to invade Iran, a country with twice the area, and
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three times the population of Afghanistan, and having occur. Although more than 62,000 tons were eventually
equally difficult terrain. Another disincentive would delivered by sea to replace Israeli losses, most of the
include damage to Soviet political objectives in Western sealifted supplies arrived after the war had ended. Air-
Europe, Japan, and the ME/SWA region as a result of lifted supplies began arriving in Israel within 48 hours of
strong political opposition to an invasion. Clearly, the the political decision to initiate a major resupply effort.
Soviets would prefer to attain their goals through the Over a 30-day period, the United States airlifted more
kind of political maneuvering described in Chapter II. than 22,000 tons to Israel. In roughly the same period,
Nevertheless, despite all of the disincentives, a possible the Soviet Union is estimated to have delivered to Syria
disintegration of central Iranian authority following the and Egypt some 15,000 tons by air and perhaps as much
death of Khomeini, and a request for Soviet assistance as 200,000 tons by sea. Far shorter distances made
from one of the factions struggling for control, might Soviet air and sea resupply operations considerably less
create a tempting opportunity for Soviet intervention, demanding (1,700 NM versus 6,500 NM by air), In

addition, Soviet resupply by sea was already operating
Local Conflict at the beginning of the war with no waiting period for

the first ship to arrive.
Conflicting Arab-Israeli goals in the Middle East

remain a source of major tension within the region. The Should a new crisis develop in the Middle East, the
Iran-Iraq war, however, has tended to refocus Arab dramatically expanded US in-flight refueling and airlift
concerns. In addition to this war, political instability capabilities would allow the United States to exceed its
in Lebanon and the disruptive influence of unresolved 1973 effort substantially. On the other hand, the Soviets
Palestinian aspirations make continuation of low-level have also significantly improved their airlift capability
armed conflict in other parts of the region almost since 1973 with the introduction of larger capacity
a certainty. In this environment, a renewal of the aircraft like the An-124/CONDOR. Short of providing
Israeli-Syrian conflict remains a possibility, combat troops, however, Soviet support would not alter

the outcome of a war between Israel and Syria. Even
In the 1973 Arab-Israeli war, US ability to resupply the introduction of Soviet airborne divisions into Syria

Israel by air played an important role in that country's would probably be insufficient to affect the outcome,
victory. The capability of US naval forces to control except to the extent that their presence deterred the
the air and sea in the Eastern Mediterranean created Israelis from pursuing objectives that would inevitably
the benign environment in which this resupply could involve them in combat with Soviet forces, Further-

eU

The Soviets made a major miscalculation in their Invasion of Afghanistan In 1979. As a Oguarantor" of the Geneva Accords, they
are obliged to remove all Soviet forcei from Afghanistan by February 15, 1989.
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more, Israeli air defense capabilities make any Soviet their impact on the global balance. These regional sub-
attempt to deploy airborne troops directly into balances include: the Sino/Soviet; North/South Korea;
Israel unlikely, and Southeast Asia.

Future Trends In the Middle East Key geopolitical, economic, and military factors
which underpin the East Asia/Pacific balance incl de:

Although the ongoing Iran-Iraq War and current Ira-
nian attacks on nonbelligerent Gulf shipping represent m The immense geographic dimension of the region
a serious threat to regional stability, other elements of (including the largest ocean area in the world) is char-
Iranian policy may constitute a more serious long-term acterized by vast distances between the United States,
threat, For example, Iran's expansionist ambitions in forward-operating bases, and expected wartime oper-
the region are closely tied to fundamentalist Islamic ating areas,
religious beliefs, Fundamentalist factions, some with m As history demonstrates, the regional geography and
close ties to Iran, exist in almost every state in the US strategic goals dictate that this is primarily a
region, When radical Iranian leaders speak about naval and air theater (from the US perspective) in the
the submission of Arab countries to the teachings of context of global war.
the Koran, they have in mind submission to Iran- w East Asia has emerged as the world's leading
ian. leadership, economic development region and largest US

trading partner,
Given the precedent for ethnic unrest in the Soviet

Union, the Soviet leadership must also be concerned The military balance in East Asia and the Pacific
about the prospects of an Iranian victory over Iraq and must be assessed in relation to the primary United States
the potential subsequent expansion of Islamic funda- and Soviet objectives in the region. The United States'
mentalist influence, perhaps even among the Muslim objective is to support the independence of our allies
inhabitants of the south central Soviet Union, Although and other nations against aggression or coercion by the
the Soviets have tried to expand their diplomatic ties and Soviet Union or its allies (North Korea and Vietnam).
influence in Iran, the Iranians remain suspicious, espe. To provide such support, we maintain military forces
dally while the Soviets remain Iraq's principal source and facilities in the region as a deterrent and to provide
for arms, forward strategic defense for the United States and

regional defense for our allies. United States military
In summary, notwithstanding the limited conver- assets in the Pacific are configured to counter Soviet

gence of US and Soviet goals with regard to Iran, strike capabilities and place Soviet Far East military
their long-term interests remain opposed, US capa- forces at risk during global war, Soviet objectives
bilities to deploy limited forces or to provide military include providing support to socialist governments and
equipment and supplies to indigenous forces within revolutionary movements in the region, expanding So-
the ME/SWA region have expanded significantly since viet diplomatic and commercial presence, and eventually
1981. Soviet capabilities to intervene with military supplanting the United States as the dominant power in
force into neighborirg states in the region have also the region.
been augmented significantly. US and Soviet regional

* capabilities are asymmetric, providing each side with
advantages and disadvantages, In many scenarios, local glf

military capabilities will be as important as US or Soviet
capabilities in determining the outcome of any poten-

tial conflict,

THE MILITARY BALANCE U

"IN EAST ASIA/PACIFIC

The East Asia/Pacitic balance is viewed from two , K
different perspectives. First, the overall balance is , "
examined from the perspective of a Soviet/US global
war, Second, trends in the regional subbalances that are, .
of' importance to the United States or to the Sovits ..
iarc discussed. Regional subbalances are addressed * '*'.
separately because of their local impact in addition to 641 , , N
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The Global War Perspective attack aircraft provide a credible defense against long-
range bomber strikes. US and allied aircraft operating

The geography, force dispositions, and strategic from land bases in Japan, the Philippines, Korea, and
objectives of the opponents dictate that the East Asia/ Guam also can play a role in attriting the large force of
Pacific theater will be primarily a naval and air theater Soviet bombers.
in the event of a global war. US objectives in the event
of global war are: to conduct an active forward defense By virtue of its strong economy, key location, im-
of the United States by defending LOCs in and to the proving defense capabilities, and its assumption of mean-
region; to counter attacks In-theater against our allies ingful self-defense responsibilities, Japan provides forces
and other friendly nations; to support our deployed for its own defense and offers essential infrastructure
military forces in the region; and to conduct offensive support to US forward-deployed forces.
actions against Soviet forces in ora.:r to neutralize Soviet
military capability and inhibit Soviet transfer of Far The Soviet deployment of SSBNs in bastions close
Eastern forces to the European theater. The US will to the Soviet Union magnifies the strategic importance
also take actions necessary to control escalation. Two of the Soviet and Japanese islands that dominate the
key missions will be countering Soviet submarines, and entrances to the Sea of Japan and the Sea of Okhotsk,
dealing successfully with the land- and sea-based threat The inclusion of Japan in the Soviet "sea-control"
to our carrier battle groups operating near the Soviet zone underscores Japan's strategic importance and the
periphery, Soviet wartime goals are to defend strategic inherent Soviet threat to Japan, Limitations on Soviet
strike assets until their use, defend the homeland, and power-projection capabilities constrain Soviet options
deter opening of a second front by the People's Republic for addressing such problems, particularly in the face

of China (PRC) military forces, of capable Japanese defense forces and US power-
projection capabilities,

.w The United States has improved its ability to wage an
antisubmarine warfare (ASW) campaign in this theater The assistance of the Japanese Self-Defense Forces
by increasing the number and quality of its attack and US aircraft and naval support facilities located in
submarines in the Pacific, The Soviets, however, have Japan is crucial to defending against the Soviet air threat
improved the size and quality of their submarine force and in blocking the movement of Soviet naval forces
as well, US superiority in ASW, which is derived out of the Sea of Japan, The Soviet Union will attempt
from technological advantages - particularly in the to coerce Japan into neutrality in a global conflict and
area of submarine quieting and underwater acoustics into denying the United States the use of Japanese bases
-- and from much better ASW training, is expected to and support from the Japanese Self-Defense Forces,
persist, but to a diminishing degree. Soviet progress in Alternatively, the Soviets could attempt to conduct
submarine quieting and weapon capabilities will gen- limited amphibious operations against Japan to secure
crate increasing threats to US and allied shipping. exits from the Sea of Japan. A coordinated allied effort
To maintain its relative advantage, the United States would be required to defend against a determined Soviet
will have to continue its ASW modernization efforts. amphibious assault.
These include building attack submarines of even greater
quality, increasing ASW surveillance, improving aircraft The primary Soviet goal vis-a-vis China in a global
and surf•ce combatant capabilities for both active and war is to deter attack and thereby avert the opening
passive ASW operations, and developing better under- of a second front. Some 50 Soviet ground divisions
sea weapons, deployed near the Sino-Soviet border provide this de-

terrent. Modernizing these divisions has been the cen-
Soviet Pacific Ocean Fleet Air Force strike assets terpiece of Moscow's ground force activity during the

(over 90 BACKFIRE and BADGER aircraft armed 1980s. Soviet ground forces in East Asia are organized,
with cruise missiles), a.- well as Soviet Air Force strike equipped, and supplied to wage intense warfare for up
platforms (BACKFIRE and BEAR G, with AS-4 and to several months without reinforcement, It is believed

. AS-6 cruise missiles) and tactical aircraft like the that during a global confrontation these forces would
FENCER (about 250 in the theater), are serious remain "fixed." Indeed ground force operations by the
medium- and long-range th,,ats to U.S forces and bases Soviet Union and/or the United States in the region
in the region and to US and allied ships in the waters will likely be limited to amphibious operations to secure
around Japan, the Kurilcs, and the Kamchatka penin- critical straits or islands guarding Soviet peripheral seas.
sula. Improved US fleet capabilities centered on By posing a threat to Soviet territory, US forces could
AEGIS-Class antiair warfare cruisers, F-14 aircraft inhibit redeployment of Soviet Far Eastern forces to
with improved PHOENIX missiles, and F/A-IP fighter/ other TVDs.
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Bases in some cases, to US and allied interceptors operating
from land bases. Coordinated land- and sea-based air

Access to base facilities in the East Asia/Pacific region defense is the method used to destroy strike aircraft
provides the United States with the underpinning of its en route to a target; however, the best way to attack
deterrent and forward-defense strategies and is crucial these aircraft is at their bases. In the Pacific theater,
to its warfighting ability. In addition to bases in Japan geography and range limitations of US strike aircraft
noted above, South Korea and the Philippines provide combine to restrict US deep-strike capability. This
forward staging, repair, and resupply facilities 5,000 situation would limit US ability to attack Soviet air
miles (Korea and Japan) and 6,000 miles (Philippines) power on the ground early in the war and place a
from the US west coast. The Republic of the Philippines, premium on attrition of such aircraft by land- and
located at the juncture of Southeast Asia and Western sea-based antiair warfare forces while the aircraft are en
Pacific sea lanes, is strategically important both geo- route to their targets. US conventional warhead cruise
graphically and as the host of two large US facilities, missiles can successfully attack some targets, including
Clark Air Base and Subic Bay Naval Base. These support facilities essential for successful Soviet bomber
bases play a critical role in the maintenance of US operations; but aircraft on the ground, which may
forward.deployed forces in the region and in supporting be moved between various dispersal fields, are better
US forces assigned to protect vital interests in the Indian attacked by manned aircraft.
Ocean and Persian Gulf. Recent internal challenges,
communist and secessionist insurgencies, and continuing The US does not enjoy, nor does its national military
economic problems threaten the stability of democratic strategy demand, predominance in ground forces in
institutions in the Philippines. Continued US access the region, and this will remain the case. But the
to these strategic bases contributes to the economic structure, readiness, and deployment capabilities of
well-being of the Philippine people and the stability PACOM forces in the region should permit adequate
of their government, US forces in South Korea have response to global and regional conflict.
been a principal factor in the maintenance of peace,
stability and unprecedented economic development on The Soviets would face several uncertainties and
the Korean peninsula for more than 30 years. The constraints in East Asia in a global war. Considering
role of these forces in a global war remains to deter their relative vulnerabilities in the region, the principal
aggression by North Korea and to help defend South uncertainty would likely be the Soviet unwillingness
Korea if it is attacked. to engage in a two front war. Large Soviet ground

and air forces opposite China in peacetime and their
Soviet naval and air presence in the South China "fixed" position in global war are costly to the Soviets

Sea at Cam Ranh Bay has grown during the 1980s and in men and materiel, whether or not China becomes
now comprises about 25 ships, two to four submarines, involved in a global confrontation. Although geography
and nearly 40 reconnaissance, ASW, strike, and fighter assists the Soviets in the protection of its SSBN fleet
aircraft. The Cam Ranh Bay facility is the largest Soviet within the waters of the Sea of Japan and the Sea of
naval base outside the Soviet Union, Soviet forces there Okhotsk, Soviet naval forces that venturp out of the
pose a limited direct threat to lines of communication Sea of Japan for other missions must pass through
to and from the Indian Ocean, and to US bases and narrow straits that are controlled by the United States
forces operating out of the Philippines. While these and its allies. The Soviet Union has only limited
Soviet foi-ces can be neutralized in a global war with capability to capture and secure areas bordering the
relative ease, this action would divert forces from other straits, although allied capability to defend some of
missions until this threat had been eliminated, these areas is also limitcd, Offensive and defensive

mining and mine clearing will play a key role for
Global Perspective - Summary both sides in controlling the straits; overall the two

sides are equal in their mine warfare capability (the
The United States' ASW campaign in the Pacific will Soviets have the larger mine inventory but mine warfare

"become more difficult by the mid. 1990s as Soviet subma- technology and mine delivery capability is viewed as
rine quieting arnd other submarine warfare capabilities equal). The distances from mainland Soviet air and
improve, In order to counter these Soviet advances, the naval bases to key Pacific LOCs and the requirement
US must continue the broad-based efforts it is making to cross over or near US allies to attack the LOCs
in ASW, art, additional obstacles to any Soviet effort to interdict

the LOCs, Distance and time factors would combine
Soviet strike aircraft en route to targets in the Pacific to provide the allies warning and the opportunity

Ocean would be, vulnerable to US Navy air defenses and, to maneuver.
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Sino/Soviet Military Balance poses to South Korea is significant, and will continue
to be for the foreseeable future. Thus, events on the

The People's Republic of China (PRC) status today Korean peninsula and the military balance there are key
is that of a regional military power. It is important factors in US military planning for the East Asia/Pacific
to acknowledge, however, that China's large resource region.
base, both material and human, and efforts now under.
way to improve all aspects of Chinese life mean that North Korea's perception of America', resolve to
the PRC could become a major power early in the defend South Korea's freedom has contributed to main-
21st century. taining the peace on this strategic peninsula for nearly

35 years. Yet North Korea continues to modernize
In responding to the array of Soviet military power its already large armed forces, despite the devastating

on its northern border, the PRC has embarked on a effects on its weak economy. North Korean advances
broad program to upgrade its military forces, This include upgrading of ground force equipment, continu-
effort, however, is currently viewed as secondary to ing reorganization, and forward deployment of its army;
China's domestic economic development, which the increasing naval and air exercises with the Soviets; and
Chinese leadership believes is the key to China evolving fielding of the second largest special operations forces in
as a major power. Beijing is currently addressing the world, North Korean forces are postured to attack
technological development and infrastructure shortcom- in ways that would minimize warning and max.
ings (distribution systems, rail and road transporta- imize surprise.
tion systems, and communications) that are hindering
advancements in industry, business, agriculture, and Rapid econ•"mic growth and political changes oc.
consumer goods production, curring currently in South Korea may presage a new

era of political maturity and adherence to democratic
Chinese military forces today lack many of the high- principles which can only foster even greater growth

technology weapons systems found in the Soviet and and prosperity, The Republic of Korea boasts a strong
US forces. Beijing's defense resources are directed cur- economy roughly four times the size of North Korea's,
rantly toward low-cost military programs designed to lay arid growing at a rate two to three times that of the
the groundwork for significant Improvement in combat North, South Korea also has been modernizing Its
capabilities over the next decade, Improvements in forces with US assistance and continues qualitative
education, training, organization, tactics, and research improvements which will narrow the gap of the North's
and development (R&D) will pave the way for the military superiority In the near term. South Korean
integration of new technologies and upgraded weapons military modernization programs however, are generally
syswenis during the 1990s. Despite continuing Chinese reactive to capabilities already existing or improvements
improvements, the Soviets will remain predominant in underway in the North.
all areas of the military balance while the Chinese rely
on their large population and geographical size as the Were North Korea to attack, it is estimated that US
bulwark of their conventional deterrent, and South Korean forces, aided by favorable geography

and prepared defenses, would hold until a decisive
The slow growth of China's nuclear forces into number of US troops could reinforce the South Korean

the 1990s will likely include the introduction of a Army and the US 2d Infantry Division. The US and
small number of operational SSBNs, The Soviets, South Korean Air Force and Navy would from the
however, will continue to maintain strategic nuclear start dominate their spheres of operation, If Pyongyang,
superiority over the Chinese for the foreseeable future, aided by the Soviet Union, continues quantitative and
Any enhancements to China's strategic forces over the qualitative improvements to its forces and does not
next five years will likely be counterbalanced by Soviet alter the aggressive nature of its policies, the North can
improvements in their missile defense systems, be expected to maintain its military lead over South

Korea, and the peninsula will remain one of the world's
SNorth/South Korean Militai-y Balance trouble spots.

The rcgional balance between North and Sou'h Ko- Southeast Asia
rea is of concern to the United States because of the
aggressive nature of the North Korean regime and its Southeast Asia is yet another important regional
large and capable military force. The North Korean balance of which Vietnam is the centerpiece. Vietnam
government has manifested its belligerence by terror and continues to occupy Cambodia and dominate Laos,
assassination, The military threat that North Ko'ea and has engaged in a series of border skirmishes with
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China. In exchange for base rights, the Soviets provide defense plans and policy. Deterrence, in part, relies on
military equipment and continue to support the failed forward-deployed combat-ready naval forces that oper-
Vietnamese economy, ate in cooperation with allied and friendly navies and air

forces, The presence of US naval forces in support of
Because it fields the world's fourth largest army, Viet- bilateral and multilateral security commitments around

nam is in a position to threaten adjacent countries in the the world serves four objectives: first, defending the
region, notably Thailand. Economic realities and lack continental United States far from its shores; second,
of progress in resolving the occupation of Cambodia assuring US control of the sea lines of communication
may presage slow movement toward improved relations essential to support, reinforce and resupply US forces
between the United States and Hanoi, deployed overseas; third, promoting regional stability

by acting as an element of regional power balances
Future Trends In the Far East to deter Soviet coercion and adventurism; and fourth,

functioning as a visible sign of America's capability
Although some aspects of the East Asia/Pacific bal- to deal with crises and low.intensity conflicts on short

ance favor the Soviets and some regional subbalances notice nearly any place in the world,
are currently unfavorable, there are many important
theater-wide considerations that favor the United States, The US Navy is structured, organized, manned,
The most important of these are staunch allies in key and equipped to deter and, when necessary, defeat
geopolitical locations who provide bases to support aggression in concert with our allies and on favorable
our forward-deployed forces, Japan, South Korea, terms, If deterrence should fail, US strategy calls
and the Philippines play significant roles in bolstering for an early ASW campaign against Soviet submarines
democratic defenses in the region, The economic dy- and other supporting naval forces, US Navy strike
namism of American allies in East Asia, a dynamism capabilities would be available when needed.
that is particularly striking when compared with the
economic stagnation of the Soviet Union's principal Additionally, to help defend independent nations
client states, Vietnam and North Korea, should in the on the Soviet periphery, we must protect sea lines of
future create improved possibilities for development, communications (SLOCs) from America to Europe and
The continued economic well-being of Japan, growth Asia. The United States is a maritime nation, highly
of the newly industrialized countries of the East Asia dependent on sea-borne trade and linked to Europe
rim, and anticipated growth of the Chinese economy will and Asia by tradition, commerce, and treaty. The US
serve to broaden the basis for developing the self-defense role in reinforcing our NATO allies makes the Atlantic
capabilities of friendly regional countries, Out of these SLOCs vital to the defense of Europe and the United
developments will likely emerge new subregional bal- States. The vastness of the Pacific and Indian Oceans
ances derived from economic competition and military makes the Asian rim countries almost entirely dependent
developments. The United States is pursuing economic upon sealift for commerce and naval and air forces
and security policies that tie our nation and those of the for protection,
Asia/Pacific region more closely together while seeking
to maintain peace and stability in the region. The The Soviet Navy's chief wartime mission is to provide
long-term regional trends appear favorable from the "combat stability" (iLe., protection) to Soviet strategic
perspective of the US and its regional allies, missile submarines so they can be used in attacks on US

and theater targets; and to defend the Soviet homeland
THE MARITIME BALANCE from enemy sea-based strike forces. The Soviet Navy

would also support ground force operations in the
"The United States depends on a favorable maritime land theaters of military operations. This includes

balance to meet its strategic objectives in the regional conducting amphibious operations on the flanks of the
balances discussed above. The assessment of the mar- land army, seizing key straits and choke points, and
itime balance that follows is based on such important defending against amphibious assaults that threaten
determinants as fleet size, technology, geography, allies, land operations, The interdiction of enemy SLOCs is
iand comparative maritime strategies. a mission that has received attention in the Soviet Navy

over the past two decades,
Comparative Maritime Missions

* Operations and Force Structure
United States national security strategy is founded

on deterrence, forward defense, and collective security, The missions of' the Soviet and US navies are usym-
The capability to deter aggression is fundamental to our metrical, This asymmetry has resulted in differences in
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One aspect of deterrence Ve to render the result The Maritime Balance - Trends and Asymmetries
of war so uncertain to the er',,my that the risk of
initiating war and the losses that would result from it The submarine is the Soviet Navy's principal plat-
become too great. In executing its maritime strategy, form. The SSBN is the strategic offensive arm of the
the United States Navy plans to conduct offensive Soviet Navy, while attack (SS and SSN) and cruise
operations in Soviet "sea-denial" and "sea-control" missile (SSGN) submarines are its principal instruments
zones to impose high attrition on Soviet naval forces to counter the allied submarine and surface threat in
early in a conflict, thereby neutralizing their military the Soviets' "sea-denial" and "sea-control" zones. The
capabilities, and assuring freedom of the seas to support Soviet submarine force is supported by a modern sur.
US and allied military operations and control the criti- face fleet, long-range land-based Soviet Naval Aviation
cal SLOCs that link America to its allies and de. (SNA) bombers and strike aircraft, and Soviet Air Force
ployed forces. (SAF) early warning, fighter/interceptor, and bomb-

er aircraft.
During peacetime, the US Navy trains to maintain

the capability to execute the maritime components of the The Soviet general purpose submarine force (torpedo
national strategy. The Navy also enhances deterrence attack, cruise missile, and auxiliary) is the world's
by forward-deploying and exercising naval forces in largest, totaling some 300 active units, The Soviets
the missions and in the regions where they would be continue modernizing their SSBN force and upgrading
expected to fight, The great distances to many of the quality of their new torpedo attack (both conven-
these operating areas and forward bases dictate that tional diesel and nuclear) and cruise missile submarines,
US naval forces remain at sea for longer periods of Soviet submarines are becoming quieter and thus slowly
time than Soviet naval forces. The US Navy's mobile closing the acoustic edge maintained by the nearly 100
logistics support capability and access to overseas bases US attack submarines, The Illegal transfer of advanced
permit US naval forces to operate independently over propeller construction technology from the West facili-
great distances for extended periods of time. Given tates this process, Despite measurable improvements In
their strategy, the Soviets do not require a comparable the Soviet submarine force, however, the United States
at-sea mobile logistics force, The US also relies on currently maintains an edge in ASW as well as superi-
support from the formidable maritime forces of its allies, ority in open ocean acoustic surveillance and detection
particularly the Western Europeans and the Japanese, capability. A combination of seabed acoustic devices-
to share certain mission responsibilities. These cooper- surface ship towed arrays; a large force of US P-3
ative efforts enhance greatly its ability to execute naval ORION ASW aircraft and supporting worldwide base
operutions both in peace and in war, structure: and carrier-based S-3 ASW aircraft, SH.2
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SEASPRITE, SH-3, and SH-60 SEAHAWK helicopters found in the new and larger Soviet ships are their new
make potential adversaries' submarines vulnerable to and more sophisticated sensors and weapons, greater
US ASW forces. The Soviets cannot provide similar range and sea-keeping ability of the ships, greater ord-
worldwide coverage. nance load-outs, longer-range weapons, and image of

superpower status in operations and port visits,
Soviet surface ships and their supporting naval air

•irn are being modernized as well. While the Soviets While the Soviet Navy lacks an at-sea replenishment
corminue to outnumber the United States in the total capability comparable to the US Navy's, this deficiency
numY' r of ships (including submarives), the United should not be viewed as a significant impediment to
-_ •t<;& , closed the gap durinb : .ho 1'1 0s due both Soviet naval operations since they have different objec-
to o ,ur i.. i ship building program and retirement of tives and a different strategy to achieve those objectives.
a significhnt number of Soviet diesel subm.,rines and Soviet wartime strategy has substantial elements of
surface auxiliaries, Furthermore, the combined fleets of its navy positioned to defend SSBNs operating near
the United States and its NATO allies far ex"ecd the homewaters, and thus near homeports, During both
Soviet and non-Soviet Warsaw Pact fleets in both the peacetime operations and In war, the Soviet Navy's
number and quality of major surface combatants. limited replenishment capability is augmented by Soviet

merchant vessels which are designed and configured
Comparing the size of naval combatants, on the other to function as naval auxiliaries when needed. This

hand, gives a qualitative comparison of relative warfare type of support effort has proved capable of sustaining
capability. These comparisons address displacement in limited routine operations on a worldwide scale. The
terms of "Full Load Displacement" for surface ships asymmetry in US and Soviet at-sea mobile logistics
and "Submerged Displacement" for submarines, support, however, is particularly graphic during crises

and in low-intensity conflicts distant from both the
Because the US Navy has historically had global United States and the USSR. In such circumstances, the

missions and presence, while the Soviets heretofore had organic replenishment capabilities of the US Navy far
not, the United States has traditionally built much outstrip those of the Soviet Navy.
bigger ships than the Soviets, Now, as the Soviet Navy
has assumed a more global character, and especially as Soviet naval power-projection capability Is centered
the new Soviet aircraft carriers enter service in the 1990s, in the Soviet Naval Infantry (SNI). Organized to con.

*it can be expected that, eventually, the disparity in the duct amphibious landings to support the flanks of the
total Full Load Displacement of the Soviet and US land forces and to seize key objectives and strategic
navies will be narrowed. The qualitative improvements straits near the periphery of the Soviet landmass, this

US and Soviet Navy Full Load/Submerpd Displacement Comparison
(1965-1987)
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force is structured appropriately for its mission. Thus, missiles on some submarines and aircraft and nearly
the SNI lacks the US Marines' capability to seize all types of surface ships has augmented the capabil-
territory at great distances from their homeland and ities of the US CVBG to counter these threats and
to conduct sustained combat operations as an inde- compound the Soviets' targeting problem. The Soviet
pendent force, Amphibious ships of the two navies Navy today has no counterpart to the US carrier and its
differ in number and si2,- but are adequate for the integrated fighting component, the CVBG. Large-deck
aussigned missions of the respective amphibious forces: Soviet carriers now under construction or fitting out
the Soviets have a larger number of amphibious ships may be integrated into the Soviet "sea-control" defense
but smaller lift-capacity and overall less capability; of the homeland strategy, probably to provide Improved
the United States has fewer amphibious ships With sea-based long-range tactical antlair capability for the
far greater amphibious capability, greater lift-capacity, protcction of Soviet naval forces operating at sea.
longer range, and far superior "blue water" sea-keeping
ability, The Soviets, however, can call upon a large Future Trends In the Maritime Balance
merchant fleet. many of whose ships are built to military
specifications, to lift both men and heavy equipment. The United States and its allies currently enjoy an

advantage over the Soviet Union in nearly all impor-
The US fleet is built around the aircraft carrier and tant areas comprising the maritime balance. These

operates primarily in carrier battle groups (CVBG), The advantages however, may be reduced over time as the
aircraft carrier, with its supporting cruisers, destroyers, Soviets continue augmenting and improving their naval
frigates, submarines, and logistic support ships, is the forces, By the mid-1990s, improved Soviet submarines
US Navy's principal conventional deterrent, presence, and the more capable surface combatants now entering
Land power-projection instrument, Carrier battle groups the Soviet fleet will comprise a significant percentage
offer a diverse strike capability while providing antiair, of the Soviet Navy as older units are retired, The
antisubmarine, and antisurface ship defense-in-depth, US advantage in submarine quieting is being severely
The primary threats to the CVBG are antiship air-to- challenged by the Soviets and the allied margin of
surface missiles fired from Soviet naval and air force superiority is being narrowed. The US Navy's antlair
bombers (BADGERS, BEARS, and BACKFIRES) and capability will be increasingly challenged by Improved
torpedoes and cruise missiles fired from submarines, antiship cruise missiles entering the Soviet inventory.
The addition of AEGIS-Class antlair warfare cruisers, The addition of AEGIS to the fleet, innovative antiair
F/A-i1 aircraft, and large numbers ot'convontional war- tactics and the proliferation of TOMAHAWK and
head TOMAHAWK and HARPOON antiship cruise HARPOON missiles will maintain a credible capability

Contribution of Allies to US and Soviet Naval Balance (1980.1987)
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to counter Soviet cruise missile firing platforms and C-141B, enhancements to the Civil Reserve Air Fleet
missiles targeted on US Navy ships. The extent of the (CRAF), and Improved spare parts availability have
Soviet "sea-denial" zones will test US strategy but will raised our airlift capability over 50 percent. The nine
also complicate Soviet reconnaissance and surveillance maritime prepositioning ships now enable LANTCOM,
capabilities. The United States will retain significant PACOM, and CENTCOM to support more effectively
advantages over the Soviets in tactical sea-based air deployments in the Atlantic, Pacific, and Indian Oceans
power, long-range power projection, sustainability at respectively. Furthermore, the Army's light divisions
sea, surveillance and reconnaissance, and in Its ability have improved ability to deploy rapidly, although these
to operate and maintain the new and more sophisticated divisions have relatively little organic firepower when
ships entering the inventory, compared to other US ground forces.

THE POWER PROJECTION BALANCE For contingencies requiring projection of military
power adjacent to the Soviet Union, the Soviets can de-

Historically, the Soviet Union's primary power pro- ploy more powerful forces and equipment by land much
jection mission has been to project military forces to more rapidly and in greater numbers than the United
contiguous areas on the Eurasian landmass. To counter States can deploy with airlift, sealift, and propositloning
the Soviet capability to threaten the independent nations forces. Nevertheless, the Soviets have, since 1980,
of Eurasia, the United States must move its forces great improved their airlift and amphibious lift capabilities,
distances, and so has developed superior long-range For example, the introduction of the An-124/CONDOR
power projection capabilities. Thus, one aspect of the and the 11-76/CANDID transport aircraft has improved
power projection balance juxtaposes Soviet short-range significantly the Soviets' ability to move troops and
power projection against US distant power projection equipment rapidly, not only to contiguous areas, but
capabilities. For contingencies on the Soviet Union's over extended distances as well. Since 1980, Moscow
immediate periphery, the power projection balance has has increased its amphibious lift, mainly through a
grown increasingly favorable to the Soviet Union, 50 percent increase of its air cushion vehicle force

and through the addition of more capable amphibi-
As Soviet ambitions have expanded bcyond Eurnasla, ous ships. The concurrent growth In Soviet Naval

and as Moscow has sought to expand its Influence and Infantry, however, has resulted in an amphibious lift
access worldwide, it has become necessary to compare capability of about 65 percent of overall requirements,
US and Soviet capabilities to project power over long Furthermore, while the Soviets lead the world in air
distances. Because long-distance power pi,,JIetion has cushion vehicle (ACV) technology and their military
been a more fuwidamental and enduring mission for the ACV fleet is the world's largest, they are continuing
United States, it is generally better p~otured than the to pursue new technologies. As an example, they are
Soviet Union for any conflict far from both countries, expected to deploy operationally the first of a new class
The Soviets, however, have iuade sonic progress in of "wing-in-ground-efrect" (WIG) craft for which there
overcoming those disadvantagcs, and have found ways is no US counterpart, If Soviet WIG craft are being
to minimize their disadvaintages by using indirect instru- built as amphibious transports, the speed and range
S mcnts like arms transfers, military advisors, and proxy of these units could provide the means for a relatively
forces to project power, small (regimental perhaps), but rapid deployment of

forces and their organic air defense -- for example,
Power Projection Near the Soviet Union across the Black Sea Into Turkey - circumventing

local NATO air defense forces. In conclusion, these
US airlift and scalift capabilities for major contin- airlift and amphibious assets are not as effective as

gencics on the Soviet Union's periphery have grown their US counterparts at long distance power projection.
less rapidly than the Soviet forccs that could invade Nevertheless, they present a formidable increase in
neighboring states. The United States' ability to deploy capability for the Soviets over short distances
men and equipment to those areas has bee enhanced and thereby increase the threat to the nations on the
by the addition of the KC-10 aerial refueling tanker Soviet periphery,
fleet, increased prepositioning of assets, and a change
in operational style of warfare. The acquisition of Long-Range Power Projection: US and Soviet Forces
thu KC-I I airlift/tanker aircraft and modifications to
thf KC-135 fleet provided signilicant boosts to the For contingencies at great distances from both coun-
t IS ability to project tactical air power, Since 1980, tries, US power projection forces remain generally supe-
he introduction of' the C-5B, modification of the C- rior to those of the Soviet Union. Soviet capabilities for

141 A to make it refl'uehdle in flight, stretching of the projecting influence at greater distances from the Soviet
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IVAN ROOOV It the first Soviet amphibious assault ship class with a helicopter deck. Its Introduction In 1978 fueled speculation that
* ~the Soviet Navy was about to expand substantially Its amphibious warfare c~apabilities. A decade later only two ships of this class have

been built.

"o '

INZHENER YERMOSHKIN is one of fotir units of the Soviet-built KAPITAN SMIRNO'd-Class roll-on/roll-off ships. These 20,000 deadweight
ton ships are [tie fastest ship5L In the Soviet Merchant fleet. Powered by Iwo gai turbines, they have a crusing speed of 25 knots.
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"(tipproxiniat,-ly 18,000 vs. 198,000 personnel). So- mobility, and diversity of amphibious assault forces.
..iet amphibious capabilities have increased with the Until their introduction, only about 17 percent of the
introduction of ships of greater size and endurance; world's beaches could be assaulted with conventional
there has also been an increase in the number of air craft, That area is now increased to an estimated

0 cushion landing craft. The Soviet ROPUCHA-Class 70 percent.
J,, LST is configured as a roli-oniroll-off (RO/RO) ship,

flcilitating rapid on-loading and off-loading. The IVAN Another means of power projection is by air. The
ROGOV LPD, launched in the late 1970s, is capable of USSR has seven active airborne divisions whereas the
__.sustained long-distance operations and is equipped with United States has one. While the Soviets have made

S.,•a command and comnmunications suite that enhances its improvements in their longer range (over 18,000 nm)
- capabilitics as a command vcssel. The advent of these airlift capabilities, they are currently limited in the

k,_A two ship classes (ROPUCHA and ROGOV) provides ability to project power to great distances. Since 1981,
*-.'• the Soviet Navy with an increased, although still limited, the Soviets have augmented their lift capability by 72

POO. lot, ang,: amphibious assault capability, percent, This trend is a result of the new Soviet
An-124iCONDOR heavy transport coming into ser-

.l, [lThe United States' amphibious assault capability, vice, and the replacement of the An-12/CUB by thehowvCeCr, remains Superior to the Suvicts in quality and 11-76/CANDID long-range transport, Furthermore, the

Vendutlran'cC. Ot(ly lwo of the IVAN ROGOV-Class, Soviets maintain a close integration between civil and
the kirgest Soviet uniphihious ship. are curreýntly oper- military air transport. Virtually itll of their civil air
alional and the\ aro smaller than most US amphibious transport can be diverted to military use while only a
s---hills, Thus, the nied States maintains it significant small part of US civil air transport can be so diverted,
-akantage in total lift and assault troop capacity. US One impending improvement on the US side will be

" iJtophihitas a.sSault capability has been further improved the introduction of the new long-range C-I17, which will
,ith the recent addition oi six air cushion vehicles be able to deliver forces over intercontinental distances
.I .A).(', (ohllned V\ ith the added lift of' US new directly to austere forward locations, mitigating the need

,L.SI)-41-('lss ship, IL.CACs greatly enihance the speed. for additional intratheater lift.
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_.j ~fueling in flight and lack overwater and night flying of combatants, and transporting arms to Third Worldexeine oevr rwad mitn nem nig c utis h r h S m rh n ai ee p ai a

of Soviet long-range transport aviation is insufficient to been to build large ships capable of carrying containers,
support continued ope~rations at high levels of activity, the ,Soviets have emphasized smaller merchant ships that -
Consequently, Soviet strategic airlift forces are, to a can dock at small Third World ports and be loaded.-
large extent, still dependent on assistance originating and unloaded quickly. Indeed, the Soviet Merchantfrom bases in the Soviet Union or from bases provided Marine now has the capability to lift five motorizedby client statesg On the other hand, the superior rifle divisions at one time. The Soviets also appear
ability of the United States to refuel aircraft in flight to be experimenting with vertical take-offu ans landing
greatly enhances the capability to transport troops and (VTOL) aircraft (FORGERS) from specially configured
equipment to any contingency, a RO/RO ships, an approach used by the British in the

FalklandsrThe Soviet merchant marine fleet has grown steadily

has declined in numbers and has focused on container
ship capacity - which cannot easily be used to trans- In any direct confrontation, US power projection
port combat equipment - and on large crude carriers forces maintain a significant advantage over Soviet

gwhich cannot easily transport refined petroleum power-projection forces operating out of range of forcesproducts. While dead weight tonnage is essentially based in the Soviet Union. Soviet strategy for the ThirdS equal, the Soviets retain an advantage in numbers World has managed to compensate for this imbalance by
abiland militarily useful types of merchant ships. This avoiding direct confrontations wigh US forces, relying
numerical disparity exemplifies the important differences instead on Cuban and non-Soviet Warsaw Pact (NSWP)
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Soviets at present do not have access to them. The
Nicaraguan port at Corinto can handle KIEV.Class air-
craft carriers and nuclear submarines, while the airfield
at Punta Hueto can accommodate any aircraft in the
Soviet inventory. Because large amounts of US military
equipment would move from Gulf Coast ports, use of
Cuban and Nicaraguan raullitles by forward-deployed
Soviet forces to threaten US sea lines of communication
in the Gulf of Mexico, Caribbean Sea, and Panarna
Canal would complicate US defense planning for conun-
gencies or confliuts in Europe and the Persian Gulf.
and force the United States to divert resources from

The Soviets used the pausknger ship ADMIRAL NAAIMOVIo shuttle other areas,
Cuban troops from Cuba to Angola and between Angola and
Ethiopia, In October 1986, the 51-year old ship sank after a United States' policies to counter Soviet indirect
collision in the Black Sea while on a domestic run. Nearly o power projection efforts include providing economic and
lsecurity assistance to threatened countries, and sup-

porting selected anticommunist resistance movements in
proxies, arms sales, direct and indirect aid to insurgents, countries where Soviet-backed dictatorships have been
and covert action, installed but have not yet gained complete control, In

recent years, the success of these efforts to resist Soviet
, Moscow is systematically developing Cuban and Nic. imperialism has been mixed, For example, US support

araguan military capabilities, For example, Cuba, sup- has been quite successful in defending democracy in
plied with sovict arms and trained by Soviet advisors, El Salvador against an insurgency supported by Cuba
has more than 41,000 troops in Africa, Cuba today and Nicaragua, Limited assistance for anticommunist
has active duty armed forces numbering more than forcer,, in Angola and Afghanistan has helped local forces
162,000 men, with more than 1,000 tanks, 130 mod- prevent the consolidation or, but has not yet dislodged,
ern combat aircraft, including MIG-21s and MiG-23s, communist power in those countries.
and large inventories of other modern combat equip-
me-it. Nicaragua has active-duty armed foeces number- Many clients or proxies of the Soviet Union are
ing 80,000 men, 150 tanks, 56 helicopters, including 12 highly militarized states - ie,, North Korea, Vietnam,
Mi-24/HIND D helicopters, and 250 armocd vehicles, Cuba, Syria, Ethiopia, and Nicaragua. Arms deliveries
The 5andinistas plan in the next decode to expand their to .hese countries and others make the Soviet Union
armed forces to 600.000 men. introduce new systems the principal arms exporter to the Third World. In 1987

such as the MiG-21. and add signilicantly to inventories alone Moscow delivered $21 billion of military materiel
of' current weapons systems. to ovcr 30 nations, One expression of the influence

gained by arms shipments is the number of military
Thus far. Soviet forct:s have been directly involved aidvisors the Soviet Union stations in these countries.

only where US action was not anticipated, and only in Today, there are more Soviet military advisors in Latin
large numbers on the imriiediatc Soviet periphery. By America (including Cuba) and Africa than the United
using an indirect approach in other cases, the Soviets States has throughout the world,
have supported communist or other friendl) govein-

ments against internal resistance, maintained their own Soviet indirect power projection has had a number
-influence with these governments, and supported insur- of' successes, but also incurs fairly high costs (although
gents against pro-Western governments with litt!e risk hard currency carn;ngs from arms sales offset some oforot'coirontation or strong resistance from the West that these costs). The Soviets also face dilficulties in some

the direct employment of troops might provoke, These areas where local resistance is strong, For example,
policies can also result in arrangements that enhance Cuban tioops iii Africa defending Angola's pro-Soviet
the Soviets' own military power. For example, in the regimes against insurgents constitute it financial drain
We!ste,,rn i.temisphere. tile Soviets already hake access on Moscow. Furthcrmoie, the Soviet requirement for
to ('uhIqN military facilities. Soviet surlrace combatants Angola to ollset partially C'uban and Soviet expenIses
call 10 1 ('uban ports: Soviet long-range reconnaissance in Angola has devastated thc Angolan economy, Ncv-

"and ASW aircraft us,: ('uban airfields; and the Soviets ertheless. despite their long-term presence, Cubans and
operate comm uniwations interce•p facilitics in (Utiba, Soviets in Angola have not succeeded in cementing the
NicaragnlUin facilities are being upgraded, although the authority or their local client.
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Aeroflot, the Soviet ndtlon,,l airline, affords Moscow a legitimate means to project Soviet Influence In distant ansis. The airline's
assets, like the 11-76/CANDID shown, are also Immediately available to support Soviet power projection or actual combat operations,

T[he Role or Overse.us Bases . removable" assets (e.g.. floating piers, tenders, and
repair ships: and floating dry.-docks) to support an

Te United States relies onl a network ol' overseas ovet seas military presence, Generally, the Soviets have
hissto pro , ect power and support its tbrward-deployedl been reluctant to invest large sums of money, only to be

l'orces. This hase structure has tended to shrink over asked to leave, as has happened in Somalia and Egypt.
time,. portly 1ronin considerations (it' efficiency, but also Howiver, the construc'tion or permanent facilities under

*due to political chlm ges that have deprived the US way ait (Cam Ranh Bay. Vietnam, may signal a change
aucess ito South Yemlen., Libya. E~thijopia, Iran., and in Soviet hitsing policy.
Vietnam. Inl addition to thle hase negotiations recently
concludeId in Spain, over the next decade the US will Future Trecnds in Power Projection
renegot alle it hasi ng agreemlents inl Creece. PortuigalI,
wid t he Ihli lippintes. These ba~ses. (Itile to their location, Thie relative power of the Soviet Ujnion in areai

%k',ill colin i vital to tI JS national interests, adlacent to its own borders is expected ito grow. For the
near f'ututre, Soviet distant power-pro ection capabilities

A\lthiough thle so% iets tnam consider bases, conltiguous.1 will consist mostly of those mnerchant. and airlif't forces
it linkcd h% land li tie ito t'lhe Soviet U Jnion cXt remeiIN, capable ol'opcriitlimg in a rela tively benign environment.

.5 5 liliortinit opteritng haises outsIde the~ir immelldiate PIC- Consequently, thie Soviets may well continue relying
d iiplicr i~ lisoric"Ill\ ,kprolxhabl have nlot seenl as essential, heavily onl client states and armis transfers to achieve

*11 lic jtets hia~ e tended to emnploy mostly nliovahie or their objlectiv,.s.
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CHAPTER VIII

Research and Development: The Technological Competition

The application of technology to weaponry is a criti- than comparably defined Soviet procurement, However,
cal element affecting the specific capabilities of military the Soviets' cumulative defense R&D expenditures haveforces, as well as the larger balance of power between exceeded those of the United States, and as a result of
nations, A specific example is the development of the US budgetary constraints, future Soviet R&D invest-
atomic bomb, first by the United States in 1945 and ment is expected to grow at rates exceeding US R&D
subsequently by the Soviet Union in 1949. Since then, defense investment.
technological advances applied to armaments have had
varying, but often significant, effects that threatened the It is imperative, therefore, that the United States
equilibrium or the military balance, invest wisely to maintain its technological advantages.

As part of this effort, it seeks to adopt competitive
As part of the United States' deterrent strategy, it strategies in collaboration with its allies, which will help

relies heavily on technological rather than numerical overcome Soviet numerical advantages, and make Soviet
Ssuperiority. Its strong technological position has always initiatives in technological competition more costly to

balanced sheer Soviet numerical advantages and thereby them. For example, US advantages in low-observable
added to deterrence, It has enjoyed technological superi- aircraft technology being applied to the US B-2 bomber
ority not only because investments were made directly in can cause the Soviets to divert resources from offensive
research and development (R&D) for national security weaponry to defensive systems to counter the prob-
purposes but also because major technological advances lems posed by US "stealth" capabilities. Thus, in the
have resulted from government and industry invest- continuing competition for technological supremacy, It
ments in R&D for other purposes as well, If the United is necessary that the United States create strategies
States is to take full advantage of its technological that align enduring American strengths against enduring
strengths as well as exploit Soviet vulnerabilities, it must Soviet weaknesses.
strengthen cooperation between the private sector, its
great centers or learning, and its defense establishment, Identification of those areas where potential US ad-
so that the West's broader technological and industrial vantages can be brought to bear with the greatest effect
base is more thoroughly incorporated into the mil. is possible through systematic evaluation of American
itary sector, strengths and Soviet vulnerabilities while appropriately

considering the potential impact of trends in technology.
The Soviets are clearly committed to dedicating the In so doing, US competitive strategies seek to enhance

R&D resources necessary to improve their weaponry. deterrence by highlighting new technology efforts that
Indeed, the technological advantages in military capa- could render obsolete significant components of Soviet
"bilities now enjoyed by the West have been threatened, warfighting doctrine, equipment, or force siructure.
if not eroded, To protect this lead, the West must exploit
its technological advantages. Yet these advantages are But competition between the Soviet Union and the
themselves temporary and can be quickly offset or United States is not purely technological. Technology
negated. If the Soviets sustain their concerted efforts, is but one factor, albeit a major one, that comprises
they will eventually have high-technology weapons in the long-term competition and must be considered in
areas where they currently lack them. If they seize the c.onjunction with the fiscal, quantitative, and qualitative
initiative and continue to reduce the West's technolog- aspects of other factors such as affordability, strategy,
ical advantages, the United States and its allies will doctrine, training, manning, size, and organization of
be forced to expend even greater resourtes, or accept forces. New technologies must be applied to military
greater risks to collective security, systems in a cost-effective manner. Sufficient numbers

* of these new systems must be fielded to make a dif-
Because of the Reagan Administration's commitment ference, and they must be sustainable in the rigors or

"to rebuild US military capability, US procurement combat. Most importantly, the operating forces of
expenditures for 1987 are now about 32 percent greater the military must integrate new, advanced systems into
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The new SL-X-7I? ENERGIYA rocket enables the Soviets to launch their space shuttle or other heavy payloads. This system, which has a
payload far larger than any equivalent US space system, also Sivn the Soviets the capability to orbit large space-basid battle Stations,
directed-energy antisatellite (ASAT) systems or the space-bansd components of their strategic delense system.

their force structure and devise new tactics and new Soviet industrial base could, in addition to providing
concepts of operation for the most militarily effective high-quality consumer goods, enable Soviet industry
means of employing those systems -- all in the face to develop the new technologies required for future
of the interactive challenge of an adversary fielding military competition against the West. In speeches and
analogous systems and countermeasures. Thus, pure policy statements, the General Secretary is exhorting the
technology does not, in and of itself, revise any of highest levels of the government to accelerate Soviet
the military balances previously described. Rather, it science and technology initiatives, and to challenge
is how well technology is applied, and how thoroughly world technological standards,

VT its contributions to military operations are absorbed by
those who use that technology, that have the greatest Although Soviet defense R&D investments exceed
impact upon the military balance. those of' the US, they have not drawn ahead of the

US due to their problems with productivity. A se-
'ITH1E SOVIEr CHAIIENGE rious concern for future US security is the intensive

Soviet effort to improve the quality and productivity
As part of his plan to restructure the Soviet economy, of their already extensive science and technology base,

General Secretary Gorbachev has required that the Although the current Soviet technology base (with some
Soviet industrial base be revitalized. A modernized, vital noteworthy exceptions) is not as advanced as that of
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the West, their exceptional engineering of inferior or Indeed, numerous Soviet military projects are be-
state-of-the-art technology into well-designed weapon ing improved with advanced technology that has been
systems, with capabilities matching or even exceeding acquired from the West. Innovation, higher levels
Western counterparts, is impressive indeed. As a result, of research, accelerated development of sophisticated
the United States and its allies face an adversary that is weapons, avoidance of errors, and reduced costs are
systematically investing substantially more of its gross among the benefits that the Soviets are realizing. Al.
national product in the development, production, and though much of the technology acquired from the
fielding of large numbers of highly capable weapon West has been gained through entirely legal means, the
systems - in a bid to overtake the West and set the Soviets are gathering significant amounts of information
course of the military competition, through surreptitious and illegal means. As a result

of aggressive exploitation and pursuit of technology
Historically, the Soviets have looked to adapt or wherever available, the Soviets are rapidly achieving

exploit Western technologies for their own purposes. higher levels of capability within their military forces
While the Soviets are not exclusively dependent on with a consequent impact upon the military balance.
Western technology to upgrade their military systems,
they are deriving major benefits from applications of Continued erosion of the West's lead in technology
Western technology, Although the Soviets have, in underscores the importance of preventing additional ille-
the past, relied more on quantitative production to gal Soviet technology acquisitions, By illegally acquiring
achieve military superiority, they are now emphasizing technology, the Soviets are able to forgo the substantial
the acquisition of advanced technology to produce and investment costs in basic and applied research and
deploy high-quality weapon systems and narrow the development. They are also able to keep pace with
West's lead. those technologies that might alter the character of
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This Soviet Type-75 sonobuoy is used to detect submarines. it has This Infrared seeker from the Soviet AA-2D/ATOLL air-to-air

many features copied from the US SSQ-418 sonobuoy. missile was copied from the US AIM-9D SIDEWINDER.
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conflict and thereby represent a greater threat to them. TRENDS IN KEY TECHNOLOGIES
For example, the illegal Soviet acquisition of sophisti-
cated machinery for producing quiet-running propellers Although the Soviet Union is narrowing the techno-
illustrates the impact that technology acquisition and logical gap, the United States and its allies maintain
espionage can have on the West's collective security, the technological lead, This lead will continue to
The Soviets spent less than $25 million to acquire this diminish, however, unless the US maintains strong
technology, a small price to pay for a capability to make safeguards against the Soviets' sophisticated efforts to
their submarines much harder to detect. acquire technology.

Since further progres in many key areas of warfight- Selected trends In basic technology, where advances
"ing capability is dependent upon microelectronics and could significantly change both Soviet and American
computers, the Soviets have made acquisition of this warflghting capability in the next 20 years, are present-
technology a high-priority target. Nearly half the illegal ed below,

* technology trade diversions fall into these categories.
The USSR has acquired several thousand pieces of Aerodynamics - The Soviet military aircraft indus.
major microelectronics fabrication equipment through try is reaping the benefits of a technological revolution,

* unscrupulous Western traders. These traders employ Soviet researchers are supported by large aerodynamic
false licenses, deceptive equipment descriptions, dummy test facilities that are well-equipped and very sophis.
firms, false end-users for illegal purchasing, and smug- ticated, Large investments in aerodynamics research,
gling of high-technology items, Their continued success combined with one of the world's largest wind tunnels,
In acquiring computer hardware and software technol- have enabled the Soviets to develop aerospace systems
ogy threatens the West's lead in this critical area, that are increasingly competitive with Western coun-

S
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Soviet Flight Research institute near Moscow Is the primary location for testing the BLACKJACK bomber and the Soviet space shuttle.
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terparts. As a result, new Soviet military aircraft are fcrmentation capacity enables them to produce a large
significantly more capable and incorporate much more variety and quantity of pharmaceuticals, foods, and
sophisticated electronic subsystems and armaments than rood supplements which had previously been imported
their predecessors, from the West, Their R&D efforts are directed toward a

wide array of biochemical disciplines, including those to
Although the most important aerodynamic principles solve operational and logistics problems, Current Soviet

were developed first in the Free World, the Soviets plans and policies concerning biochemical technology
have demonstrated a capability to mimic Western efforts clearly indicate that they have short-term, mid-term,
rapidly and, at times, to engineer new technology into and long-term goals that have both military and civilian
fielded weapons before the West, The United States, implications.
however, maintains an advantage in aerodynamic com-
putational capabilities and in state-of-the-art research The United States currently has a significant bio.
as represented in the Advanced Tactical Fighter and chemical technology lead over the Soviets in areas of
National Aerospace Plane programs, basic research, New materials and sensors, developed as

a result of biochemical exploitation, could provide sig-
Biochemical Technology- The Soviets have achieved nificant advancements for a number of critical mission

considerable progress in biological technologies such and operational needs, These include polymers for ma-
as genetic engineering. They may now be developing teriel applications such as new adhesives and lightweight
a new generation of chemical and biological warfare high-strength composites, and operational applications
agents using this technology, The extensive Soviet such as antisubmarine warfare and hydrodynamic drag

reduction, Other applications of biochemical technology
* such as non-toxic biodegradable solvents, cleaners, and

detoxifiers, as well as electronic applications for optical
storage devices, are possible, Detector systems capable
of "all agent" detection would provide a revolutionary
capability for protecting US forces from chemical and
biological attack, Enhanced computer memory and op-
tical microswitches using biochemical technology would
significantly improve US weapon systems,

Computers!Software - Improvernents in computing
capability remain the Soviets' most pressing technolog.
ical requirement, The Soviets are establishing computer
studies in their schools nationwide to generate an "army
of programmers," Although the Soviets have a solid
understanding of basic principles, especially mathemat-
ics, they have encountered problems in applying this
knowledge to computer production, Gorbachev's "per-
estroika" program is designed to remedy this problem
and enable the accelerated production and application
of computers which are critical to furthuI breakthroughs
in the military-industrial sector,

United States application of computing and infor-
mation processing technologies will continue playing
a pivotal role in increasing the performanme of mili-
tary equipment. Exploitation of advances in artificial
intelligence is also expected to reduce costs, increase
performance, and improve the reliability of software,
thereby enhancing the overall reliability of US systems.

The US recently evaluated laser lethality against a ballistic missile
system in a test of some SDI components. The laser used was a The United State.,- also leads in the use of computer
large chemical laser, MIRACI (Mid-infrared Advanced Chemical technology for simulation and modeling for combint-
Laser), which then was the most powerful continuous laser outside skills training, Some of the advanced technologies
the Soviet Union. being de-veloped and applied to make military training
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both more effective and affordable include computerized Lasers - The Soviets have a very large, well-funded
instruction systems; electroluminescent color displays; program to develop strategic and tactical laser weapons.
teleconferencing; fiber-optic and miniaturized cathode- Laser technology in the United States and the Soviet
ray tube, helmet-mounted displays; computer-generated Union is generally comparable; however, the United
imagery, and electronic networking. Exploiting new States has emphasized development of advanced laser
advances in these technologies could increase this lead types for strategic defense applications.
further and provide the capability to generate high levels
of combat skill, readiness, and operational expertise The Soviets, on the other hand, have put greater
during peacetime, effort into developing less complex prototype lasers

and test articles that can more readily be employed in
Directed Energy - The West has a multifaceted weapon applications. The Soviets have invested much

Directed-Energy Program involving lasers, microwaves, more substantially in laser development and test ranges
and particle beams for both strategic and tactical mis- than the United States and employ more than 10,000
sions, While the West has a lead in high average scientists and engineers in advanced R&D efforts.
power, continuous-wave lasers, the Soviets have a lead
in pulsed laser, radio-frequency, and charged particle Soviet scientists have achieved impressive results with
beam directed-energy sources. Both sides are working gas-dynamic, electric discharge, and chemical lasers
intensively to harden space vehicles against laser attack, - and are working on several other types as well,
and the electromagnetic pulses produced by nuclear They have built high-energy, multi-megawatt class laser
weapons, devices with an emphasis on weapons application. They

if tchnlogcal eveopmntsprove successful, the Soviets might be able to deploy space-based laser systems for dleftinin against
ballisti c hlesometime after (he year 2000.
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have developed large pulsed lasers and have conducted in certain solid-state component technologies such as
numerous high-energy single-pulse materials interaction photosensitive magnetic bubble memory, acoustic wave,
experiments. and Josephson Junction devices. This situation could

become more pronounced because of US advances in
In innovative directed-energy weapons concepts such Very High-Speed Integrated Circuits (VHSIC), In this

as free-electron lasers, which have been vigorously pur- regard, gallium arsenide integrated-circuit chips will
sued by the West, the Soviets are slightly behind, soon be produced, and molecular-scale electronics uti-
Although the Soviets lag to a degree in these rapidly lizing quantum effects are being researched,
changing areas, most of the advanced directed-energy
weapons concepts in vogue in the West were advanced The Soviets consistently demonstrate a sound theo.
by the Soviets at least a decade earlier. In this regard, the retical understanding in electronics, and in some areas of
Soviets have a broad basis for a complete understanding circuit design and systems engineering are comparable to
of directed-energy technology, both in theory and in the West, In military electronics applications, the Soviet
practical military application. Accordingly, the Soviets Union has developed strong technological capability in
have chosen to focus on examining electric-discharge millimeter wave devices, as well as in over-the-horizon
and gas-dynamic lasers and have accumulated much and phased-array radars,
more test data in order to realize actual military ap-
plications before the West, The nation that effectively exploits and applies these

technologies will realize remarkable increases in combat
The Soviets are using their technological capabil- capability due to increases in computing performance

ity to move toward rapid deployment of low-power and electronic design configurations that are more com-
laser weapons with their military forces. Their tactical pact, lighter, and easier to maintain than current sys-
laser program has progressed to where battlefield laser tems, The increased reliability resulting from these
weapons could soon be deployed, Due to the serious technologies will provide signifluant improvements in
nature of this threat, the United States is investigating weapon systems readiness, thereby enhancing overall
an array of research efforts for developing defenses force capability,
against Soviet lasers, Operational Soviet ground-based
lasers for defense against ballistic missiles probably will Recent advances in superconducting materials offer
not be deployed until after the year 2000, the potential to revolutionize applications in sensors,

signal processing, magnetic energy storage, and other
Particle Beam - Soviet research in technologies devices. The United States is in an excellent position

applicable to particle beam weapons is extensive, and to exploit these recent discoveries because of its long
military support for this research has been evident since history of research support.
the early 1960s, Many of the accelerator technologies
for particle beams were invented by the Soviets. Soviet Electro-Optics (Including Infrared) - As a result of
work in certain critical technologies such as powerful considerable Soviet expenditures in electro-optic (EO)
accelerators is state of the art. technologies in wide-ranging applications for reconnais-

sance, communications, navigation, and target designa-
Radio Frequency - Many of the world's high power tion, the West is only slightly ahead in this field. The

radio frequency (RF) and high power microwave (HPM) West does lead in the more advanced EO technolo-
sources were developed by the Soviets and they lead gies, however, the Soviets are fielding conventional EO
the West in this area. The West, however, is seeking equipment in numbers far greater than either the United
to match Soviet capabilities and is making progress on States or its allies.
many new types of RF and HPM sources. Recent Soviet
developments in the generation of radio-frequency (RF) The Soviets are exceptionally strong in certain related
energy could lead to fundamentally new types of weapon technologies such as detector materials and solid-state
systems that could jam or destroy electronics equipment lasers due to heavy R&D investments in these areas,
or be used in antipersonnel roles, The strong Soviet Although based on older technology, the Soviets have
technology base in electromagnetic sources makes So- fielded much larger quantities of night vision devices,
viet prototype short-range tactical RF weapons highly laser rangcflndcrs, and infrared search and track systems
feasible. than the United States.

S

Electronic Materials and Integrated-Circuit Manu- To preserve existing advantages over the Soviets in
Thcti~ring -- overall, the West enjoys a strong advan- the future use of' reconnaissance, communications, and
tage in this area, The Soviets lag behind the West target discrimination, tracking, and resolution, the West
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has programs to advance infrared, low-light, and optical high-explosive technology is assessed to be comparable
technologies. Proper exploitation of these technologies to that of the United States.
will provide significantly increased capability to fight
in adverse weather conditions and to operate at night. Chemical Weapons - While the United States does
In addition, exploitation of optical data processing will not seek to match the Soviets in quantity, US chemical
improve our high-data-rate information processing. weapons technology is comparable or better than theirs.

US binary weapons technology is representative of
The United States possesses a considerable lead in the state of the art. Continued US research and

fiber-optics technology. Exploitation of fiber-optics production provide deterrence against Soviet use of their
technology can be of major benefit to telecommuni- extensive chemical warfare capabilities by investigating
cations, large-scale computing, and other applications new developments, agents, and ways to defend against
where wires are currently used. Fiber-optics could allow chemical attack.
weight reduction, enable greater rates of information
transfer, as well as afford better protection against Materials - In certain areas, Soviet materials R&D
electromagnetic pulse resulting from nuclear attack, and processing techniques lead the world, The Soviets

are especially strong in metallic materials processing.
Explosives .- The Soviets have made significant They are conducting an extensive effort to improve

strides in conventional explosives. Their production the steels in their inventory, as well as to develop ad-
of most categories of conventional high explosives is vanced processing techniques for other metals. A strong
grater than that of the West. The Soviet Union, technology base, however, in metal-matrix composites
however, is slightly behind in the large-scale production will serve the United States well in such strategically
of the advanced conventional high explosive (HMX). important areas as the Strategic Defense Initiative, On
Because many Soviet weapons are inherently larger than the other hand, innovative Soviet work in light alloys
US analogs, the difference in specific energy content based on aluminum, magnesium, and titanium gives
is largely offset. The Soviets also produce many more them a major strength in the production of traditional
types of explosive devices than does the United States, military equipment, For example, the USSR is the only
again oftsetting specific performance handicaps with nation to fabricate titanium-hulled submarines, like the
sheer numbers. The firepower gained through Soviet ALFA SSN.

V-22 Material Applications .'

12,500 Pounds of Structure

PSernt of

* NI,

e ~ Tht• US v+.22 OSPREY contain, the most extensive application of advanced composite materials in a developmental aircraft to date. Its

-" ' capability to pe~rform like a helicopter and a conventional aircraft would not he possible without the extensive use of such materials.i
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The exploitation of new lightweight, high-strength, ness, force multiplication, enhanced safety, and reduced
high-temperature composites will lead to entirely new manning. Robotics holds great potential to provide
and highly advanced military capabilities for both operations and maintenance support in such militarily
the Soviet Union and the United States. In leading- important areas as fire fighting, ordnance and mate-
edge technologies like superalloys, powder metallurgy, rial handling, sentry and security functions, explosive
ceramics, and composites, Soviet R&D efforts are ex- ordnance disposal, mine neutralization, and undersea
tensive and probably trail the West by only a small search and recovery.
morgin, In the area of advanced composites, the Soviets
have had a national level program for over 10 years to The United States leads the USSR in basic robotics
develop the expertise and industrial infrastructure for technology mainly as a result of its strength in corm-
production of advanced weapon systems incorporating puterization and software, The Soviets, however, are
leading-edge materials, In the United States, however, expected to concentrate on fielding quickly applications
exploitation of advantages in carbon-carbon compos- of robotics which do not require a high degree of sophis-
ites, plastics, ceramics, and ceramic matrix compos- tication. Although exploitation of robotics technology
ites is already enabling production of superior military will lead to far-reaching Improvements in US military
systems. capabilities, more extensive research and study remains

to be done by the United States because problems
In certain fundamental science aspects such as mi- associated with robotics are complex and include mil.

cromechanics, the Soviets are at least equal to the West. itary concerns over technical feasibility, reliability, and
They trail the West, however, in advanced design and maintainability.
construction capability,

Sensors .- The "eyes and ears" of weapon systems
Production/Manufacturing - The Soviets have consist of sensors and their associated signal processing,

very strong technological capabilities for transforming The Soviets have vigorously emphasized the develop-
raw materials into final military products. The So- ment of a large number of sensors of different types
viets have excellent electroslag and plasma-arc remelt and frequencies for a significant capability in the face
capabilities for producing hlgh-quality alloys, and they of Western countermeasures. As a result of Soviet
match world standards in sheet metal forming and metal determination to exploit air defense radar-sensor tech-
removal, In welding, they are international innovators nologies over the past 20 years (while the United States
in electroslag, friction, electrogas, electron beam, and deemphasized its air defense radar-sensor program), new
pulsed arc welding. They have built the world's largest radar-sensor techniques are often first demonstrated by
forging and extrusion presses, They are knowledgeable the Soviets.
in computer-aided industrial production and are equal
to the West on a theoretical basis. Their current The United States also has been slow to make exten-
major shortcoming is in computer-automated manufac- sive use of available technical countermeasures. Thus,
turing. Accordingly, they are using the benefits of"pere- US sensors may be unnecessarily vulnerable to a vigor-
stroika" and national computer education programs to ous Soviet operational electronic countermeasures
improve their ability to produce computers and soft- (ECM) program, These factors threaten the air su-
ware in line with their drive to restructure their indus- periority upon which the United States depends to
trial capability, defeat a Soviet theater offensive, and they make it

imperative that the United States reestablish its resolve
The United States leads in areas of advanced pro- in meeting Soviet challenges and reverse this trend,

duction technology which are based upon computer In the application of advanced sensor technology to
technology such as robotics, computer-aided design and spacecraft, however, the United States enjoys a clear
manufacturing, and other similar based technologies, advantage,

* US exploitation of advanced production technologies
would enable more affordable production of state-of- US exploitation of new sensor technology would
the-art weapon systems. enable extensive advances in automatic target recogni-

tion, low-observable target detection, thermal detectors,
Robotics and Machine Intelligence - In the military- sonar, laser and microwave arrays, countermeasure

industrial sector, exploitation of robotics technologies resistant sensors, laser radar seekers, and other devices.
_' in welding, structural shape processing, materials These projects collectively would provide commanders

- handling, and surface preparation and painting could the ability to direct battles characterized by weapon
Sresult in increased productivity, and better quality, systems operating too rapidly and at distances too great

Operational payoffs would include improved effective- for human sensing and reaction.
A
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Signature Reduction (Stealth) - The Soviets are
dcveloping reduced-signature technologies and may be
testing these technologies in aircraft and other military Relative IUS/USSR Technoioly Level In
weapon syvtems. They may soon begin limited opera- Deployed Military Sydtimil*
tiorial deployment of some "stealth" technologies, The ,

Svesaebelieved to have built several test facilities to 10'.support their research addevelopment activities. 0

The United States probably has a significant lead S5 MMI
over the Soviets in the practical application of siguature ICBMe
reduction to military systems. Due to advances in the SSBNs
Soviet air deiense threat, reduction in the visibility of SIBMs i
platforms is a high-priority goal for the United States. Bomber3
T le technologies involve advanced paints, materials, SAMs 0

BallIlst Missileb Defense I
and system design configurations. Exploitation of these Antisateluite I
technologies would enable development of air vehi- Cruise Missiles '
cles with the ability to evade detection; engines with
low intirored emission; and antennas with low radar TACTICAL
cross sections. Better active and passive control of *
electronic anid acoustic signatures could significantly Land Forces
improve signature reduction, platform survivability, and SAMI~ (IncludIng Naval) I

countermeasure capabilities. Improved recognition of Tanksli
decoys and development of decoys are also possible. InArtilry CIbtVhce

Antitank G~uided Missiles 110
Soviet Application of Technology In Fielded Systenms Attack Helcopters II-

Chemical Warfare
The Soviets are methodically and efficiently transi- Biological Warfare

tioning new technologies Into their vast arsenal, of- *
ten times more rapidly than the West, The Soviets Air FIrII

already hold quantitative advantages, and are now Fihter/Attack and Interceptor Aircraft III
seeking better weapon system quality. Consequently, Air-to-Air Missiles U

the comparative technological level of deployed So- Air-to-Surface Munitions 110

viet systems is gradually improving, This situation is AilfArcat3

the result of their focused application of technology NvlFre
in shorter development cycles than are typical in the SSNs m
West. Consequently, the Soviets, although lagging Torpe~does

the West in technology, frequently field systems that Sea Basi-d Aircraft
are sufficiently well-engineered to meet or exceed the Surface Combatants b
combat capabilities of Westcrn counterpart systems. Naval Cruise Missiles 3

For example, the Soviets have developed over 18 types Miea

of hnighly carpable and flexible surface-to-air missiles C 3
(S/%Ms), several of which have been used in regional Communicatinn%

conflicts with devastating effectiveness. In the past 10 [Jectronnc CountermeaSILre/Ecrto III
years alone, nine different versions of these missiles E~arly Warning
were deployed, several of which had capabilities which Surveillance and Reconnalissanc~e

* exceeded their Western counterparts.
Training Simulators

The Soviets have made significant inciremental im-
provcnients in the operational capabilities of their weap- thu-m tonpaimt.if 4yctvrn tmhnhiiogy Itwv,'Ntnly. .rl.irt, nt netesuilymtar r y~

o sas a resulIt of' their exploi tati on - and fielding - ri.stayrII.,I,. htyitiri rlt.'r ,,bat Y.. vtr Immti ICaw itt i~lt edtt.r

ol' technaol ogy. The following examples briefly illustrate h mttti i 1w il li. Itt'~iii , Iitttt1t5Y 1--v'I 11 (tii~ii 11~ t,11111 118101 ll1Y hFO

th s p i t "I t ttjtr'.~ Of dqt YdI.'itlt . itn..Ir.y Ive
1
, shrown dIiiM, t 4Mt~IN1 Averi'At sdfliIAthMAY~~t I'l 101 .1111f c.-( lo thm,.r it.ni w .ytiiirt of t.p.'i Ii. i yn w toph yv

Trhe mobile SA-12A/GLADIATOR and the SA-X-
I2BiGIANT Surface-to-air missiles are expected to be
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The Soviet T-80 tank, with reactive armor mounted around the turret, poses a challenge to Western antiarmor technology development.

attached over a tank's base armor, first appeared on
Israeli tanks in 1983:ý by 1985 the Soviets were Installing

W ~it onl thcir tanks. As applied, thle armor substantially
reduIceS thle eff'ectiveness of' Western antitank missiles by
degrading a missile's shaped-charge jet. About 3.000
Soviet tanks are fitted with reactive armor01 m1ounti ne
apparatuses.

Current Soviet aircraf't such as thle F'ULCRUM and

1115,the FLAN KER exhibit sophisticated aerodynamic de-
signs for flight in the high angile-of'-a ttack profile. The
twin vertical stabilizers. wing( root leadling-edge ex-
tension. and segmiented wing, leading_-edae devices are
Features associated with vortex flow i-enleration and
stall alleviation. These advanced aerodynamilc design
characteristics provide enhanced stability and lif't for inl-
creasedl air combat mlanIcIVuvering capa brlitv approachingO

The Soviet Su-27/FLANKER, in combination with the AA-10/ALAMO Wester einseifctosc:
missite, ha% true look -dow n/shoot-down capabilities against air- -ndsg pcfctos
(raft and fposihly cruise missiles penetrating at low attitudes5. 'ierdr11.1~ ndtn-ag A1,AA Oa

to-air mnissiie illustrates Soviet advances inl missile aero-
ýý dkck dcpi \ýCd 1I brotinliout the So\ ct Union In the dynamnics. This missile employs ain advancedl airf'ramle

a; c'. n [ie S - - 1 H ( I \ N's K g ang wit a niqe-bow tiC"' set of' movable wkines For
ii~ ~ 11( SA-XLII1 GIANT% lon rang I ce coth an -IlLI Iapdwnsaetogtt

ir~de it fýlel 1xilel ozpaLhi Iitv for Ue oonrol. These uI1LsuallyhIC~ %12SIetOLgtt
()rIri P utcnlM1ti~Iimnucts suich as interception LiPVe Ccxcllcnt roll control and maneuveraibility at high

1111"11NiC, all il attck of1 tacticald aircraf't aind anufles of attack. No \Vestern milssiles haive employed
~:,rait Crirr~rrd;ridcortulplatlorm11s.lThe milssile\, thl,ýill \ inedsignl.

oaf rrr~I1Y/c \v11llurike it dilliciltl to vciil,\
In ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ' *. IL i l bc 'ci k!KntKl\lýo rloiolciijaioiis of tile 11l-7(1 aiir~craft provid(e aIorI

",--dI,;n1 dcloiu'mc arid 11eQ1 pos~ihl\ rr:1Crc1iQes Ill wafiii npl Th.[le MAIANSTA\Y.
i 1K I I lTl ý,l I crr: an airbornec \%irnliiie and Control air-craf't. pro\ ides ne\v

c,:J)ipibilty to detect lwlinarrafis weCll as to brilne
I p i npi, I 6(M 1i 7_' aljt r Id _x() I a i tks~ ii f n1cc" 1k) bc:ý il fiii tic ir baltiC. [le 11C M )DA\ . I nlew

oaf rrr~ii. ukir iior dcrronratc li aeialonker. enalesc rCklo:eliito-caale)I1 corurba aircraf't
.t, :?1 1ýp idl 'Iih tc- ii:a\c ciinrriccrc1kd cdih- It o ediuiit 10oiner- rarro1_c opcrl*Itriris. Iblis reftieling

* . a -a nil ~i Iri lul ir1c cicli 111;lt ci pa hi lit .c pctii Ii \c b nb Cr' o.ui ippCd eý it I
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S.-they employ to achieve military objectives, A major
.: catalyst in revolutionary change, however, has been

"• •:the integration of new technology within a fighting
;• force. Changes in weapons technology can significantly

"enhance warflghting capability in a very short time
and provide critical military advantages. As a result,
"in the competition between the Soviet Union and the

•..United States, each country invests in R&D to ensure
its national security is protected against technological
surprise.

Soviet ALFA-Class submarines, although reaching
initial operational capability in 1978, are an example

The MAINSTAY AWACS aircraft substantially Improve$ Soviet battle of technological surprise. These titanium hull nuclear
management capability by providing early warning against low-attiudepeneraton ad ar bitil mangemnt.attack submarines can dive deeper and run significantly
altitude penetration and air bhttle management. faster than existing US submarines, These abilities, as

well as advances in other Soviet submarines, present
Soviet technology exploitation and modernization uncertainties concerning future Soviet developments and

has resulted in an enhanced warfighting capability that what they might portend for US security.
includes:

The new AKULA-CIass submarines, for example,
0 a Extensive inventories of Improved antiarmor weapons demonstrate a level of quieting that is higher than

and highly capable attack helicopters that threaten previously anticipated. Totally new propulsion systems
Western armor; that result in even quieter and mort capable submarines

a Challenges to Western air superiority as a result of could be the goal of a number of Soviet research
new tactical aircraft for deep attack; programs. Such systems, which would greatly reduce

m Improved air defenses that reduce Western ability co detectability of submarines, have obvious military signif-
achieve air superiority and to conduct deep attack; icance, Therefore, the United States muat invest in R&D

a Extensive new capabilities in electronic combat that to maintain its technological lead and protect against
threaten the integrity of Western command, control, any new advances in Soviet capability that could affect
and communications' the balance of power.

n Improved capabilities in surveillance, reconnaissance,
and target acquisition; Given R&D's critical role in affecting power balances,

@ Expanded capability to airlift forces and materiel, it is imperative that constraints on US R&D activities be
n Expansion ot' naval power to include nuclear-powered avoided. In this regard, the Soviet Union is demanding

surface warships and long-range cruise missiles; that arms control agreements restrict US ability to
@ Significant advances in the ability to conduct subma- develop strategic defenses, although they have already

rinc und antisubmarine warfare; and secretly conducted extensive research far exceeding the I
e Significantly improved capabilities through use of new US effort in this area, The Soviets realize fully the

cruise missiles and tactica! ballistic missiles, importance of this research, and they recognize that

arms control agret.ments that impede Western defense
In line with their modernization of conventional technology development can prevent the US from re-

forces, the Soviets have developed new tactics to exploit alizing national advautages. Therefore, the Soviets,
their advantages in firepower and location so as to whose strategic defense rese..ch is more advanced,
collapse Western defenses quickly. Western nations and whose governmental structure easily allows secret

* also have significantly improved their force capability research activities, have much to gain from a limitation
in recent years. The central issue, however, is one of on US R&D - in both conventional as well as strategic
commitment toward future capability. defense areas. The United States and its allies must

exercise great caution and avoid any agreements that
TECHNOLOGY'S EFIFECT ON THE may place the West at a technological and, ultimately,
FUTURE BALANCE OF POWER a strategic disadvantage.

Wariare through the ages has evolved as a result As illustrated in the previous chapters, modernization
of changes in mobility, protection, doctrine, training, of Soviet military forces is occurring in ways geared
size, and organization of armed forces and the tactics to accomplish longer range strategic objectives. The
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The' *KULA, an advanced mullipurpose attack submarine, has the ability to run quietly and to launch long-range cruise missile attacks.

So\ c: arc ti kin dC~liberatC Steps to Upgrade the levkel hlowever, are directed toward differing national Secu~rit
ol [echnoiiiu'ý incrporaited inI their miilitary forces and (I ojectives.

'hei tllc rmx "oc~'o that they) mlay he employed
lie I i eniiihg oth their x\ eak nesses aind The Soxict U.nion seeks to apply techniology to mieet

ilTic awllc cl1iii icngc. theC Sox icts aippcar to he gearing, the demrands of comrbalt they beleve they will en1COLlnter
Ilolk ire phislý:t~ c ited C ke it Cofometition wit ii on the i ntei-nrated conxentional battlefield. Thle Soviets

* ha c~,cck- to achiex e xictorv more1- qLIMick throughl It co1-
yen tional offensive. The U nited States and its allies.

C ' 0IC rc hc that [ech noiogr, Is t rani'ormin'n on tile other hanid. seek to exploit their technologi11-
* c .iaI e xx ria y and that thle dlestru'~ti*1veness. cal adva ntagles to necuate the ahi litv of' thle Sovilets to

ali pee ii~ti nc\ x c pot \ stemIS could Ca rrx out In tense aInd rapid shock operat~ios LI uickl\
Ji-m'i OiK l),ixii (,I' p ox r. %1 irlhal Nikolai Ocanrkoxý onI thle eonx erClionaliI battlefijeld. 'Fhe folloxvinel section

C'111: )5 C I, ( icneril stall, has sutatd: -, ,Ie ijll ,trzatc thle potenltial Of clemereina te chnologies for
* p c'~ci ~nen Neiile amid teChnloloex' in recent 'trenuethen-int, U S conventional warft n i caailt

a' ~ ~a ii c 'otIiiul'i or tie ciicr-encec inI the and ox creoinei adverse trends in Sov iet milii arv power.
1 ' 1','~ ~c ni reC "I ~ ucix and previously

A i.*-' 'ciii- hi'xonl Ile\\ phl\Slcal (ONVIK NTIiONAI, Us

ipii. i~f atciieac o: C ch I n lle fi'Orts to develop systemis capahie of'
* I ':2 h'l 1 aC alle:k ýix Iii h artcIcd operatning on the conv-entionail baittlefield arec known ias

ia iii~ a~iaa cd ild' of perk:- (onxcnitioiil Dl'ecnsc Inilproxenilent Initliative 11))
J Ii, - 1! itý rcvtrie.iiutiii ( )tic of, tile naimor goai'i of, theSe effortsý is to enihance

*flri~ii X ad 'I ercaler N FA) oiio\-onl lorcc'i %ttack fl-()lA) strateex_, h\
w i'illi' T itl rlilin thle :\lliarioc'i capahilit\ to perfornil deepI

tI"\iur ilIrice2 mdt SubsequenICIt anl aIttacks III ordert to
di'4r1pt ti1e idxIInCe of 11ultiple11 SoxII ict coUindfoc

-~ I an a ,~ I Tx Td~rClleN clucio iisad tiicir rmup ixad rcinfforeiiiu' element~'..

*l * I i, ! Ikk'I i t, 
1 
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In this regard, advanced US programs such as the AirLand Warfare
Joint Surveillance and Target Attack Radar System,
the Multiple Launch Rocket System, the Army Tactical AirLand Battle doctrine emphasizes the importance
Missile System, and the Joint Tactical Fusion Program of a cohesive approach to the closer-in central battle,
are vitally important in the technological competition the deep and rear area battle, and control of the air,
for qualitatively better weapon systems. This expanded scope of future combat operations will

require rapid shifts in US combat power to achieve
Command, Control, Communications, decisive results. To engage the Soviets successfully,
and Intelligence (C31), and Electronic Combat US land combat forces must be capable of engaging

the enemy without longthy preparation and of moving
Timely collection and dissemination of information quickly to keep the enemy off balance, Control of forces

is of great importance to reduce the "fog of war." on the highly dynamic future battlefield will necessitate
Space-based platforms, aerial and remote sensors, and increased capabilities to meet the stresses placed on C1I
computers will have a dramatic impact in the future by systems, combat support systems, and the mobility of
giving US commanders a near-instantaneous view of the American combat forces, Exploitation of US advantages
battlefield. in technology would enable the development of standoff

sensor systems, unmanned reconnaissance platforms,
United States superiority on the future battlefield will and manned scout aircraft necessary to fight on the

require application of technologically superior weapons future battlefield.
in precise places and times. Command-and-control
systems will be required to locate and confirm quickly 7he Air Battle - Overall, US air forces are qualita-
the identity of specific enemy units, determine the tively superior to those of the Soviet Union, the Soviets,proper response; direct weaponry on the target; confirm however, are beginning to close the technological gap

destruction; and assess battle damage, with their introduction of advanced aircraft with look-
down/shoot-down capability, To maintain or widen

Electronic combat, which involves mastery and con- the West's lead, the United States and its allies must
trol of the electromagnetic spectrum, provides the United field applications of superior Western low-observable
States with a force multiplier to offset the Soviets' supe. technology; new, more maneuverable aircraft; beyond.
rior numbers in manpower and systems. C31 systems visual-range missiles; and fire control systems featuring
using Ldvanced technologies must be developed in a multiple-target handling capability, These capabilities
manner to capture the "new and unusual" information should be augmented by the fielding of unmanned
hidden in the signal-rich battle environment, not only vehicles Incorporating advanced technologies.
to detect and analyze such information but to dissem-
inate it in a timely manner. These capabilities would General US technological opportunities relevant to

* neutralize Soviet ability to use the electronic battlefield, the Air Rattle Include the application of low observ-
ables in manned and unmanned vehicles; advanced

beImproved US battle management capabilities will materials; microelectrorics and VHSIC data process-
he critically important in neutralizing Soviet numerical ing; and advanced avionics systems, The ability to
superiority. Comnmand-and-control automation tech- operate at night and in adverse weather would be
nology is a US strength that provides the capabil- enhanced as a result of advanced sensors, avionics
ity to integrate large qvantitie.i of data from mutltiple and high-speed data-processing capability, Current US
sources, employ modern decision aids, and perforn, advatitages in defense suppression technology should
highly complex planning. The side that most effectively be exploited through the application of superior anti-
c(ordinates, employs, and acts upon the information radiation missiles, radar-warning receivers, and general
provided by these technological advances will have a electronic warfare capability, There will be applications

. major advantage. in many lethal and nonlethal roles such as defense
suppression, recoanaissance, surveillance, target acqul-

Although the battlefield of the ft'tire will be :x- sitiol, and decoys, Unman~aed aerial vehicleo, having
panded, the automated battlefield management systems a variety of combat applications, are likely to come of
will make it more manageable. The commander of tme age in the near future. The use of unmanned vehicles
,future will be able to lead his forces better and manage would be an adjunct to, and not a replacement for,
his resources for control of the situation while reducing US manned forces. Western superiority in simulator
uncertainty. Automation will also support the role of technology would permit more realistic and effective
thi corniniader by keeping him continuously in control training to produce superior pilots and will therefore
of, the battle. be a crucial ingredient toward achieving air superiority.
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exploitation and application of technology to locate,
identify, and attack unfriendly forces, as well as to
provide battle damage assessment, would provide an
added margin of superiority.

Integrated Strike Warfare - In battles of the future.
the expanded integration of maritime forces within the
AirLand Battle will be crucial to successful combat
operations. Military applications of technology will
provide expanded capabilities for launching coordinated
strikes on land targets by advanced ship-launched (sur-
face and submarine) cruise missiles and carrier-based
aviation such as the Advanced Tactical Aircraft, These
advanced weapon systems will strengthen integration of
naval deep-strike capabilities with land-based aviation
and could significantly affect the ground campaign in
NATO and in other areas of the world,

Antiair Warfare (AA W) - As a result of the tremen-
dous capability inherent in US carrier aviation and ex-
tensive shipboard AAW systems, the capability exists to
defend against enemy airstrikes on carrier battle forces,
convoys, and some land areas. The development of
the Advanced Tactical Fighter aircraft will significantly
enhance this robust capability, Battle force survivability,
to continue both the war at sea and strikes inland,

The Fiber-Optic Guided Missile is in development to defeat will depend on US ability to neutralize the Soviet air
advanced helicopter and armor threats. Pictured Is an early threat. In this regard, applications of technology that
experimental firing demonstrating the potential of its antlarmor strengthen US ability to negate air threats posed by the
mission. Soviets are vitally important.

of our firepower laterally across the front, thereby Submarine Warfare - As a result of the numerical
serving Ls a force multiplier, For example, large arrays superiority of Soviet submarines, and Moscow's likely
ot" land-mobile targets could be effectively engaged at strategies for employing them, a high, favorable com-
longer ranges, thus numerically superior enemy forces bat exchange rate with the Soviets would be crucial
would be countered bel'ore they could fire on US forces, in uny future conflict, A new US attack submarine

under development, the SSN.21/SEAWOLF, will im-

Recent advances in electronics and computer process. provc greatly US ability to combine firepower, mobility,
ing are being applied to improve seekers, sensors, and speed, endurance, survivability, and stealth to combat
Iruzes, These, coupled with new warhead technologies Soviet submarines, Detection is the key to successful
and doctrine, l'orni the basis of current US thrusts in antisubmarine warfare- inadvertent emissions will be
smart munitions, Smart munitions such as the Sensor a primary source of detection as submarines become
Fuzed WLeapon, the Search and Destroy Armor, and quieter. Exploitation of the acoustic and nonacoustic
Smart l•arget Activated Fire and Forget submunitions environment - for both offensive and defensive pur-
utilize advanced directional I'uIZe concepts and Explo- poses .. will become increasingly important for US,
sively FormCd Penctrator warheads that will provide allied, and Soviet forces in submarine warfare. US
Signilicant advantages, exploitation of technology for the innovative use of

suhmerged launch platforms against air- and land-based
Maritime Warfare targets such as tactical ballistic and cruise missiles wouldN, go a long way in redressing existing imbalances in

' An i nl'Lusioil of' advanced technology will have a overall force structure.
, I pro;foLInd impaict on aill aspects ol" thc maritime balance.

Through fhie use of' ov-the-horizon radar technology, Exploitation of technology in areas of active sonar
IS and Allied nations can monitor hostile ships and and nonacoustic means of detection can enabie the
aircratL. As it has in previouLs conflicts, the superior United States to maintain its lead in antisubmarine
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portend a new age in warfare as new concepts, new
doctrine, and new force structures are developed. As

1• strategic defenses mature, there will be a need to rethink
conventional deterrence in a world reshaped by the

"d reduced numbers and values of nuclear weapons. Other
', shifts in the balances of power may result from tech-
,i nology's inevitablu advance. The military implications

of technology's influence will not be limited to land,
, sea, and air because revolutionary advances in both the

United States and Soviet Union are making space the
last frontier and high ground for strategic influence,

In spite of the US desire to reduce the level of inter-
.. .. national tension through arms control agreements, the
, .inevitable advance of technology will have a profound

"" .. •. effect upon the world balance of power.. The US must be
careful not to underestimate Soviet intent or technolog-
ical capability nor to negotiate away advantages. Were

.. they integrated with a force that is already quantitatively
Y superior, seemingly innocuous applications of advanced

"" > "M11 O technology could provide the Soviets with qualitative
0 ").'", .' , advantages as well, This deadly combination could

" .,7 provide the Soviets significant strategic and tactical
S. .. advantages in wartime and have a corrosive effect on

the deterrent posture of Western alliances in peacetime.

A.4 The West's current technological lead is threatened
by an extensive Soviet commitment to surpass the

.~ United States and its allies. Given their levels of in.
vestment, the Soviets could eventually deploy numeious
high-technology weapons in those areas where they do
not have them now. The challenge for the United States
and its allies is to maintain technological superiority
in an era of declining defense budgets and a more

o I asophisticated level of Soviet competition, This challengec
requires a reenergized US and allied commitment to
field highly capable military forces by translating current
technology advantages into actual defense capabilities,
As a critical element of collective security, the United
States and its allies must rethink how best to marshal
the potential of superior national resource,5 to exploit

Smart munitions use shoot-to-kill technology to attack more their technological advantages while the West still has a
vulnerable areas of armored targets. commanding lead,

warfare. Because of the Soviets' dedicated acoustical The opportunities to use this technological edge to
S quieting efforts, there is a major need to exploit cur- improve the West's conventional capabilities signifi-

rent US advantages in acoustics to improve surface cantly are almost unlimited; but if the science and
Sship, airborne and submarine sonar arrays and signal technology programs that present options for the future
Sprocessing. are to be realized, the Alliance must invest wisely

in them now, To do otherwise risk,4 Lonceding the
CHALLENGES AND CONSTRAINTS technological initiative to the Soviiet Union, which will

have serious implications for the future balance of world
New surveillance systems, high-speed semicond&c- power, Regardless or Western actions, the Soviets

tors, artificial intelligence, optical devices, stealth, ad- can be counted upon to be relentless in pursuing the
vanced propulsion systems, and a host of other advances technology that will support their ultimate goals.
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The V'ertic'al LaunLh System Is capable of firing antijir or antliurface missilles. Combined with the AEGIS radar, VILS provides the US

kNavy with quick-reaction, high-firepower, and Improved electronic countermeasures,
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CHAPTER IX

Collective Security: Our Risks and Responsibilities

The preceding chapters clearly dermonstrate the basis such substantial improvements in their military power
for President Reagan's statement, "we are safer, but since the 1970s that any unwillingness on our part
not yet safe," Since 1981, America has moved away to maintain a global balance of power could have
from the dangerous trends of the 1970s, which were potentially disastrous consequences.
characterized by consistent real cuts in defense spending
and an unrealistic attitude about the threats we and our Since the publication of Soviet Military Power 1987,
allies faced in the world, The effect of these trends was to the Soviets have intensified their public relations cam-
create great risks for the West and greater intransigence paign designed to portray a new Soviet commitment
and opportunities for the Soviet Union. The Soviets' to peace and to persuade the West that Moscow's
intransigence was shown in their walking out of arms intentions are benign, In this respect, Soviet General
negotiations, Their opportunism was seen in Ethiopia, Secretary Gorbachev's initiatives, such as democrati-
South Yemen, Angola, and Afghanistan, to note just a zation of the Communist Party and Soviet society,

Sfew cases. "perestroika" of the Soviet economy and society, and
"I'"glasnost" have had a significant impact in both Soviet

As Soviet Military Power 1988 shows, Soviet bchav- domestic and foreign policy, These themes strike a
ior and the character of their military buildup have concordant note in Western democracies, but prudence
changed very little in the decade of the 1980s, but Amer- dictates caution to see whether the Soviet leadership is
icu's response to that behavior has changed significantly, willing and able to translate its rhetoric into reality,
The strength of our collective response has resulted in Thus, the significance and durability of these themes
the Soviets' return to serious and realistic negotiations. remain unclear- but what is clear is that, thus far, they

have had no perceptible impact on Soviet global goals,
One point, however, must be stressed with respect to as indic;-,i-d by their actions, or the continuing buildup

our posture toward the Soviet Union, and that concerns of Soviet military power far in excess of any legitimate
the requirement imposed to reduce our defense spending defense needs,
substantially. Penury, as former Defense Secretary
Caspar W. Weinherger often said, has its price. that We know that General Secretary Gorbachev is dis.
price is the increased risks America and its allies will satisfied with the performance of the Soviet economy,
confront ais a result of' the dramatic cuts being made in However, the resources to rebuild and reinvigorate the
military spending. civilian economy will not be taken at the expense of

military capabilities. Indeed, we expect that sector
Admiral William J. C'rowe. Jr.. Chairman of the Joint to continue its steady growth. While growth in the

Chief's of StafT, has emphasized that such risks seldom domestic economy is one aim of General Secretary Gor-
present themselves immediately. Rather, they accrue bachev's reforms, it is also true that a major motivation
over years as a consequence of' reduced investment in for these reforms is to develop the capability to compete
the equipment, research, and manpower that arc needed more effectively in the military arena over the long
to deter or liglht a war. The threats we face today will termn. Moreover, even if the Soviets were to decide

Srnot ahate, In the years ahead, however, we may simply to make no new investments in their military weapons
he less c•aiable of meeting those threats. production capacity, the enormous investment already

made means that Soviet defense production will not be
The trend toward reduced defense funding that began reduced signilicantly a--- tit least through 1990.

in 1985 is beginning to mirror the ruinous decade
of' the 1970s, There is no rCason to believe that Thus, regardless of the General Secretary's much
( the consequences of' our adversaries' perception A' ain publicized proposals Ior retorm and the possihility of
Anmcrican withdrawal from its global commitments will mcaningt'ul changes, actual Soviet military capabilities
he any different than it was in those years, Indeed, are continuing to improve and expand, Our defense
,s this report demonstrates, the Soviets have made policy cannot be hased on Soviet pronouncements, or
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While the Soviet Union remains the most dangerous threat to out collectlive security, there are many other diveane threats and
challenge,, like those In the Persian Gulf, for which we must also be adequaltuiy prepared.

onl hopes l'or a moderation in the Kremlin's hehavbor. Therefore, it remains our responsibility to continue
Rather, we must ensure that we have the means to meet to modernize our offensive and defensive strategic capa-

*thle Soviet threat as ~nanifested by their actions and their bilitics to demonstrate to the Soviets that they do not
caipabilities, not their words, posstss an exploitable military advantage at the strategic

We believe that the strategic balance today is essen- nc~rlvl

tinily stable. This balance, however, must be understood The major regional and functional balanceq are comn-
in broad terms and not merely through weapons counts plex and interdependent. In Europe, we remain con-
andt1( simple exchange models. Such factors as the asyni. cerned with the advantages the Warsaw Pact holds over
metrics in US and Soviet passive and active defenses NATO in most ci1tegories of forces. Thecsic advantages
would have at major influence on the ability of our IetaI stem, in part, from the continuing pace of Warsaw

ititory forces to perform- their missions. America's ability Pact weapons production that has outstripped NATO's
to deter aggiression is based, in large measure. on how efforts over the past decade, As a result, the Warsaw
the Soviets perceive their ability to achieve their political Pact has been able to expand and modernize its forces at

*and1 military goal~s from at nuclear exchange, Thus, thle a raster rate than has the NATO Alliance, This situation
continued moderniz.ation of' Soviet strategic oftensive is pk~rticularly worrisome because NATO's strategy of
l'orccs combinied with Moscow's robust strategic defense "flexible response" calls for at credilble deterrent across
pirogram Could erode our strutegic deterrent's credibility. the ..,ntire spectrum of conflict, If we are to remain
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capable of deterring Soviet aggression in Europe, these only deny certain key areas to us and our allies for their
adverse trends must be reversed, maritime strategy to be effective, As this report points

out, the trends in the naval balance are not entirely
The Middle East/Southwest Asia remains an area of favorable and the margin of superiority that we enjoy is

great concern to the United States for a number of very being reduced. Nevertheless, we and our allies maintain
critical political, military, and economic reasons. There, a substantial lead over the Soviets in many important
as elsewhere, the local military balances - notably the areas of naval warfare.
Iran-Iraq, Arab-Israeli, and India-Pakistan balances -

play a very important part in assessing the potential for We also enjoy significant advantages over the Soviets
conflict in the region, in our comparative abilities to project military power

at great distances. The Soviets, however, are gradually
For example, the Soviet Union's proximity to the expanding their capability in this area by developing

Persian Gulf region provides it with significant military very useful military assets - airlift forces, the merchant
advantages, but these are offset by the clear determina- marine, arms sales, and military assistance programs
tion of the region's states to maintain their independcnce - which would assist them greatly In projecting mil-
from Soviet domination. Were the Soviets to attempt itary power.
to seize the region's oil fields with military force, they
would have to sustain long lines of communicationo over Both the United States and the Soviet Union look to
extremely difficult terrain, which would be vulnerable to technology as a means to enhance their military capa.
air attack and interdiction, bilities. While the United States and our European and

Japanese allies enjoy significant advantages, particularly
F'urther, since the establishment of the US Central in our combined abilities to innovate, the Soviets have

Command, we have improved our capability to project demonstrated their ability to acquire, develop, and field
military force rapidly into the region. This improved militarily relevant technologies, often before we do,
capab~lity, together with the fact that we would require
far fewer forces to defend the region than the Soviets As we assess the results of our investment in enhanc-
would to conquer It, act as a powerful deterrent to ing our own military capabilities over the last seven
Soviet aggression. years, it is clear that we can look with pride to the

great progress we have made, By any measure, our
In the Far East, we continue to observe the Soviets forces are better equipped, better compensated and

upgrading their military forces, Although Moscow and better trained, and far more ready than they have been
its clients, the North Koreans and the Vietnamese, retain at any time since the end of the Vietnam War. We and
some clear advantages, several theater-wide factors fa- our allies have maintained our lead in some areas of the
vor the United States and our allies in the region. Most military balance - such as the maritime balance - and
notably, close allies such as Japan provide bases and narrowed the gap in others.
infrastructure to support our forward-deployed forces,
Japan's key location, modernization of its self-defense But what about the future?
forces, and assumption of new missions also enable it to
provide for a majkor part of its own defense, Japan's con- Major new weapon systems incorporating new tech.
tinued economic growth, and the econoinic dynamism nologies require long lead times to perfect, produce,
of the entire Pacific Basin as exemplified by South and field in sufficient quantity to have a significant
Korea, serve to broaden the basis for developing the effect on our defense capabilities, But actual military
self-defensc capabilities of friendly regional countries, capabilities, and the resultant military balances, tend
These very positive economic developments make the to change gradually. Thus, we must prepare now to
long-term regional trends in the military balance appear counter threats that will emerge in 10 to 15 years.
very faivorable, Both the United States and the Soviet Union face a

number of potentially revolutionary new technologies
As was pointed out in the assessment of the maritime that may dramatically alter the characteristics of' future

balance, the United States and the Soviet Union have conflict, Both sides face economic pressures that will
entirely different requirements for naval power. For constrain the development and deployment of these new
instance, the United States and its allies are critically systems. Given the tremendous Soviet investment independent on Lhe world's oceans for resupply, reinforce- current military technology and equipment, it should

ment, and power projection. Thus, maritime superiority not be surprising that the Soviets may be searching for
is essential for us to satisfy our collective security ways to limit, or at least delay, the development and
requirements, The Soviets, on the other hand, need deployment of new weapon systems, for example those
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concerned with SDI, that may make currently fielded The Soviet effort to restructure their economy will not
systems obsolete, be easy, nor can it be accomplished without risk, Since

the economy of the Soviet Union is totally controlled
Soviet military analysts appear generally satisfied by the central political apparatus, economic reform can

with their current and near-term (five years) military have major political implications, Efforts to decentralize
capabilities. They appear to be increasingly concerned, economic decisionmaking (and thus improve economic
however, about their mid- to long-term prospects (five performance) may result in reduced political control.
to 10 years and beyond). They have been impressed by This concern is a major reason that past efforts have
strong signs of a renewed Western willingness to com- been strongly resisted, and why there is considerable cur-
pete militarily, They have always been concerned about rent opposition to ruform. Gorbachev wants improved
Western technological competence, and they fear pro- economic performance, but he does not want to reduce
yoking the West into making a sustained commitment Communist Party control. The goals are antithetical.
to translate technological superiority Into a superior Gorbachev may be searching for an equilibrium that
fielded military capability, This concern is reinforced is unattainable, If he is too cautious, there may be
by a growing doubt that the overall performance of the no improvement in the economy, He has already pro-
Soviet economy will support a full range of options to yoked considerable opposition from Communist Party
resolve mid- and long-term military requirements. and state bureaucrats who are strongly opposed to

constraints on their personal power and influence, If
There are a number of new conventional weapons Gorbachev is too ambitious in implementing reform.

* technologies that could substantially alter any future a backlash might produce unanticipated political and
military balance, NATO countries are working on social results. Yet from a strietty military perspective,
advanced sensors and targeting technologies that could the ultimate measures of true reform will be measurably
significantly improve conventional defense against War- reduced military spending and decreased force structure.
saw Pact tank armies.

Whatever the ultimate consequences of "glasnost" or
Improved accuracy and a variety of conventional mu- the hopes for meaningful change in the Soviet Union,

nitions warheads for Soviet short-range missiles could the security responsibilities of the West rest, as always,
make these systems an important factor, particularly if in our own hands. Moreover, threats inherent in the in-
integrated into a massive Soviet air operation timed to ternational system and hostile powers quite independent
coincide with the initiation of hostilities, On the other of the Soviet Union will continue to require that Amer-
hand, NATO deployment of a tactical ballistic missile ica, as the Free World's leading power, bear a significant
defense could neutralize this threat. Soviet submarine defense burden. But this is not, as come might argue, a
quieting will make US antisubmarine warfare more message of pessimism and despair. True, the challenge
difficult, This increased Soviet capability could free posed by the Kremlin and others compels us to spend
additional naval assets from defensive orientations and more for defense than we would prefer, Yet as more
allow them to focus on other missions, to include tn than 40 years of experience has demonstrated, if we do
increased threat to critical sea lines of communication, what is required to build and modernize the defense

forces needed and offer political and moral leadership
While the Soviets arc actively exploring a host of new to the world, we can avoid tempting our adversaries

technologies, they remain conceined about their ability into dangerous confrontations, while offering hope to
to compete over the long term, They believe that their those struggling to free themselves from the bonds of
economic etliciency and general economic competence tyranny and oppression, The point is that there is no
must bc improved substantially. Gorbachev's drive mystery as to what America should do in the face of
to implement "perestroika" and "glasnost" are highly Soviet military power, or indeed the host of other threats
visible signs of a tmajor new effort to revitalize the that challenge our security. The question turns Oil our
Soviet economy, an effort which they see as vital for collective willingness to remain true to our heritage as a
the support of' their long-range goals. frec people.
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